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Worldgroup

Manager: Users

access and

navigate your
system with

Worldgroup

Manager, a
Windows client.

With the click of

an icon, users

are connected
and loyiicd in to

your system.

Options Window Help

Main menu: Launch

your own online

service, right out oftht

bo.x, with Worldgroup.

Offer users e-mail,
forums, multi-user

teleconference, polls,
files, Internet access
and more.

Forums: Create

up to 10,000

group message

areas or Internet

newsgroups for

users to exchange

ideas on a variety

of topics. A map
even helps users

track conversation

threads visually.

Open Your Windows to the
Worldgroup". Bring the World a

Click Away.

The newest, smartest generation of

online software isn't coming from

Microsoft. Or CompuServe. Or

America Online. It's coming from you

— and Galacticomm, the creator of

The Major BBS'.

Its called

Worldgroup. And

it's a client/server

online software

platform that brings

the world to you.

Think of

Worldgroup as

the bridge that

links the

people and

resources

within your

company to

the world

beyond. With the click of an icon, you

can network your entire business

world — customers, stockholders,

prospects, field staff, distributors,

vendors, the press and more —-

together online!

Worldgroup. The World's Most

Powerful Client/Server Online

Platform.

By running your own online service,

you have 100% control over the

content, presentation and revenue

of your system. And Worldgroup's

client/server approach makes

it easy for anyone to use.

The client runs under

Windows on your users'

machines. Its multi

threaded architecture lets

them do all sorts of cool

things simultaneously. Like

download files in the

background, while reading

new mail. Or auto update

new versions of applications

transparently. Local caching, "look

ahead" and client-driven intelligence

maximizes performance at 2,400 or

28,800 bps.

You can customize all the icons and

menu pages out of the box. With

Worldgroup's multimedia features,

you can have a "splash" screen with a

BMP image and a WAV or MIDI file,

graphic menu backdrops, real-time

video and more.

There's even a "launch" client/server

utility that downloads and launches

files for your users, such as Adobe

Acrobat files. Word documents and

PowerPoint presentations, in one easy

step — while the user is online.

You can use Visual Basic and C to

create your own custom client/server

applications (we provide source code).

Or, just plug and play dozens of add

on applications from our network of

Independent Software Vendors.
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Questionnaires:

Offer marketing

surveys,

suggestion boxes,

applications

forms and

testing, to name

a few. Results are

immediately

tallied and can be

viewed as

exportable bar

graphs or pie

charts.
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File Libraries:

Users simply tag

the files they're

interested in and

select the

download Icon.

Files can be
downloaded in the

background while

users enjoy your

other services.

Help: I 'sers will

quick/!/ grasp

the advantages

of Worldyroups

friendly

Windows

Interface, with

hypertext

online help at

every window.

Teleconference:

Users can

simultaneously

chat, whisper,

sketch

diagrams,

transfer files

and more with

each other in

real time.

PCMCIA Modem
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World of Online Computin
The server runs on a single 486 or

Pentium DOS machine and can

handle up to 256 users online at

once. Locks and Keys ' security

provides airtight access control.

Full system accounting and reportin

is built in. And in addition to

client/server users, you can still

support ASCI1/ANSI/RIP

terminals.

Worldgroup.

Beyond the

World-Wide

Web.

Workgroup's

client/server

interface works

just as well over the

Internet as it does with diai-up

modems. We're talking full-fledged

interactive applications, not just

documents. In addition, ftp server and

basic WWW server capabilities are

also supported.

Worldgroup provides a

communication model that brings

the inside world and the outside

world together in a secure,

productive environment.

But it doesn't stop there. You can

make your service accessible via

modem, serial ports. TCP/IP, Novell

LAN, ISDN and X.25 networks such as

CompuServe and SprintNet.

Worldgroup. The Best of

Both Worlds.

Worldgroup gives you the best of

workgroup software and

commercial online services.

E-mail, group

discussion areas,

file libraries,

teleconferencing,

surveys and more are

all built-in. You can

gateway to existing

message systems via MHS

or UUCP. And that's just the

beginning.

Worldgroup. A World of

Resources... A Phone Call Away.

As a Galacticomm customer, you'll

also receive excellent documentation

and world-class support. In every way,

we will work with you to make your

online venture a success.

So open your Windows to the

powerful, smart new Worldgroup of

online computing today. Call your

Galacticomm dealer or call us at 800-

328-1128 (or

305-583-5990

outside the

U.S. and

Canada).

You can

also send

e-mail

on the

Internet

to sales@gcomm.com and access our

home page by pointing your Web

browser to http://www.gcomm.com.

(^GALACTICOMM
Bringing your vision online

Online interactive Software

Galaciicnmm and Wottdgroup are trademarks cf Gnliicucomm, Inc

TMo Major BBS is a registered trademark af GalacHcomm, Ins All olher products are Irademarhs of irioir respective companios



TRUEWINDOWS MULTrrASKING • ON-THEFLY DATA COMPRESSION MULTI-NODE* NETWORK COMPATIBLE

Multitasking allows users

to download files, compose

and read messages, plus

preview images... all while

participating in group chat.

excahbur w or^.1 headquarters

Bxcalibur is

the bulletin

board system

taking the

world by

storm. It was the first system ofits kind to run entirely

under Windows'1' and continues to set the Standard Of

measure. Because Excalibur is built around an accelerated

bi-directional protocol, users can upload and download

files, chat with other users, and compose messages ... all

at the same time! Utilizing our proprietary

graphical interface, users are able to design

[heir own menus and screens incorporating

object oriented graphics, bitmapped

graphics, and TrueType fonts. This

means no two Excalibur based systems

are the same! Advanced error correction

and data compression offer reliability and

convenience to

all users, even

those without

error-correct

ing modems.

As for expandability. Excalibur offers true Plug"N Play

abilities. Imagine doors that are both hassle free and easy

to use. By using Excalibur's Application Programming

Interface (API), third party developers have created

everything from Internet gateways and databases to

shopping malls and interactive games.

The possibilities are endless. Modem into

Excalibur HQ/USA at 918.496.8113 or

call 800.EXCAL.BBS (800.392.2522).

In Canada, modem into Excalibur HQ/

Canada at 905.508.8872. Find out

what users worldwide are heralding as

"the next generation in BUS software".
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Rustv Edie

Call a different kind of BBS. "We
are the Friendliest BBS in the

World." Our name says it all. Edie

and I are a couple of burnouts from

the 60s. We didn't like rules then

and we don't now. Come on in and

relax; you will be among friends.

We have a huge adult section,

including over three gigs of adult

graphics, as well as a fine selection

of public domain and shareware

programs, including over a gig of

family-type graphics. But that's not

what sets us apart. When you call

the first time, you'll know what no

amount of words can tell you, you

are Home. That's right, put up your

feet and enjoy yourself.

We live by three no's: "*No

Censorship, No Rules, No Hassle."

You'll find us like no other BBS:

• We answer your messages and

comments.

• We answer your on-line pages.

• We post our address.

• We post our voice phone

number.

Rusty n Edie's BBS

7393 California Ave.

Youngstown, OH 44512

Voice 216-726-4217

HSTonly 216-726-1804

Compucom 216-726-3584

Hayes V-Series 216-726-3619

AU(V32etc.) 216-726-2620

Fax 216-726-3595

readme.txt
Islands no more

The Internet, in some form or other,

will linger in the realm of relevance

for a long time to come. That may be

a safe-as-houses statement on the

order of predicting tomorrow's sun

rise, but it's the sturdy premise on

which we base our simple

advice to sysops: Get the Net.

Maybe I should back up.

It should be no secret

that callers deserve a

place on their

sysops' mental

ladder of priori

ties (preferably

right there

between a good

health regimen

and their mom)

— caller content

ment ought to be as

important to them as

their next breath. Period.

This didacticism is not unwarrant

ed, mind you; rather it springs from

some serious probing we did lately —

listening to callers, watching their

habits, fielding their complaints, and

marking their interests. And after all

the spying one thing became unsur

prisingly clear: callers want good ser

vice and they want the Net.

Despite these sentiments, however,

we also found sysops downplaying the

significance of a borderless arena,

perhaps fearing the vastness of the

unknown. To them we say the exclu

sivity of a "BBS Club" may indeed

keep out the lurking surliness of vi'r-

tualitv's darker recesses, but it also

keeps you in. Locked in. And no man

is an island anymore...at least not for

long.

As for the larger part of the sys-

pop, the issue of offering callers gate

ways to the Internet is less a question

of philosophy than one of

practicality. The question

often is cost; the

answer frequently

ignorance.

So to figure it all

out we brought in

writer David Wolfe,

author of Expanding

Your BBS, and asked him

to look into what it means

to make your BBS a

WIRED BOARD.

The first of his two-

part series is presented

beginning on page 10, and

gives us an overview of some of the

solutions being implemented by

sysops. Next month he'll look a little

deeper into paths of total node-ness.

And, hey, maybe we'll discover validi

ty in our predictions.

Channel 1 BBS co-sysop Tess

Heder (that's HEAD-r) begins a new

column this month, filling a gap pre

viously unfilled anywhere in the BBS

world. As one of the matriarchs of

BBSing, she'll be doling out advice on

what it takes to be a sysop in a time of

incredible transition, what callers

should look for in a BBS and just

about anything else readers might ask.

Look for her observations on page 59.

Rick Robinson

Editor

editor@bbsmagazine.com

JULY 1995 BBS MAGAZINE



Put Your BUSINESS ONLINE...
E-MAIL - Private and public message areas. Users can preview graphic images

user mail boxes, and file attachments all in from CD-ROM, hard drive or any

an easy to use word processor style editor. other mountable volume.
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Send and receive files

while using system

features such as

chat, and e-mail.

MediaHost
Online Server for

Windows
Provides

Email

Chat

Bulletins

File Libraries

Menus, templates and screens

are visually designed to suit

your requirements.

Multi-user chat with Clipboard

support and scroll back.

Support for Push Button.

Floating Icon, Item List,

and Tree List menus.

...with High Impact PHOTO OATABASES.
Custom database menus

are easily created in the

MediaHost Visual Designers

and Icon Editor.

Memo fields and up to fifteen images

or text files can be displayed for each

record in the database.

Custom templates can be created to

display database records. You decide

what fields your clients can view.

MediaBase
Ideal for

Cataloging

Marketing
Works with

UBASE

FoxPro

Clipper9

Databases and query results

are displayed in a spread

sheet view which is used to

quickly browse through records.

Images are sent seamlessly in

the background using the

MediaHost bi-directional protocol.

MediaBase offers support

for multiple high quality

24 bit images, for each

record in the database.

Sales & Info 819-682-9737 • Demo System 819-682-3330 • Fax 819-685-0994
MediaHouse Software Inc. 32 Eardley Road, Aylmer, Quebec, Canada J9H 7A3

MediaHost and MediaBase are Irademarks of MediaHouse Software Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 1995 MediaHouse Soltware Inc.



PCBoard 15.22 Warped:

Enhanced Features

on a Budget

Clark Development Company's second

major update of the year to its

PCBoard BBS software (version 15.22)

also marks the launch of its first OS/2

package.

Both DOS and OS/2 versions

include new and updated features in

the Internet UUCP Gateway, program

ming language, Fido mailer system, and

PCBMail Manager. And oh yes, the

nicest feature might be that the price is

$51 less than its predecessor, 15.21,

until July 15 (for BBS Magazine read

ers). The OS/2 price hadn't been set at

presstime.

Preconfigured installations let

sysops set up a board for corporate,

sales, or tech support with auto instal

lation — first phone calls are taken in

under 10 minutes.

The new made-for-OS/2 PCBoard is

a 32-bit, multi-threaded, native OS/2

version of the DOS 15.22 package.

With a few differences. For instance,

benchmarking shows OS/2 just a little

quicker — reading 2,059 messages on

the screen in non-stop fashion takes the

DOS version 79.55 seconds. OS/2? 7.95

seconds.

Capturing the same number of mes

sages into a 2.1 meg text file takes DOS

PCBoard 18.58 seconds. The OS/2

PCBoard does it in 8.08.

Features (in both versions) include:

I'm reading your email —

heck, not only mail but your

documents, files, secret

notes, the works. It's easy

because they're unencrypted.

Thanks.

"It can't be," you think.

"Can it? Can my transmis

sions REALLY be hacked?"

Fact is it's not quite that

easy, but it wouldn't take a

gene splicer, either. Justin

case, Genio USA has deliv

ered on a nifty menu-driven

program for Windov/s 3.1

and NT/Win95 that'll scram

ble your stuff beyond recog

nition—and only you hold

the keys.

Called CrypEdit (v5.0), the

program gives users a secure

environment in which to edit,

view, and print multiple

encrypted or plain text files

(up to 60 KB in size).

Double passwords are

CrypEdliflMI v:CEOWE40t

3 U.U EnCadlng GompieBilon Erase Window Help

yew

Qpen Encrypted Text...

Open Encrypted Text that was mi Encoded...

Close

Save Encrypted Text..

Saye Encrypted Text and then i ID {Text Mode) Ins.,.!. It. .

Save ftn t nciyptrd 1 e«1 ..

Deciypl in Encrypted File that Is UU Encoded...

Encrypl ■ Flic...

Encrypt a File and then UU [[cm Mode] Encode It...

.'.r:' - ■■ an Encrypted File...

required as a fail-safe, and

encrypted text files can be

saved as normal, com

pressed, compressed and

UUencoded, or just

UUencoded — all with a cou

ple of mouse clicks.

The familiar Windows

menu bar adds to the sim

plicity, as users just locate

the file, hit "encrypt," key in

the seven to 20-character

password (twice), then the

second password, and bingo.

Integrated UUencoding

utilities will UUencodeand

decode any file, split up a

UUencoded file into as many

as 100 parts, and reconstruct

a split file so eight-bit data

files can be transferred over

systems limited to the seven

data-bit format.

But don't forget your

passwords; there are posi

tively no back doors to this

program.

CrypEdit goes for $30

plus S5 shipping (available in

U.S. only).

Call 206.831.5591; email

76675.630@compuserve.com.

Internet UUCP Gateway— PCBoard

now provides Inbound LISTSERV sup

port. Internet list servers have become

popular because they allow anyone

with an Internet email address to sub

scribe to special-interest postings or

any Usenet newsgroup that their BBS

does not normally carry. However, this

has been problematic because a sysop's

BBS or email system would receive sep

arate copies of each list server transmis

sion for each user subscribing to it.

PCBoard vl5.22 addresses this by

allowing the sysop to designate a sepa

rate conference or forum for each list

server. PCBoard can import all email

received from the server into that con

ference, thereby reducing the amount

of inbound message traffic and provid

ing access to the list server feed for all

users of the BBS.

PPLC — The PCBoard Programming

Language has been enhanced with a

new CONFINFO statement and func

tion that allows reading and writing of

all fields in the conference configura

tion {handy for sysops using PPL to

create system maintenance and confer

ence management utilities).

A new timed INKEY function allows

for more efficient and user-friendly PPL

programs — sysops can generate

prompts that will time-out after a desig

nated margin where previously they'd

have to program control loops that

monitor a timer and poll the keyboard

for input. The sysop can also edit the

flagged file list, add new user records,

delete existing records, and kill messages.

JULY 1995 BBS MAGAZINE



PCBoard/Fido — Configuration files

have been redesigned to make it easier

for sysops to manage and configure Fido

conferences. PCBoard now supports the

use of multiple AKAs in a single net by

allowing the sysop to specify which

AKAs are used and when. This entitles

many hubs needing more than one AKA

in each participated net (their actual

node address plus the hub address) to

use PCBoard's built-in Fido mailer.

The new PPLC includes support for

passthrough areas. For instance, if a

BBS is a Fido hub and one of the nodes

requests a Fido echo area the sysop

does not carry, he or she can "pass it

through" to the caller.

Support for private messages and

file attachments in Fido echo areas, and

the possibility of secure netmail by

allowing the option of a password, are

also included.

PCBMail — PCBoard's Mail Manager

for Microsoft Windows now permits

messages sent to carbon copy or person

al mailing lists to set Mail Waiting flags

for all recipients. And those messages

can have longer user names to better

accommodate Internet email addresses.

Another new feature is the Out Box,

which permits a user to save a message

being composed, then come back later

to edit it before sending.

Despite the upgrades, 15.22 has been

cut to $99 (two-node) through July 15

for BBS Magazine readers only.

PCBoard comes in two, five, 10, 25, 50

100, 250, and 1,000 nodes.

The PPLC is free with the purchase

of 25 nodes and larger systems, or sepa

rately for $80.

For more information call

801.261.1686 or 800.356.1686. For a

free two-line demo call Clark's BBS,

Salt Air, at 801.261.8976.

Online Sales Aloft

Closing a deal must be easier online.

No eye contact, no slip of the tongue.

It's invisible, silent. And it might be

creepy were it not for the fact that rev

enue generated from what's called

"electronic transactions of tangible

goods" climbed to $362 million in

1994, according to a new report from

SIMBA Information, Inc.

The Electronic Marketplace 1995:

Strategies For Connecting Buyers and

Sellers also points out that figure marks

a 27 percent increase over 1993.

The e-marketplace revenue was gen

erated from seven "new" media tech

nologies: business online services, con-

Continues...

Weave Your Web (for a Song)

Five hundred bucks and

you've harnessed the Web.

O'Reilly & Associates,

Inc. is marketing what

could be a solution to the

task of gaining complete

control over your World

Wide Web business with

out raiding the petty cash

drawer.

Scheduled for release

last month, O'Reilly's 32-

bit World Wide Web serv

er, called WebSite, goes

for $499 and offers any

one with Windows NT 3.5

or Win'95 a chance to

publish and conduct busi

ness live on the Net.

O'Reilly's WebSite

product manager Gina

Blaber explains the fre

quent reality: "Many Web

users get excited by what

they see out there

on the Net," she

says "then they get

frustrated because

they don't want to

deal with an

expensive, compli

cated server to put

up their own infor

mation. We've

designed and

priced WebSite to

enable anyone to

start publishing on

the Web within

minutes."

WebSite was put

together by the trio of

O'Reilly, Bob Denny and

Enterprise Integration

"""""wo*, NT 1.,

Technologies, Inc.

Some of Website's fea

tures include:

• A 32-bit HTTP

server that lets

operators use

CGI {Common

Gateway

Interface) to run

Excel, Visual

Basic and other

programs from

within a Web

document.

•WebView, which

offers a tree-like

display of docu

ments and links

on the server;

icons for file type, access

state and broken links;

graphical editor for en

hancing images inside doc

uments; search button; and,

multiple windows for view

ing several Web sites simul

taneously.

• Enhanced Mosaic 2.0

with progressive display of

documents, a toolbar, sup

port for sound and external

viewers, display of in-line

JPEGs and DDE support.

• Complete documenta

tion.

O'Reilly & Associates

can be reached at

800.998.9938.
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Top 10 downloads from SPACE BBS for April 1995

TITLE SIZE FILE DESCRIPTION

1 WINZIP56.ZIP 292556

2 BGI20.ZIP 378805

3 NBUST12D.ZIP 205380

4 SATAN10.ZIP 711608

5 UNFORGI2.ZIP 541695

6 BIGSURF1.ZIP 67552

7 SCN-220E.ZIP 398230

8 VRPOOL1O.ZIP 324232

9 WINBR13.ZIP 302757

10 OILCAP70.ZIP 131897

WinZip 5.6 w/Built-in ZIP TAR gzip & compress Brings the convenience

of Windows to Zipping. "Best Utility", 1994 Shareware Industry Awards.

"Recommended Download", Windows Magazine. Top 10' Windows

Utility, CompuServe Magazine.

"The Beginner's Guide to the Internet" is a lull-color, computer-based

tutorial about the Internet. It covers email, ftp, telnet, gopher, Archie.

Veronica, WAiS, World Wide Web, newsgroups, mailing lists. IRC and

more.

NAG-BUSTER version 1.2d - Fully automatic program that removes Intro,

screens (nags), checksums, time limits and other crippled routines and

irrelevant information.

SATAN v1.0 Unix test program by Mr. Farmer. Well publicized program

to locate faults in Internet security.

Moraft's Dungeons of the Unforgiven. This stunning dungeons and

monsters game contains 25 levels of the most realistic 30 imaging ever

seen in a computer game.

Internet Surf List {PC/DOS version) the first issue of SlGSurf Internet

surf list of places to go and things to do on the Internet.

VirusScan for DOS — new version 2.2.0 (220) 03/31/95 by McAfee. Inc.

Scans and cleans PC's/LAN's for known and new viruses.

Virtual Pool Demo — Interplay — Ceieris. Experience the true meaning

of virtual reality and become immersed in the most incredibly accurate

reaf-time simulation ever developed for the personal computer.

MVP Bridge for Windows by MVP Software. The DOS version of MVP

Bridge won major industry awards. Now MVP Software takes the game a

step further by setting the standard for Windows card games.

OiLCAP v7.0 (Req. EGAWGA & Mouse). Oilcap pits you against the clock

as you try to contain the gushing oil by creating a series oi passages to

control its flow. Quick thinking and fast reflexes are essential.

List courtesy of Space BBS (-415.323.4398} — 15-llne PCBoard West Coast ASP Hub.

sumer online services, the Internet,

CD-ROM, interactive television, screen

phones, and multimedia kiosks — just

about everything but BBSs, which casts

doubt on the validity of the numbers.

The report also includes five-year

revenue forecasts and market share for

each new media technology.

Sales generated from business and

consumer online marketing efforts rep

resented 90 percent of the market, or

Offline by John Baynham

Carl attempts to search all gophers with Veronica,

S324.9 million last year. Interestingly,

the Internet made up just six percent of

the transactions, although SIMBA (a

unit of Cowles Business Media) predicts

the Net will be number two by 2000. As

for (ugh) interactive television, the

report claims this, too, will experience

major growth between 1998 and 2000

after "coming into its own" in 1998.

The Electronic Marketplace 1995 is

available for $1,150 by calling

203.834.0033 ext. 173, or emailing

simba99@aol.com.

The Exodus Continues

Between January and March of this year,

subscribership to the commercial online

services jumped 15.5 percent, according

to the Washington D.C.-bascd newslet

ter Information & Interactive Sendees

Report, putting the overall number at

7,303,300. This marks a 47 percent

increase over March of 1994.

However, according to IISR, many

subscribe to more than one service

bringing the actual number of house

holds down to about 5.9 million.

The biweekly newsletter estimates

that at the current rate of growth over
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10,000 are signing up with an online

service each day.

America Online took honors as the

fastest growing service, adding 500,000

subscribers in the first quarter.

CompuServe logged in with 250,000

newcomers.

CompuServe still ranked at the top

with 2,700,000 subscribers (700,000 of

whom are outside North America), fol

lowed by America Online with

2,000,000 and Prodigy with 1.3 million.

Delphi counts 140,000 as members,

newcomer eWorld has 80,000 and

GEnie is close behind with 75,000.

Published by Business Research

Publications, IISR covers online services

and interactivity and tracks the perfor

mance and pricing of 73 online services.

EMS: Pick of the Disks

You've no doubt heard about the gargan

tuan number of programs and utilities

EMS Professional Shareware crams onto

its CD-ROMs. What you might not know

is how good the stuff is.

Take it from the readers of Visual

Basic Programmer's Journal— it's all

good.

EMS's Access Utility Library CD-

ROM was recently awarded a Reader's

Choice Award by the

journal's reader

ship, and is

using the

attention as

a launch

ing pad for

the next

version of

the library,

which began (ao°*j*

shipping in April.

The new edition has 622 public do

main and shareware files specifically for

developers using Microsoft's Access

Database.

The programs are held on a trio of

CDs (also available on diskette) that

include an indexed database directory

and search program.

Among others, files on the disks

include accounting, BarCode, SQL and

tables.

Street price is $59.50 Call

301.924.3594.

Continued on page 60
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Twcnty-seven-year-old Andre

Durand sits at the helm of Santa

Barbara, California's Durand

Communications Network, predict

ing the future.

Credited with the multimedia

database Genesys and FILEX, an ele

gant drag-n-drop communications

solution, DCN now faces a new task:

converting the converted.

With a division formed between

those who traverse the online circuit

and others who make a beeline for

the Net, Durand seems to have taken

his company down the path of feast

resistance — to a bold, unique plat

form where all are welcome.

In April DCN launched

MindWire, a Windows client/server

■communications .system that endeav

ors not only to provide something lor

everyone, but also to give all-comers

the capacity to harness a Netted

online business for their desktop.

It was on this platform in April —

in the chat area where talkers are

announced by their photos — that we

conducted the following interview.

BBS Magazine: What message are

you trying to get across with the

name MindWire?

Andre Durand: Well, online is a way

for Mind's to meet. Wire is the way

we do it right now. Later on, it may

be called MindWirc-Less. If you get

my point. MindWire: "Where Minds

Meet."

BBS: How long has DCN been work

ing on the program?

AD: For about 2.5 years. The concept

was originally called CLASS (CLient

Access to Systems and Services), but

that was primarily a suite of concepts

rather than any particular product.

MindWire is the culmination and

refinement of all of the original

CLASS concepts.

BBS: Take us through a quick tour of

what you see as the highlights of

MindWire.

AD: MindWire is the ultimate plat

form for developing client/server appli

cations for the online environment. As

a platform, it is to the development of

online applications for the Internet

Interview

Inside

Andre's

MindWire

what Windows was for the develop

ment of graphical applications when

only DOS existed. Like Windows,

MindWire comes with "Sample

Applications." Unlike Windows

"Notepad," "Write" and "Solitaire,"

however, the out-of-the-box applica

tions of MindWire facilitate the basic

services of any communications plat

form (email, messaging etc.). As a

product, MindWire is extremely

powerful. Think of it as a "Lego set"

of tools that will allow the traditional

sysop to create an online service.

These tools include WIP (Windows

Interface Protocol) which allows peo

ple to create the entire 'look-and-feel'

of their online service with com

pressed images, sound, text, buttons,

text files, 24bit color menus etc.

They also include CAM (Client

Application Manager). This utility is

a sophisticated tool that allows the

service provider the ability to control

what is running on the client's com

puter. It also provides automatic

software updating of client applica

tions. MindWire comes with net

work, Internet and modem connec

tivity out of the box. For the client, it

comes with email, chat (with pho-

tos), messaging, file library (with file

previews and simultaneous

upload/download), product order

ing, account maintenance, menu tree

viewer and WIP compatibility.

MindWire incorporates the best of

both the client/server world and the

traditional emulated terminal host

world.

BBS: MindWire is presented as a

"powerful online and Internet plat

form." Specifically, in what ways is it

both of these?

AD: Well, online I presume includes

the Internet. As an online AND

Internet platform (thus allowing

modem dialup), MindWire leverages

Windows and Windows NT to pro

vide Internet connectivity. If you

operate the MindWire Server on a

Windows NT Server, a MindWire

Client can access a MindWire Server

(which is on the Internet) through

TCP/IP. A MindWire Server running

on Windows NT is not only an off-

ramp or "destination"; it can also be

an onramp to the Internet.

This happens because you can

access a MindWire Server through

PPP or SLIP dialup. If your

MindWire Server is on Windows NT

and users dial with Internet in a Box

or Trumpet WinSock, then they can

"gateway" right past the MindWire

Server to the Internet. This may be

too technical, but it shows how inte

grated MindWire is to the wave of

the future. Modem dialup, network

and Internet access are all seamlessly

integrated. The problem with strictly

client/server is that it is unmodifiable

by the service provider.

Continued on p a g a 60
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r°ugh a BBS

by David Wolfe

first oftwo parts

BBSing has changed much in recent years. With this state

ment few would disagree. Electronic bulletin boards have

gone from being backwoods hobbies for techno junkies like

myself to everyday aspects of many people's lives. One of the

greatest leaps telecommunications has taken has been con-

nectability. However you want to define this term would

probably be correct. Online systems are no longer isolated

entities that never share information, but rather are

most likely nexus points or nodes on an ever

growing network of computers.
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Continues...
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Even the term network can be confusing these

days. BBS networks themselves are no longer

constricted to communicating only with other

members of the same network. Fidonet users can

communicate with Internet users, RIME users

can "talk" to Fidonet users and so on. The con

cept of gateways to other networks has taken hold

in both theory and practice. Today, information

can get from any point to any other point just by

making a few leaps and conversions.

But, by far, the topic on most sysops' minds is

the Internet. If you run your own BBS, no matter

how small, you have undoubtedly fielded ques

tions from users like "Uh, can I send my friend

Bob in Ohio a message from here?" or "Hey, how

do I Telnet from the command line???" And, by

far, the Internet has the most features of all major

online networks and is the easiest to link into.

This article is (I hope) going to give you a basic

understanding of how to place your BBS on the

Internet in some form or another. Unlike most

other networks such as Fido and RIME, Internet

connectivity comes in many flavors — some as

expensive as caviar (not the Western Digital hard

drive model) and some as cheap as a trip to

Mickey-Dee's.

This is part one of a two part article. What you

will find covered this month are things like:

should you connect your board to the Internet,

the basic forms of Internet connections, and the

costs involved. Part two will cover more specific

elements about how to actually incorporate

Internet features into your BBS software.

If you haven't already thought about getting

some form of Internet connection for your BBS,

you are probably in a shrinking group of sysops.

Many sysops who don't have a clear idea of what

the Internet is or what it can do for them some

times have an incorrect opinion of how deep they

should delve into it. The cost levels involved in

Internet connections vary widely depending

screaming for SLIP access through your board,

but you must weigh the consequences of what

this will do to your BBS. Providing SLIP or PPP

access (which can be done just by purchasing

dedicated phone lines to have a constant connec

tion to a provider and then having the right soft

ware) will change the very nature of your BBS.

Providing SLIP access will take your system away

from being a BBS and into the realm of the

Access Provider (something totally different.)

Ninety-nine percent or all BBSs (no matter how

large or small) should really think long and hard

before becoming an access provider.

True access providers are popping up all over

the place (in the US and in other countries). True

access providers have hundreds of dial-up lines

and dedicated Unix servers which give access to a

wide range of people, businesses, universities, etc.

Providing Internet SLIP or PPP access is a big

business today. Here in Indianapolis, three large

access providers have set up shop and are now

competing vigorously against each other for user

business. Even the largest BBS would find it hard

competing against just one of these players, but

having three large providers in the same area

makes it virtually impossible for a BBS to succeed

as an access provider.

This certainly does not mean that you should

never have SLIP access via your BBS, or that you

should stay away from the Internet all together.

You should, however, have good reason for want

ing such a high level of access. Giving SLIP access

to all users of a public BBS would be both techni

cally and economically prohibitive for a small or

medium sized board. However, adding email and

Newsgroup access can greatly enhance your BBSs

appeal to new and existing users, without incur

ring a large startup cost and monthly mainte

nance cost.

on the services you want to be able to offer your

callers. Internet access can be as simple as offer

ing email and Newsgroup access to callers, or you

can jump in head first and try to offer SLIP or

PPP access (ways of letting users use your BBS as

a spring-board to get to other sites on the

Internet.)

Before you even think about what form of

Internet access you want to give board members,

you have to ask yourself whether that access is

going to be worth it. Many sysops want to stay as

current as they can on any developments that

happen with telecommunications. Users may be

JULY 1995 BBS MAGAZINE

Forms of access

Ok, now onto the technical aspects of what we've

been discussing. The first question you have to

ask yourself is what sort of Internet access are you

going to provide to users. Is this going to be

email only access, Newsgroup only, full SLIP

access, what? Most average BBSs find that offer

ing email and Newsgroup access is the easiest and

cheapest route since it doesn't require any dedi

cated access into the Internet itself. Email and

Newsgroups can be swapped out once a day, once

an hour, or more frequently, depending on your

system's need for such things. No special hard

ware will be needed for this type of access, either.

All you need is a computer and a modem and



v v

you can have this form of Internet access. If you

decide that your users need to have SLIP access

through your system, you will be dealing with a

much larger issue involving at the very least, new

dedicated phone lines, new modems, a Unix or

Linux server, and possibly a gateway machine to

link your BBS machine(s) with the Internet

server.

The second question you have to ask yourself

is about actually incorporating Internet features

like email, Newsgroups, SLIP access, etc., into

your BBS. Can your BBS software handle such

things internally or is other software involved?

Most of the big BBS players either have internal

Internet features or are working on getting such

features ready. If your BBS software docs not

have internal Internet features, you can always go

to the many third-party software packages out

there written for just such purposes. Newsgroup

and email doors are popping up all over the

place. I'll attempt to be as unbiased as I can when

talking about the various ways BBS software is

incorporating Internet features, but every sysop

has his or her favorite software.

Some BBS software has internal Internet fea

tures by default, and some require you to pur

chase add-on software from the BBS company. If

your BBS software doesn't seem to have internal

Internet features, look around and see what is

available on boards with large file bases. You

might have to call the support board for your

particular BBS software to find the right software

(or to get information on how to order the right

software). Using such software to actually con

nect to the Internet will be covered in part two of

this article.

Once you know what you want and if you can

use it, the next step is to find someone who can

give you Internet access. This is not always as easy

as it sounds. Even though the Internet seems to

be everywhere (as some would like you to

think), you might not have an access

provider in your area. In fact,

you might be looking at

long distance-

costs to connect with the

nearest provider who can give you the right link.

You you see what?

Access providers can give you many forms of

entree. The most common form, the one I am

sure you've heard talked about most often, is a

UUCP connection. UUCP stands for Unix to

Unix Copy Protocol (though I have heard it

referred to sans Protocol). Let's face it, the

Internet is Unix based. If you want Unix stuff,

you have to talk the Unix talk. This in itself isn't

that hard to overcome. Heck, Macs are logging

into PC based boards everyday and vice versa. All

it takes is the right emulation and any machine

can talk with any other machine. Unix systems

have standard ways of swapping data via serial

connections and this standard, or protocol, is

UUCP (which has many flavors and variations.)

UUCP allows any BBS to have access to both

email and Newsgroup feeds. UUCP is basically a

method of logging into an access provider and

downloading data as you might download files

from other BBSs. Nothing too complex is really

involved. But, as already mentioned, you must

have the right software with which to do this —■

UUCP connectivity software. If your BBS does

not have any Internet connectability software at

all, you might look into getting a copy of Waffle,

a small, complete BBS package designed around

UUCP which can also be run as a door on an

existing BBS.

Not all access providers offer UUCP connec

tions. UUCP connections are not as profitable as

SLIP connections and require more setup and

maintenance by the provider. Understand that

UUCP connections supply all users of a BBS with

Internet access. This means an increased work

load for the provider giving the UUCP connec

tion. This is why some access providers stay away

from giving BBSs a UUCP connection.

The other popular type of access you can get

from an access provider is SLIP (PPP or TCP/IP)

access. This is the form of access that actually

puts you or your users "on" the Internet, and

allows them to do such things as Telnet to other

sites, FTP files from one site to you, access such

features like Archie, Gopher, or the World Wide

Web, etc. SLIP is an acronym for Serial Line

Internet Protocol. In essence, SLIP-type access

gives your system a full-time network connec

tion to the Internet.

Of course, in order to

have this form of

access, you must have at

least one dedicated line into an estab

lished provider, and the software on your end to

manage this connection. The software manage

ment aspect can be done in several ways. Some

BBS packages have internal SLIP management.

The Major BBS comes to mind. The Major does

not need to gateway to a Unix machine in order

to be on the Internet via a SLIP connection.

(Other BBS packages do require a Unix machine

to manage the SLIP Internet connection of a

Continues..
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DOS-based board.) The DOS-based BBS in turn

would be linked to the Unix machine via null

modem cables connected to the serial ports of

both the BBS machine and the Unix machine.

This arrangement would give your users a

menued method ofInternet access. Meaning,

your users would still be presented with BBS

screens and menus but they could navigate the

Net from your system.

Another flavor of SLIP access is a more expen

sive one Ifyou want to provide your users with

the ability to by-pass your BBS altogether, special

hardware is needed as a terminal server that can

directly route a caller to the Unix machine (which

then places him on the Internet) or to the BBS. If

you have ever logged into an access provider, you

are familiar with the standard Unix login proce

dure. For example, I can log into my access

provider in three ways. The first is by logging in

as my BBS (which has a login ID of PANDY) to

do a UUCP transfer of data, or I can login per

sonally as DWOLFE to have menued access

through the menu system my access provider

supplies, or as DW0LFE1 if I want to have actual

SLIP access to run my Web browser, FTP files

and so on. The front end must be able to route

callers depending on what they want to do.

Terminal servers can be bought by anyone, not

just the big-time players. I know of several small

er BBSs that use terminal servers to route callers

correctly.

Go figure — paying the price

All access providers charge differently— there's

an understatement. The fee they charge relates

directly to the competition they have. No compe

tition means a much higher price for connec

tions. I can only give you prices I have found in

my area (remember the three competitors) as a

guideline for what you may find in your area.

My access provider charges a minimum

of $25 a month for my UUCP con

nection. This fee includes a $1-

an-hour connection fee. So, I

have 25 hours a month I

can be online before

my cost

begins to mount.

Initial setup costs of

UUCP connection range

from $25 to $50 in my area,

depending on whether you

want to get a domain name

assigned to your BBS. If you have an

average amount of email and Newsgroup

traffic, 25 hours a month is plenty. But, if your

users begin to get on mailing lists and begin to do
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FTP email (downloading files via email), your

time online will skyrocket. Another access

provider in town charges a monthly flat fee of $40

and an additional fee of $1 per hour of connect

time.

Dedicated SLIP access around here can range

from around $100 (and up) a month for a single

14.4 Kbps connection and a setup fee of around

$220. This does not include the actual cost of the

line. All access providers that give you dedicated

access will expect you to pick up the line charges

assessed by the phone company. That's another

$20 a month at least. And, some providers will

expect you to pay for two lines so they can

replace that dial-in node you are using on their

system.

Digital lines provide SLIP access at a much

higher speed and allow multiple users on your

BBS to have simultaneous access. Digital lines

have many variations and range from a monthly

cost of around $350 for a 56 Kb line (and a

$ 1,000 setup cost) to well over $ 1000 a month for

a 1.54 MB per second line. And, if you are plan

ning on getting a digital line, you will be needing

a digital modem to use on that line. Digital

modems are now quickly dropping in price and

range from $300 for a low-end 64 Kb model to

$600 and higher for top-shelf models.

As you can see, full Internet SLIP access is a

pricey option in just setup and line fees alone.

When you begin talking about getting a dedicated

Unix machine and a possible terminal server, the

cost increases exponentially. In part two of this

article, I'll talk about what you can do with all of

this stuff and give you a clearer idea of specifically

how to incorporate the Internet into your own

BBS software. milMU

David Wolfe is a telecommunications developerfor

Core Technologies and a freelance writer. He can be

reached via email at sysop@pandy.cotn or via his

BBS, Pandaemonium, at 3I7.5S0.153I.



FEATURES

FLEXIBLE USER INTERFACE

■ Complete flexibility in design of data-entry,

searching, browsing and detailed viewing

B ANSI, RIPscrip & WIP graphics protocol support

for all database functions (DOS & Windows

Access)

£ Complete entry screen validation via pick lists

E Easily jumps from browse to detail viewing

PHOTOGRAPHS IN SECONDS

S Support for the following image formats: JPG,

CMP, PCX, BMP, T1F, TCA and GIF

RELIABLE MULTI-USER CAPABILITIES

5 Support for multiple users running separate

copies of DC Genesys on the same computer

(ie: DESQview) or on separate computers on a

LAN network

6 Seamless sharing of data with concurrent dBase/

FoxPro applications on the same LAN

\\ NXMS
t I Will! 1

WIP Main Menu

create beautiful native

Windows menus with sound,

text, icons and compressed

images for users to view

Notepad

after creating menus in ANSI,

RIP or WIP, create an applica

tion in GenScript to link menus

with the Genesys Database

> DC Compress

DC Compress for Windows can

compress TIP, TGA, BMP, PCX

and GIF images to CMP or JPG

| Detailed Output

users will see online 24-bit

color WIP menus

iW!P Navigator

displays the status of your

current online WIP session

DC Genesys vi.i

Online Multimedia
Databases

Imagine creating a beautiful 24-bit color multimedia database that will run with

any BBS. DC GENESYS allows everyone to easily develop robust graphical online

informational applications and services. Durand Communications Network (DCN)

specializes in providing interactive software for the online industry that is affordable,

easy-to-configure and easy-to-use. DC GENESVScomes with Contact Phonebook™,
a turnkey photographic directory application. Additional turnkey applications

include: CATAUOCS PLUS™, AUTO SELLER1", RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE'" and MATCH
Maker'1'. With DCN's all new Windows Interface ProtocollVi(WIP), created with

rhe DC Interface BUILDER ", your end-users will be able to access your database

with a true all Windows interface. Your applications can have embedded compressed

graphics, text files, sound files and more. DC GENESYS can be accessed through a

free terminal program for DOS and Windows.

GENA0195

147 Castilian Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 93117 • Sales:(805) 961.8700 • Fax: (805) 961.8701

FILEX Server: (805) 961.8702 • Demo BBS: (805) 961,8710 (8N1) • Home page:http//www.durand.com • Email:frontdesk@durand.com
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BY DAVE KRAMER

Glued to the Net
Prescription for Webaholics: more URLs

recall how it was when I first started out

the Internet, with a newly installed dial-

up SLIP account for my Macintosh: I found

the Web a terribly tedious and boring experi

ence. Fact is, the NCSA

Mosaic browser was slow

as molasses, and it was no

fun turning off the image

loading — all you got were

those goofy little image

icons, and there was no

way to load pictures indi

vidually — ZZZ.

EcamincMno>«ipdaoThri

KEYWORDS

Help for the addicted

Slimed

Page supplies

But times have changed. The Web has blossomed into a hip

place to hang. And in these Netscape-enhanced days, with cre

ativity blossoming at nearly every home page, it's hard to

become bored. Click, click, click, click... Hello, my name is

Dave, and I am a Webaholic.

Addicted to the World Wide Web? I know, it's hard not to

be. Fortunately, there is a cause devoted to this state —■

although in my experience it made things worse, not better. If

you change Web browsers more

often than you change your under

wear, the Webaholics site at

http://www.ohiou.edu/

~rbarrett/webaholics/ver2/index.html

may be just the place for you. It's a

site designed for those who click

well into the night... and the next

day...and the next night...and,

well, you've got the image. The deal

there is that you get to add any Web

link that you want, and it's instantly

posted at the top of the site's Top 50

list. And, on a slow day, it might still

be moving down the list an hour

later. Of course, part of the joy is cycling through the list and

finding some of the cool new links. But it's also a way to enjoy

your own, er, 15 minutes of fame. (Is this what Andy Warhol

had in mind?)

The truly Web addicted can surf without touching their

mouse or keyboard. The Web autopilot uses the new push/pull

technology popularized by Netscape to take control of the

user's browser and pull up a new page every 12 seconds of so.

The site has a pool of more than 7,000 places to visit, and it's

fully automated. So plug in at http://www.nEtgEn.com/-mkgrav/

autopilot.html.

Another near-useless diversion on the Net, while I'm on the

subject, is the Automatic Complaint Generator. I think that 1

had the most fun I have ever had on the Web running this little

gizmo and sending the entertaining results to all of my friends

(and a few of my enemies). All you do is enter in the full name,

sex, and preferred name for your target, the number of para-
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graphs of drivel that you want, and then press "Complain."

The results are hysterical, remarkably intelligible, and probably

suitable for submission to your local community newspaper

(which generally has a hard time filling its letter page anyway,

and the editor will never even notice the difference). Use it

with indiscretion at http://www-csag.cs.uiuc.edu:80/individual/

pakin/complaint/.

On the Ragu Home Page (http://www.ragu.com/), you can

learn Italian or enter to win a trip to the Old Country.

Someone with a sick sense of humor has put up a list of Kansas

Sen. Bob Dole's contributions while in office — it's an empty

page. Oh well, perhaps the list is in transition. Find out for

yourself at http://www.shore.net/-jlutch/robert.dole.html. Those

who want to visit the deep, dank underbelly of the Web can

jump to the House of Slime (http://www.teleport.com/~jleon/).

No, it's no den of iniquity — it's a slugfest. The page is devoted

to the ideal that slime is life. Uh huh.

While you're at it, you might as well check out the Worst of

the Web (http:/Aurnpike.net/metro/mirsky/Worst.html) and the

Useless Page (http://www.primus.com/staff/paulp/useless.html). It's

amazing the things that some people will put on the Web. If

you're thinking of inventorying your desk and putting the list

on your home page, it's been done.

Want to chronicle your lunch menu, or tally your CD col

lection? Ditto.

If you're a true Webaholic, you'll surely want to erect your

own contribution to the ever expanding cyberscape. And for

Tim is the Won!

[(DM By™ flnt Iran Mink/j Worn of U»

HEW!Hi- llu;i.'-gtvf HnM

ri.

this you need the right tools. Windows users will be happy to

know that the best HyperText Markup Language (HTML) edi

tor I've found for any platform is HTML Writer by Kris Nosack,

and best of all it's free. It can save HTML pages in UNIX for

mat, includes templates and a handy toolbar, and it's quite stur

dy. You can find il at http://lal.cs.byu.edu:80/people/nosack/.

Macintosh users may want to shop around, but Robert C. Best

Ill's shareware Web Weaver is a noble effort, and it's a good

tool for getting started. Personally, I perform all of my HTML

touchups with SimpleText, but I use Web Weaver to get the

basic pages down. Get your copy at http://www.potsdam.edu/

Web.Weaver/About.html.
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Start Over
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Next you'll want to add some images. If you don't have your

own private stock, Storm Software has kindly placed a growing

library of downloadable photos on the Web. They want you to

buy their Windows image editing package, and they have one

of the best tutorials I've seen online, so you might just want to

check it out: http://www.stormsoft.com/storm/. You'll probably

want some fancy bullets to spice up your page; the image gen

erator at http://www.eece.ksu.edu/IGR/inlro.html will offer you

some cool window dressings, fancy and free.

Finally, if you want to get patternized, you'll probably need

a little assistance color coordinating your text and links. This

can be tricky — the current Netscape browser extension

requires that you translate RGB color codes into hexadecimal.

Fortunately, Webaholics has a nice little cheat sheet at

http://www.ohiou.edu/~rbarrett/webaholics/ver2/colors.html.

Once your page is ready, be sure to publicize it on the

Webaholics Top 50. Who knows — perhaps you'll be spotted

by an agent and called in to co-star with Kato Kaelin in future

episode of "BayWatch."

Overheard on the 'Net

"Gigabyte here, gigabyte there — pretty soon you're talking

Ifyou'd like to suggest an odd or disturbing URL for this column,

give feedback, or get wildly philosophical about the future ofthe

World Wide Web, you can write Dave Kramer at

reehime@omni.voicenet.com. Include a nifty original quote in

your .sig, and you'll be a future "overheard" candidate.
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The Big Boards
Y TERRY ROSSI

Waltzing the Future
Services race onward with new networks,

better browsers and a place to call home.

AOL's techno-geek gold mine

Do you want to stay in front of the

ever-breaking wave of new technolo

gies? If so, this is the place to surf.

Whatever your interests, you will find

up-to-the-minute information here

about things that plug-in, re-charge,

use batteries, or have buttons and

lights. In other words, this is the one-

stop spot for the latest about audio,

video, communications and personal

electronics. AOL's Consumer

Electronics Forum is a wealth of infor

mation for the techno-geek in us all.

The Consumer Flextronics area is

divided into subsets, one of which is

Consumer Electronics Forums, where

AOL members and electronics experts

gather to discuss technologies and

share knowledge. Message bases

include Auto, Stereo and Phones,

Home and Business Telephones, PDA,

Solar Power, and Home Automation.

The Manufacturers' Corner is where

major electronics companies maintain

KEYWORDS

On cyber-street

WinCim

Custom forums

18

informational "store

fronts" to provide you

with the latest updates

about their products

and services.

AOL's aim is to offer

both substance and

entertainment here. As

you explore Consumer

Electronics, you will

come across a variety of

venues: some are tech

nical, others recreation

al. It's rather like walk

ing along a downtown

street, where you might

find a theater between a

book shop and a stereo

store. On AOL's cyber-

street, however, the var

ious enterprises can eas

ily be connected in a

very meaningful way.

AOL's mission, as

America Online

President Steve Case

said recently, "is also

about creating linkages

between services that

people find really useful.

The context is almost as

important as the content."

Updates: Users with Internet FTP

access can get the latest beta copy of the

Windows America Online software

from AOL's FTP site (ftp.aol.com). The
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AOLnet

Instructions for Using AOLnel

ti AOLners Future Cities Listing

D AOLnet Local Access Numbers

■S- Requests for Local Numbers

O High Speed Access

0 28.8Kbps Modem Profile Library

Monthty Conference Scried

Main Message Board

Q Auto Electronics

Electronic Gadgets

23 Home Audio

Home Electronics

personal Communications

Personal Electronics

23 Video Games

Q Video & Home Theater
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latest version at presstime (v2.0bl2)

incorporates many new features such as

access via the Windows Sockets

Interface (Winsock) as well as new

graphics preferences for JPEG com-



pression, view during down

load and overriding the

default AOL color resolution

auto-detection.

The tool bar and menu

bar have been modified to

provide more useful options

like print, People

Connection and Spotlight.

AOLNet is the new data

carrier network that will let

callers connect at speeds up

to 28.8K bps, depending on

your modem's capabilities,

and at no extra charge.

(Refer to your modem man

ual lo determine the highest

rate at which your modem

can transmit data — not

fax.)

AOLNet is actually a new

network— completely sepa

rate from Sprintnet and Tymnet. When

you connect to America Online using

AOLNet, you will experience a faster,

more reliable connection process, and

all the benefits of being connected to

the service at a high baud rate. Users

interested in using AOLNet should use

Keyword AOLNet for more informa

tion.

CompuServe

CompuServe has made available

WinCim vl.4, which brings a

host of new features to the soft

ware for Windows.

More robust navigation and

presentation allow users to dis

play CIS hypertext documents

containing multiple fonts,

graphical images and colorful

backgrounds. What was once a

boring window with plain text

can now be presented within a

dramatically more interesting

formal. Like users of the World

Wide Web, WinCim vl.4 users

can navigate to related topics on

CIS using hotlinks within docu

ments. These documents can be

saved, printed or shared with

other applications on the desk

top.

And WinCim users can now

connect to CIS via the Internet,

too, for vl.4 supports the

Windows Socket Interface

(Winsock), providing users with

CompuServe Information Manager

Edit Services Mail Special Window Help

About WinCIM©

CompuServe tnformaiion Manager !

Version 1.4

Copyright© 1993-1995 CompuServe incorporated

All Rights Reserved

Hews

Mar 14 1995 16:56.31

DiskSpaco: C. 6742O1G0

Reference Sports Erofessiona!

"I'M .,1 ri Irarel Shipping

S. ■

Fun & games £nterlainment Member Service

direct access from their existing

Internet account. All of the most popu

lar Winsock-compatible Internet con

nection mechanisms can be used to

connect to CIS, which means corporate

can now access CIS via the LAN/WAN

connection without having a modem

on their desk.

WinCim vl.4 also contains full DEC

VT-100 terminal emulation support for

CIS's telnet gateway to supported hosts

on the Net, not to mention for applica-

PRODIGY (3 Web Browser
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tion launching and

graphical person-to-

person communica

tions for CIS electronic

conferences.

CIS users enrolled

in the standard pricing

plan ($9.95 a month)

now automatically

receive three free hours

of Internet access per

month in addition to

unlimited access to

more than 120 basic

CIS services. For users

who want more of an

Internet fix, the

Internet Club offers 20

hours of access to

Internet services for a

$15 monthly fee and

additional hours billed

at $1.95 an hour. Takers get free

NetLaunchcr software including

CompuServe's Internet Dialer, and

SPRY's Mosaic Web browser. This soft

ware is for Windows — callers on other

platforms and operating systems can

receive information and instructions

for accessing the connection from

Macintosh, OS/2, Unix and any other

TCP/IP capable platform by entering

GO INTERNET.

Prodigy

Prodigy Services Company

said it will begin making

major service enhance

ments for members with at

least four megabytes of

RAM and Windows. The

enhancements will be intro

duced in phases, and will

likely leverage Prodigy's

next-generation "P2" tech

nology.

The enhancements dis

play content in Internet-

standard Hyper-Text

Markup Language

(HTML), and allow users to

easily navigate between

Internet and Prodigy con

tent. They will be offered as

an upgrade to the current

Prodigy service for

Windows at no extra

Continues
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charge. New developments arc also in

the works for Windows 95 and Mac.

"We'll begin our new product roll

outs with those that benefit the majori

ty of our membership as it exists

today," said Prodigy President Ross

Glatzer. "In corning months, 8MB PCs

will proliferate and create the broad

installed base for us to launch our

Windows 95 product. We also will pro

vide the Macintosh community with an

Internet-linked platform."

As well, Prodigy has upgraded both

its Web browser and Usenet newsgroup

software recently. The new release

includes the following:

Advanced Threading Functionality

Unlike the previous Reader that

restricted viewing to 100 newsgroup

articles at a time, the new Reader will

display up to 1,000 threads containing

thousands of articles. This alfows users

to scroll through all requested articles

at the click of a mouse, greatly reducing

online time. Threads are also sorted

alphabetically, which makes finding

favorite subject matter a snap.

Windows Control Functionality

The new Reader supports standard

What's OnLine?

• Hot Adult Graphics

• Multi-Node Chat

• Windows, Netware, OS/2, and Lantastic

Network Tools

• Ham Radio and Shortwave Listening

• MIDI and Soundblaster Files

• QWK Packets for off-line reading of over

400 worldwide conferences

• Internet and Fidonet E-Mail Access

• 4.5 Gigabytes - New Files Daily

609-753-2540, HST & V.22

609-753-2605, HST & V.32

609-753-1549. HST & V.32bis

30 Minutes Free Access Per Day

Windows control functionality. This

allows users to, among other things,

select multiple articles and binaries for

viewing and downloading. For

instance, a member can now select all

parts of a binary file, name it once, and

download it for off-line viewing.

Previously, a user was required to open,

name and download each part of the

file separately.

Subscribers will automatically

receive the enhanced version the first

time they enroll in Prodigy's

Newsgroup Reader.

In a related development, Prodigy

also has introduced a low-cost

Prodigy/Internet combo pricing plan.

The new 30/30 Plan provides 3O

hours of monthly usage for $30. That

$l/hour rate includes access to the

Prodigy service and its Internet offer

ings.

New features in the Prodigy Web

browser include:

Multiple Hot Lists, in which Web

surfers can save addresses of their

favorite home pages as part of multiple

lists. For example, they can keep sepa

rate lists for sports, reference, govern

ment, or any other lists they choose to

set up.

Enhanced Image Delivery: Some

browsers wait for an entire picture to

arrive in the computer before "paint

ing" it on-screen, which gives graphics

a reputation for being slow. Prodigy's

browser uses a process called incre

mental painting, where the computer

doesn't wait for the whole picture, but

instead begins painting the image from

top to bottom as it's delivered. (HBSers

have been privy to this for some time.)

Global History: If a Web user chooses,

he or she can select the new Global

History feature which will keep an on-

disk record of all the Web sites visited

in a session. This makes it easy to recall

favorite locations.

Loading Local Pages: Prodigy's browser

lets users display Web pages stored on a

diskette or hard drive, whether they are

online or offline.

Delphi

While looking at the Events screen in

Delphi's Custom Forums I realized
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what a wealth of information (OK, neat

stuff) is housed here. For those of you

unfamiliar with these, a Custom Forum

is a service for personal online net

working which enables you to create

your own service or "bulletin board"

right on Delphi.

With a Custom Forum, you have the

ability to exchange messages with spe

cialized groups of Delphi members —

small personal groups or interest

groups made up of anyone wishing to

join in.

Here is just some of the stuff I found

— all of which contributes to making

Delphi the most personal of all the big

services:

From the Custom Forum 427:

"Resumes Online has its database up

and running. Stop by anytime and

upload your resume to the database.

We have already had some employers

and recruiters visiting us. Now, with

direct links to Internet databases, we

hope to increase the visibility!"

From Forum 21: "Dennis Tye, an

amateur astronomer, user of the

Hubble Space Telescope, will be in

GALAXIES ASTRONOMY CLUB (21)

on Saturday, April 15th at 10:00pm

eastern. Join us with your questions."

From Forum 329: "Agent Vic Levine

will discuss what published and aspir

ing writers should expect from an

agency. He is open to questions about

anything to do with the craft of writing.

For published and aspiring writers of

all genres. 4/12/95, 9pm (ET)."

From Forum 65: "On Saturday,

April 8, 1995 at 8pm ET, please join

us in our remembrance of Leonard

Litberg, "RADICAL", co-founder of

The Yellow Submarine and beloved

member of many realities throughout

Delphi, who passed away suddenly on

Sunday April 2. The Yellow

Submarine forum and conference area

will be dedicated to the memory of

our RADICAL, I hope that we can

each share our tears, our fears, and

our love for ourselves, for Len, and

for each other."

I also received E-Mail (along with

every other Delphi user) from the Big

Cheese at Delphi, Dr. Alan Baratz, the

service's president. In his note he

defends the upcoming change to a

graphical interface and Delphi's deci

sion to select Netscape Navigator as the

technology base.

"Many of you wanted to know why

we selected Netscape Navigator(TM),"

he began. "We licensed Netscape

Navigator because it's simply the most

advanced graphical Web browser avail

able. Netscape Navigator allows you to

easily experience all the multimedia

sights and sounds of the World-Wide

Web, from graphics to video to sound

files. It's truly a state-of-the-art

product."

Baratz continued: "Some of you

were concerned that a graphical inter

face might slow you down. While

graphical interfaces do require more

overhead to run, we're making it a pri

ority for our new interface to perform

quickly. The interface will provide con

tinued functionality while download

ing, and will allow you to perform off

line functions such as reading and

writing email, and viewing Web pages

saved to your hard drive.

"At this point, our plan is to also

continue offering the existing text-

based service as long as there is a signif

icant demand for it." BBH
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The CyberDen

Location: Oakland, CA

Sysop: Peter Stone

BBS Main Access #: 510.633.9811

Modems Supported: Up to 14.4

BBS Software: First Class 2.6

If the BBS universe is the new

dominion of pop culture, then

California's CyberDen seeks to be its

haunted underworld.

Newly transplanted from Marin

County to Oakland, the Den (to use

the colloquial) attracts a rogue's

gallery of artists, musicians, Gen-X

types, and varied free spirits drawn

by the promise of creative cross-pol

lination with others of their kind,

according to Sysop Peter Stone.

Peter's a bit of a renaissance man,

having been as a rock musician,

nightclub manager and designer of

the Cyberpit displays in the 1993 ver

sion of the annual Lollapalooza rock

road shows. He says he's designed his

board around the image of a colony:

a collective of odd, dimly-seen crea

tures glimpsed in the kind of murky

shadows "ordinary" people prefer

not to enter. That's why he chose to

design his FirstCIass GUI in the

image of a bat.

"When people see a den of bats,

it's a happy family but it's unusual,"

Peter says. "It's dark and unusual to a

lot people, but its a supportive

society."

On its three gigabytes of file space,

the Den holds the usual assortment

of shareware utilities and games. But

it also holds a thriving bazaar ot

counter-cultural music and artwork.

Rock bands both professional and

amateur use the Internet-connected

message area to upload and down

load pictures of themselves, essential

biographical information, and sam

pled snippets of their music. MIDI

keyboard samples are traded back

and forth. Underground artists hawk

their outre vision, and record

labels — mostly small, independent

ones — choose the board to set up an

online presence.

The file areas arc held in bat-

shaped icons suspended in die Den's

colorful GUI. Peter keeps them sepa

rated into a general-access area he

calls the Cyberlink, and an area

restricted to the Den's 300 registered

users, who pay S10 per month for

their full access.

Peter keeps the Den on a

Macintosh life connected via

Ethernet to a Unix-based Spark One

Plus machine, which houses the

Cyberlink and will, by the summer,

be connected to the Internet by a

128K ISDN line.

He says the daisy-chained

arrangement allows for a certain

economy by making the volume on

both machines' hard drives accessible

to callers who either dial up the

board's main number or drop in via

the Net.

"I didn't want to have 300 to

400MB of data on the Unix machine

and have to put the same data on the

Mac side as well," Peter says.

The actual entity known as the

CyberDen began life in 1989. But

Peter's board-tinkering days began

well before that, when, barely into his

teens, he cobbled together his own

BBS software from modified versions

of early Apple communications pro

grams. He called his creation the

Connector and ran it in the Los

Angeles area until his interests took a

turn away from computing and into

music. He moved to San Francisco,

started a keyboard industrial band

called Xorcist, and eventually came

to realize that the realms of enter

tainment and computers were head

ing toward convergence. People into

computing and people into noise

rock finally seemed to be noticing

one another.

"I began to notice that there

lacked a central telecommunication
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center for such people and decided to

set one up," Peter says. "The goal

would be to network people active in

the underground music and comput

er scene, exchanging ideas, offering

programs to help them create their

crafts and to expand their knowledge

and resources through this amazing

thing called a modem."

At first, Peter ran the CyberDen

off of a 286 PC using Waffle BBS

software and a single, frequently bot-

tlenecked phone line. After spending

some time adding disk space and

other upgrades, he decided to make

the leap to a system that would be

more powerful, "yet less intimidating

than a Unix shell solution for my

users."

"As powerful as Unix and its

interface to the Internet is, it is still

loo intimidating for most users out

there," he says.

After looking at such GUI-based

systems as Tele-Finder and NovaLink

Pro, Peter settled on FirstCIass 2.1

(which he has since upgraded to

v2.6) largely because it was available

when he needed it, it was reliable and

would grow with the board. He has

made available to PC callers a

Windows version of the client soft

ware, although he says he's found the

program gets quirky sometimes,

especially when dealing with the

music files.

"It's got some anomalies," Peter

says. "It doesn't support playback of

sound like Mac does, but that's

something I understand they're

working on."

Peter has indicated he may use his

FirstCIass server as a locus for

video/sound conferences once the

high-capacity Internet link is set up.

It's possible, he says, to host a

video/text conference with programs

like Cu-SeeMe and a high-speed con

nection. "Already a friend of mine

who runs a nightclub in Los Angeles

has set up a computer in the club,

hooked it into an IRC channel on the

Internet, and welcomes anyone in the

world to chat with anyone at the club

during the entire night."

Next stop after that is the William

Gibson world of console jockeys

;hanc(;iiots
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jacking into the matrix:

"One day," Peter says, "you can

bet we'll be sending over video,

audio, and perhaps before I die, with

the help of lasers, encoders and

decoders, our entire bodies... Well,

perhaps in my next life."

Or perhaps in this one.

Political BBS

Sysop: Brian Tafoya

Location: White Rock, NM

BBS Main Access #: 505.672.1665

Modem Supported: 14.4

BBS Software: Spitfire 3.5

For sysop Brian Tafoya, monitoring a

political debate on a BBS can be a

pretty engaging spectator sport.

He says he often sits in on multi-

node chats on his board, which he set

up about a year and a half ago to pro

vide a forum for public policy issues

in New Mexico, and watches the fur

fly. Flis users keep the tone of the

debates mostly civil, but occasionally,

particularly on hot issues, the

exchanges can intensify as Brian

watches.

"It can get pretty fun," he says.

Brian launched the board from a

386/33 in his old hometown of Santa

Fe back in January of 1994. An elec

trical engineer at the nearby Los

Alamos National Laboratory, Brian

says he's always had an interest in

computers and bulletin boards. His

political inclinations developed as a

member of local 611 of the

International Union of Electrical

Workers; witnessing the politiciza-

tion of the Net via Usenet news

groups and commercial online

forums gave him the idea for com

bining his two interests into a single

endeavor.

His 400 users include students

and political players from the state

Capitol of Santa Fe, but lately the

board's also drawn in researchers

from Los Alamos, who tend to be a

more conservative bunch.

The two groups have had a few

clashes online over environmental

issues, Brian says. One issue in par

ticular, involving a proposed nuclear
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waste dump in the desert near

Carlsbad Caverns, set up a fuss that

began reverberating throughout the

Spitfire network, for which Brian's

board serves as the New Mexico hub.

It died down before spreading too

far, which is fortunate, Brian says,

"because the SF net likes to keep pol

itics out of it."

Of course, the board's not all poli

tics. Since the launch, Brian's

upgraded to a 486/66, with 12 giga

bytes of games, general interest

shareware, and adult GIFs split

between two hard drives and two

CD-ROM drives.

Three phone lines connect the

board to the outside world, but Brian

says he'd like to increase to about

ten. He says he would prefer to

remain within the shareware domain

as he expands.

"I think I can get 10 lines with

Spitfire without loo much [rouble,"

he says. "I'm a strong believer in

shareware."

Defcon

Sysop: Mike Christiansen

Location: New Hyde Park, NY

BBS Main Access #: 516.437.1659

Modem Supported: Up to 28.8

BBS Software: Spitfire 3.5

On Long Island's crowded BBS play

ing field, 16-year-old sysop Mike

Christiansen decided he needed an

angle to make his board stand out

from the rest.

The angle he chose was informa

tion services.

"The competition in my area is

very fierce, with a lot of big systems,"

he says. "But there are no informa

tion services at all. I needed a niche."

And a niche is what he got.

Mike set up Defcon with more

than 27,000 files, including an online

reference library containing over 100

literary works. He's got many of the

classics covered: The Red Badge of

Courage, Moby Dick, the texts of

Presidential speeches and important

treaties — anything a high school
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student would likely need to com

plete a research paper.

He's also got about 50 online

games — mostly standards like The

Legend of Red Dragon —■ but he says

his decision to gear the board more

toward students who need a research

tool places the games into a distinctly

subsidiary role.

Defcon is aimed at new users who

may find BBSing unfamiliar terrain,

Mike says. Even though the board is

set up to serve high schoolers, he says

his intention is to attract older, col

lege-age users who would do more

than sift through the file areas for

downloads that strictly serve their

own interests.

"A lot of kids will come on and

leech, and that's it," Mike says. "I'd

like to get them into the message

base, take a look at some of that stuff.

It's really interesting."

With that in mind, he's made his

board an access point for a number

of networks, including Fidonet, the

Internet, and RIPnet. Defcon is also a

node for The Long Island Network, a

web of chats and message systems

designed to stitch together the

Island's sprawling and diverse com

munities into a cohesive whole.

Mike says he likes the idea of his

board helping to build a unified

community.

"The Fidonet could have 200 mes

sages from around the country," he

says. "But with this, you can have

messages from people who are close

to you. If you want to meet them

eventually you could."

Defcon is still run off of the same

386 PC on which it was born in

August, 1993. It is, in fact, Mike's

first computer. He does have plans to

upgrade, however.

Sometime this summer, Detcon

will move onto a Pentium worksta

tion Mike is planning to buy. He's

also planning to add an 18 CD-ROM

disk changer and forego the share

ware Spitfire software for the com

mercially-available PC Board. The

new system will allow him to grow,

he says, and add more Fidonet mes

sage conferences, as well as some

Usenet groups.
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All that can be done on Spitfire,

he admits, but it would be more dif

ficult.

"With Spitfire you can get Usenet

but you have to go to third party

software and all new registration," he

says. "PC Board has all that built in."

He says he also plans to turn the

board into a business and charge

users a $35 per year subscription fee.

About ten paying customers have

signed up so far, he says.

One step he's resisting, however,

is the temptation to load up the

board with new nodes. He says that's

the classic example of overweening

ambition that often dooms a board

to failure.

"I've seen too many boards go

down getting too many lines they

can't support," he says.

The Vector

Location: Cranibrd, NJ

Sysops: Sharon and Joseph

Delvecchio

Main Access #s

28.8 BPS: 908.276.4405;

14.4 BPS: 908.272.1911

BBS Software: Remote Access 2.01

When searching about for a way to

make his board distinctive, Sysop

Joseph Delvecchio hit upon the idea

of customer service. He decided to

make the Vector a friendly oasis in

the bewildering BBS jungle, free of

the God-complex attitude exhibited

sometimes by sysops who forget that

it is a human being sitting at the

other end of the line.

"We tend to be more friendly and

understanding toward new callers. I

don't mind walking a person step by

step through downloads, uploads,"

Joseph says. "I was a new caller once,

and someone helped me out, and I

don't mind doing the same for oth

ers."

Joseph says his responsiveness to

caller suggestions led him to drop

adult files from the board when they

asked him to. That was fine by him.

Underage interlopers were making

the files more trouble than they were

worth, he says.
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"1 don't need 15-year-olds trying

to get adult material and me getting

harassed by parents," he says. "That's

not one of the games I like to play."

That move caused him to lose a

few users out for a night of saucy

walking on the online wild side, but

Joseph says it also allowed him top

focus on the board's core constituen

cy: serving as a message forum.

The Vector serves as a node for

eight message networks, he says,

including Fidonet, a music network

and a native American network.

There are file areas as well: 500

MB and one CD-ROM's worth. The

board also has games, accessible

through one of 30 Doors.

Joseph says his motivation to

enter the BBS world was provided by

logging onto other boards.

"I was calling around and said I

could do this, too, and I did," he says.

He launched the Vector on a 386

PC with a 2400 modem, and within a

year had upgraded to a 486. He now

runs the board off the same machine,

but has added a second phone line

and has upgraded his modems to

support 14.4 and 28.8 data transfer

rates.

By summer, Joseph will have

added a new service to his board: a

financial newsletter.

Accessible through the message

menu, the newsletter will contain

Joseph's opinions on stocks, bonds

and other financial matters. It's a

good fit with his profession, Joseph

says. He works as a financial analyst

for the Dow Jones Company, work

ing a 3 to 11 p.m. shift while his sister

Sharon stays home to tend the board.

He says it's conceivable the board

might end up primarily a financial

services board. Or the Vector may

stay as it is, and Joseph will spin the

financial sendees idea into a new

board. It depends on the users,

Joseph says.

"1 move by demand." asasa

Steve Jonas is editor and co-founder of

Nexus Six magazine, the journal of

gutter-tech. He welcomes news of new

and noteworthy boards. He can be

contacted atjanas@aol.coni.
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They couldn't top Synchronet,

So we did.

Introducing

Version 2.0

PCMS
jnveils PCMS the

■ iuyiu uuig Command and
Menu Structure. At the heart of
PCMS is Baja™, an easy to use

bask-like programming language
and compiler that allows flexible
command shell programming

ons. Because compiled command
shells ore loaded dynamically upon
user logon, multiple BBS structures
can be available for your users to
choose from; including emulations
of other BBSs, complex graphical
user interfaces, foreign language
shells, and custom applications.

provides a level II
MupicmcHiation of the new SMB
message base format for high
speed,"nigh volume, multi-network
message storage and retrieval. SMB
is highly extensible to support future

! Synchronet for OS/2,
ig brother of Synchronet

For DOS. Finally, a powerful and
Feature rich 32-bit BBS will soon be
within your grasp.

Free Dem

529-9525 14.4KbpsV.3
f, 529-9547 28.8Kbps V.FC

Synchronet for DOS v2.0

2 node $ 99.00
4 node $199.00

6 node $399.00
0 node $499.00

-Digital Dynamics

30 Box 501 Yorba Undo, CA 92686

[714) 529-6328 voice

[714) 529-9721 fax

Compare 8 nodes on a single 486
■MH

Synchronet
$299
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Up to 10
Yes

Node license*
Programmable
Multiple command shells
Intelligent DigiBoard

Inti 4h device support
Standard serial ports
Caller ID security
Nested security logic Yes
Multichannel chat Yes
Private user chat Yes
Offline reader support Yes
QWK networking Yes
FidoNet import/export Yes
PostLink (RIME) support Yes
Includes RIPscrip menus Yes
Novell/DOS LAN support Yes
Enhanced CD-ROM support Yes
Incoming FAX support Yes
Chat between doors Yes
Bidirectional file transfers Yes

DOS door support 11 types
FILEJD.DIZ support Yes
Offline NetMail Yes
Offline/Remote file requests Yes
Real-time configuration Yes

WildcatllM
$799
No

No
Yes
No

No

No
No

Extra
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Extra
Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No

Yes
2 types
Extra

Yes
No

No

PCBoartl/M
$440
Extra
No

Yes
Yes

Up to 4
Extra

No
Yes
Extra
Extra
Extra
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

No

Yes
2 types

Yes

Extra

No
Yes

MajorBBS
$508
Extra
No

No
No

Up to 2

Extra
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Extra
Yes

Yes
No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes
No

No
No

Fealures and press compiteO from venocx supplied informaoon 2/94, are subjea ui change wrtrtoutnoufcat>on. Wil0cat!IM, PCBoarc/M, MajorBBS. TB8S. QWK. RdoNet

Posibnk, RIME, RIPscnp. Noveti.and DOS are trademarks or Weir respectNa cenpames. Third pany uuraes may Be required lor some message nerwori! technologies.
■lor 8 nodes WWcat!/lM requres a 250 node license. PC3oanl/M requires a 10 node fccense. TBBS requires a 16 node license.

If you haven't checked out Synchronet yet, crank up your modem and download a

demo. There isn't a faster, more feature rich BBS available anywhere from anyone.

Synchronet combines the robust interactive nature of a multiuser BBS with the

speed, power and flexibility of a multinode system.

It was innovative out-of-the-box features such as

intelligent variable timeslicing, ARS™ security, RIPscrip,

enhanced CD-ROM, and easy to use fully integrated

message network support that made Synchronet a

multinode powerhouse. And now, with version 2.0,

custom programmability. lightning fast high volume

messaging, and much more makes Synchronet the

sysop's choice for BBSing in the 90's.

JBBSversion 2
Multinode Bulletin Board System Software



Internet made £asy
BY MIKE ROBINSON

IPhone, Therefore I Am
Internet gets a voice

Anyone out there?

The common question of a

newbie on the newsgroups?

A first-timer's email? This

lost-in-space message could

be either, but in this case it's

actually a verbal message

coming from somewhere in

California, delivered to my

computer's sound system via

the Internet.

KEYWORDS

Digital voices

Where to get IPhone

and how to use it
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Yes, I said verbal.

If by now you

haven't heard about it,

I'm referring to what's

become all the rage on

the Internet over the

past several months; a

miracle that lets you

carry on a conversation with people all

around the world with a local "call."

It's called Internet Phone, or IPhone,

and if you're not using it now, chances

are you will be soon.

Inside the IPhone

Are you familiar with IRC? Internet

Relay Chat is a great way to have a con

versation with two, three, or even 20

people at one time. IRC users telnet in

from around the world, search Un

available rooms for a favorite topic, and

then join in to type-chat to others.

Internet Phone uses these same princi

ples, only it's the sound of a voice you

hear and not just key-clicks.

First, you have to get a copy of the

program and install it (FTP toftp.vocal-

tec.com:/pub/iphone08.exe).

Once that's done, connect to one of

the following IRC phone servers:

iphone.interserv.net (San Francisco)

6670.
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Real-time Voice Communication Over The Internet

Talk over the Internet with vour own voice.

Communicate with people from all over the world.

iphone.pulver.com (Long Island) 6670.

iphone.vocaltec.com — VocalTec's

Server (Washington DC) 6670.

iphone.wau.nl — Wageningen

Agricultural University (the

Netherlands) 6670.

iphone.iaccess.com.au — Internet

Access Australia Pty Ltd, 6670.

iphone.fast.net, 6670.

As you can see, you'll connect to port

6670 each time, which has been

reserved for Internet Phone services.

When you first run IPhone, you'll be

asked to input information such as

your name, phone number, etc., which

will be used to identify you to others at

the IRC site. Once you're connected,

simply pick out someone to talk to,

double-click on their name, and they'll

receive a notice that someone wishes to

speak with them.

The demonstration version of the



program (see below) is limited to send

ing 60 seconds of speech. That's actual

ly a lot more time than it might appear.

If you have a series of short

questions/replies, you could use the

program for two or three minutes.

Bandwidth? No problem

You would think that transferring voice

data over the Internet would take up a

huge amount of bandwidth, right?

According to VocalTec, however, trans

mitting voice takes up less than 8K

total space. That means you can use

Internet Phone on a 14.4K modem as

well as from a direel Ethernet connec

tion. I tried both ways, and it is true —

there is no noticeable quality difference

using Internet Phone via modem or

ethernet.

Trying to find a downside, 1 thought

that another problem could arise when

an IRC site becomes heavily loaded.

But this is not a problem either, since

the IRC site is used more like a bulletin

board than a transmission medium. So

when you connect to someone in

California from New York, (via the site

in Washington) the IRC site transfers

the appropriate information to each

user's PC. Conversation goes to and

from IP numbers directly, without hav

ing to go through an overloaded IRC

channel.

Anyone can use Internet Phone as it

is, but I found a few tricks that really

make it sing. First: the better the equip

ment, the better the sound quality.

When I first played with Internet

Phone, I was using one of the origi

nal Sound Blasters in 8-bit mono

mode and with the el-cheapo micro

phone included. Talking to my co-

worker in the next room sounded

garbled, but we could still understand

each other. Then I went to another

computer with a Sound Blaster 16-bit

card and a high-quality microphone

($40 at Radio Shack). Now others

could hear me quite clearly,

although my voice did have a

slight metallic twinge to it

— Remember using two

tin cans connected by a

string as a kid?

Internet Phone sounds

better than the twine and

soup-can method — and it's

certainly much more practical

for talking lo someone miles, even con

tinents away.

What you need

To run Internet Phone, you will need a

multimedia machine. VocalTec recom

mends at least a 486SX PC at 25MHz

and eight megs of RAM. You'll need

Windows 3.1, a TCP/IP Internet con

nection with Winsock 1.1 compliance,

and a standard Windows-compatible

audio board, microphone, and speaker.

A 14.4K connection will work,

although certainly response times will

be slower than with a full Ethernet con

nection or 28.8.

In order to find out more about

Internet Phone, use Mosaic or your

favorite Web browser to connect to

VocalTec's home page,

http://www.vocaltec.com.

Browsing through these home pages

will reveal more about Internet Phone

and a couple of their other network

programs.

As for actually running the program,

the executable you downloaded will

extract it into a directory,

generally IPHONE, and

you can add a

Windows icon

manually.

The cost for this gem is $59. Since

this program looked more like share

ware, I thought that was a hefty price.

But VocalTec has put a lot ofwork into

getting this whole system up and run

ning, and obviously seems committed to

expanding its lisl of Internet Phone sites.

If you have friends abroad who can

use this program, jusl imagine the sav

ings in your phone bill. It's a little too

early for the telephone companies to

worry. After all, direct IP connections

certainly aren't in a majority of house

holds, and ihe quality isn't the best. But

it's obvious that in a few years, when

more advanced versions of Internet

Phone are released, this may be the new

way to communicate.

VocalTec, Inc., located in Northvale,

NJ, can be reached by voice— the old

way— at 201.768.9400. (H&

Mike Robinson

mrobimn@wharton.upenn.edu.



More Great News From
The Communications Experts.

Mustang Software announces

the newest addition to its

growing family of online

products: Off-Line Xpress

(OLX) for Windows v. 1.0.

This powerful off-line

mail reader combines

ihe functions of QWK mail

utilities with the point-and-click

ease of the Windows environment With

OLX for Windows and your communications

software, you can manage your BBS messages better than ever

before- Simp!)' download your messages from the BBS QWK mail processor,

disconnect from the BBS, then start your off-line session with OLX. When

you're finished, just upload your replies and new messages on your next

call. You'll spend less of your precious on-line lime and money reading mail,

which gives you more time for file transfers, chat and games. And you can

read and answer E-mail messages al your convenience.

Anoihcr Full-Featured Mustang Product.

OLX for Windows makes the mosl of (he Windows environment with a

Graphical User Interface and Windows Toolbars. Its impressive capabilities

let you edit and spell-check your messages, handle several QWK packets

simultaneously with full MD1, and quickly slorc, search and retrieve

messages with a powerful folder management system. It atso features a lisl

manager to keep your address book, subjects, packet information and

lagiines in order. And OLX for Windows enables you to handle Internet

messages with long addresses and subjects, ll even has

sound support, so you can attach your favorite WAV files

to specific events. Like all products from Mustang

Software, OLX for Windows includes a comprehensive

user manual and the performance features that are most

requested by our customers. And, best of all, OLX is backed

by Musiang Software, the most respected name in the BBS industry.

The communications experts have done it again with its new

QWK-compaliblc off-line mail reader for Windows. Get your copy of OLX

for Windows today.

Available at CompUSA, Software, Etc., Fry's
and other software outlets everywhere.
Call 8DD-GS3-18BG for more information.

Connecting The World

B05-873-250G • FAX 805-873-2599 • 8BS 8G5-873-24OQ
s ttamrvcnrr*
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terminal program (or term for

B IS. M 'm
up correctly is a jpy to use.

An incorrectly configured term, to put

itlightly, can cause your time online to

be less than the pleasurable experience

it's meant to be, For new usefs> the7

process of configuring a terminal pro

gram can seem like a daunting mine

field, but with a few hints and sugges-

Tl ft II If , H fl
tions, it can become much easier.
O G G G G O n
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Term programs should be config

ured from the general to the specific.

For instance, what your modem is

capable of should be configured first.

With that out of the way, specific items

— like your personal preferences or the

settings you need when calling specific

bulletin boards — should be activated.

Kardcopy

First and foremost, print the documen

tation for the term you want to use.

Take the manual or printed docs and

walk away from your computer to read

it. Grab a pen or pencil and make notes

to yourself as you go. Use Post-it notes

in the margins or as bookmarks for

details you think you might want to

look up later, such as the exact file

names for character sets for Desterm,

or other details.

Not everything you read is going to

make sense, mind you, especially if

you've never used a modem before.

Some things really do take experience

before making any sense at all, but hav

ing read the documentation you'll be

able to say "Aha!" later when it finally

clicks.

I know it's tempting to just skim the

manual in a rush to get online, but do

yourself a favor and try to actually

digest it. Once you've at least made an

effort to read the docs (just looking at

the page numbers and headings doesn't

count), you can begin to configure the

term program and use your notes as

points of reference. Do keep the docu

mentation close by, as you will likely

need to refer to them again.

Softcopy

Make a backup copy of the original

term program and use the backup

instead of the original so you'll always

have the original available should you

need it. Also, after you've configured

the term to your liking and have tested

it, make a backup copy of this, too.

That way should something happen to

the disk you're using, you won't have

to go through the entire configuration

process from scratch.

When you begin the configuration

process, don'l start changing every sin

gle default setting. The defaults are

usually (but not always) the most bene

ficial for that particular term program.

30

The first thing you will need to

change is information about your

modem. Check that the term program

is set to the highest baud rate the

modem can use. If it's a 2400 baud

modem, this is the highest. For higher

speed modems, start with 19.2K or

38.8K, depending on what the term

program supports. If you use a

Swiftlink or HART cartridge, and the

term program has the option of

enabling this, be sure to do so. A few

programs such as Deslerm and

Fritzterm automatically recognize these

cartridges without user intervention.

Novaterm has an option in its setup

menu, and Dialoguel28 has a com

pletely different version of the program

(it's on side two of the disk, so be sure

to load the correct disk side). It's also

worth noting that I)ialogueI28 has a

program that must be run first to create

a "work disk," which you'll use when

ever you load the program instead of

the original disk. The setup program

asks about the type of modem and

about the type of 128 that you have,

due to the fact the 128 can have either

16K or 64K VDC memory.

After you've told the term program

what kind of modem you're using, its

baud rate and other details, you will

need to make sure the modem and

term program are indeed communicat

ing with each other. In the terminal

area {it usually looks like a big blank

screen with a few lines of information

at the top) type AT <rcturn>. If you

don't see what you've typed, try typing

ATE1 <return>, and then key AT

again. You should now see what you've

typed and the modem should respond

by displaying an "OK" on the screen. If

it appears that the modem and term

program are still not communicating

with each other, don't panic. There are

still several things to check.

• Some term programs, such as

Novaterm and Desterm, have an

option for modem style called "Hayes

Inverted," or something similar. Select

this, then go back to the terminal to see

if the modem and term program are

now communicating. The "Inverted"

option really has nothing to do with the

modem itself, but is strictly a

Commodore thing in our term pro

grams because of the differences in the

way CBM interfaces interpret data
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from the modem. If the modem and

term still aren't communicating, go

back and change the option to regular

Hayes.

• Take a look at the modem and its

lights. You should see letters near the

lights, one of which will be either

"DTR" (for Data Terminal Ready), or

"MR" (for Modem Ready). The light

for this should be on. If not, from the

terminal, type AT&D2 <return>. The

light for DTR (or MR) should come

on, and the modem should respond

with "OK".

• The next check is the DCD (Data

Carrier Detect) setting the modem is

currently using. Should the terminal

tell you that you are "online" when you

know for a fact you're not, you will

need to change this, as the modem

won't dial out if it thinks you are

already online. From the terminal, type

AT&C1 <return>. The modem will

probably type back "OK" and the light

for CD (or DCD) should change on the

modem (the light should be OFF), and

most importantly, the term program

should show you in its status line that

you are NOT online.

Strings attached

You could use the same commands

(AT&C1 if you've changed only the

carrier detect status for the modem,

AT&C1&D2 if you've changed BOTH)

as part of the "initialization string" in

the term program. The initialization

string is a command (or several com

mands) sent to the modem each time

you load the program.

There are a few reasons why you

may wish to store certain modem set

tings in the modem's non-volatile

RAM (NVRAM) — assuming it has

this feature — one being that it will use

this each time you turn the modem on.

For instance, Dialogue 128 expects the

modem to be configured so that the

DCD follows carrier. If the modem is

set so that DCD is always on, Dialogue

assumes that you are already online

and won't allow you to send com

mands to the modem at all from the

terminal. It checks the carrier detect

status before sending the initialization

string, too, so if the modem is showing

that it's online, Dialogue doesn't send

the initialization string to the modem



— a real Catch-22. You may need to

use another term program that will

send commands to the modem to

change this before you can use

Dialogue, and you will definitely want

the modem to have this as a stored

default.

To do this, type the command

AT&C1 to the modem and then type

AT&W, which stores the current

modem configuration in its non

volatile RAM.

Another important point concern

ing your modem and term program is

that if you bought a used modem, it

may well be configured for the previous

owner, and not function as you (or the

term program you're using) expect. A

quick way to solve this and start from

scratch is to type AT&F, which should

set the modem's configuration back to

its factory defaults. You mighl need to

check with your modem manual, as it

could have a slightly different com

mand to accomplish the same.

Should you do this, be aware that

you may have to go through the above

to change the DCD or DTR settings

again, but this is one sure way of setting

your modem back to square one.

Down and dirty

Now that you have your modem and

the term program communicating with

each other, you can get down to the

nitty gritty of configuring the term pro

gram.

Some of these configurations may

involve making changes to both the

term program and the modem's config

uration. For instance, if the modem and

term are both capable of using CTS/

RTS flow control, be sure to turn this

setting on in the term program and see

that the modem is configured to use it.

Check the manual for the com

mand, and then use this as part of the

initialization string in the term pro

gram, or, once again, you could save it

within the modem itself just as I

described for the DCD or DTR settings.

It's very likely there will be options in

the term program that you won't

understand, such as the differences

between XON/XOFF flow control and

CTS/RTS flow control — the impor

tant thing here is that both the modem

and the term program use the same

methods. And where possible,

CTS/RTS is preferred.

As for other perplexing options, just

leave them as they are for now and

adjust them later as needed.

Something else worth noting is

which disk drive the program will be

looking to for specific uses. That is,

some terms (notably Desterm and

Novaterm) allow different drives to be

used for uploads, downloads, and

buffer captures. Ifyou have more than

one disk drive, have your fastest drive

be your "user" drive for the uploads

and downloads, and the slower one for

your terminal program. Similarly, if

you have only one disk drive, be sure

that the term program looks to the

same drive number for everything.

When you get to the stage where

you can add BBS phone numbers to the

term's phone book, you may find that

some ask you many of the same ques

tions you've answered for your general

C O N T I N U B S ...

Galacticomm Software!

The Major BBS v6.25 .... $155.00

WorldGroup by Galacticomm .... CALL!

Place your Major BBS on the Internet with Major TCP/IP! Add Incoming and Outgoing

Telnet & Rlogin, FTP, Finger, a Telnet Dialer, and a WWW Server right on your BBS!

We sell the entire line of Galacticomm Hardware & Software. In addition , we also sell

addons from such Quality TPD's as: DataSafe, High Velocity, Sirius, East Side Computing,

ProDesign, HumanWare, HighWaterMark, MajorWare, Logicom, and Vircom.

GTEK BBS-550 w/Cables - $395.00 GTEK Blackboard-4 - $225.00

We Also Do Turnkey Systems... Call For Details!

Digital Consulting Services, Inc.

800-899-2002 Sales

212-697-7340 Support

Callfor a Free Catalog!

VISA, MasterCard, andAmerican Express
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setup. This is because the places you

call can require many changes to the

term program, and once you've set this

up for each place you call, you need not

make changes to the general settings

you have for the term.

Do your homework

If you've never called a BBS, best thing

to do now is find out as much as possi

ble about a board you'd like to call.

This will give you a jump-start by

allowing you to launch with appropri

ate settings, and avoid playing the game

of catch-up. This information can

sometimes be found in advertisements

for the BBS or online service—just

look in the ad for details or call the

voice support line {if one is listed).

And if you have friends who've been

BBSing and are anxiously waiting your

arrival on a particular BBS, now is a

good time to squeeze them for advice.

Find out the phone number for the

BBS, the highest (and lowest) baud

rates it uses, and then ask what "emula

tion" you need to use. Should they give

you a blank stare, this is a good time to

practice "techno-babble" —take a

deep breath and ask if the BBS uses

ANSI, ASCII, or Commodore Color

Graphics. If they don't know, all is not

lost, it just means you need to do some

experimenting.

Make $3kamonth,l
Become a

PC Consultant

Can you hook up a modem,

printer, install ram or software?

Then I can show you how to

make good money helping

people with their computers in

your local area - call 800-330-

9112/714-838-0387, E-Mail

Profitopp@aol.com. Ask for of

fer BBSM795 for free info on the

new home study course/manual

"How Tb Make $3,000 to $5,000

A Month Working As A Part-

Time Computer Consultant" by

Matthew Ferry.

j
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In general, the things you'll need to

know before dialing include the emula

tion and communications parameters

(which look like 8N1.7E1 or 701 —

that's an "O", as in the word "Odd").

8N1 is a very common parameter so try

this first. It may appear in the term

program as either one complete entry

allowing different choices, or as three

different settings which would be:

Data Bits: 8 or 7

Parity: None, Even, or Odd, which

could be shown as N, E or O.

Stop Bits: almost always 1.

For setting up to call a Commodore

BBS, you might start with 2400 baud

(or 1200 if 2400 doesn't work the first

try) and Commodore Color/Graphics

emulation. For C=64 BBSs, set it for 40

columns. When calling a PC-based

BBS, start off with the highest baud rate

your modem (and term) will allow,

ANSI emulation and, if possible, 80

columns. If setting up for an online ser

vice, start with the highest baud rate

your modem/term permits, ASCII

(sometimes called "Standard") emula

tion and either 40 or 80 columns,

depending on whether you're using a

64 or 128. GEnic, unlike BBS systems,

expects you to have your terminal/

modem set to Half Duplex. If you don't

find "Duplex" in the terminal settings,

look for "Echo" and set it to "on". Most

other places you call will likely require

the echo set to "off or the Duplex as

"full".

Now that you've configured your

term program, don't forget to save it!

Find the option to save your configu

rations within the program and do it

BEFORE conducting any tests — save

it before getting up for a cup of cof

fee, save it before taking another

breath.

Also, remember that after you've

made changes to your setup you will

need to hit "save" so they'll be there

when you next load the software. I may

seem to be repeating myself, but from

experience I know how easy it is to

make a few changes, call a BBS with

success and then exit the term program

without saving the changes. If possible,

it's also advisable to print the phone

book you've set up so you can have the

phone numbers and passwords for use
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in other term programs. Since I use and

test many different programs, I've

found this to be invaluable.

When you get online, you'll find

that even the BBS you call has options

you can configure for optimum com

munications. Chances are, if you've

never called the BBS before, as part of

the sign-on procedure you'll be asked

about your preferences (which will be

saved on the board) so the next time

you log on you're all set. Most BBSs

also have a menu option so you can

change these settings, should you ever

wish to do so. This can be quite conve

nient if you change term programs or

switch from a 64 to a 128 system.

I'd like to tell you that everything

will work perfectly from the first time

you call a BBS (especially ifyou've read

this far), but Murphy dictates that this

won't always be the case. Again, it

could be time to play the trial and error

game.

Chances are you'll have to make

some changes to your configurations in

the term program, modem or even the

BBS system you call. Start with what

you have the most control over (the

term program) and then go about it

systematically, as it can really get diffi

cult to keep track of changes you've

made if you modify several at a time.

Using this method, it will be much eas

ier to exclaim that "Aha!" when you hit

the right adjustment.

What you change depends on the

problems you have, which could be

anything from choosing the wrong ter

minal emulation (you connect to the

BBS but see junk on the screen instead

of words) to the wrong baud rate (the

modem tries to connect but doesn't). If

you change one item and find it doesn't

work or has no apparent effect, change

it back to what you had before and try

something else.

And once again, when it's all to your

satisfaction, don't forget to save your

Gaelyne Moranec is a freelance writer

investigating Commodore developments

in Australia. She can usually befound in

the Fidonet CBM echo. Comments or

suggestions can be sent to 1:239/200.999,

3:800/809.128; Internet:

gaelyne.moranec@aftrs.edu.au; or, in

care of this publication.



The Professional BBS Service Bureau
Bulletin Board Systems (BBS) are fast becoming a vita! tool for

information exchange in corporations, associations, government and

other professional organizations. Yet the learning curve and related

costs for an in-house installation are steep. Not to mention the staffing

required for continuous user support.

APDI has the solution!

APDI will implement and operate your BBS at our state-of-the-art

Service Center. We provide all of the hardware, software and

communication facilities required to make your system successful.

APDI also provides a fully staffed "help desk" to assist your callers in

connecting to the service and navigating its functions. All you worry

about is providing the data, keeping it current, marketing the service

and reaping the benefits.

APDI operates dozens of successful professional BBSes. We assist in

al! phases of the project from BBS design to implementation to user

support. APDI selects the BBS software which best fits your

application. We also provide your users with multiple connect options

including toll call, 800 number, Internet, and CompuServe's x.25

packet switching access. We can even allow access to your BBS via a

World Wide Web Home Page! We have hundreds of fiber optic phone

lines and will assign to your system the number you need. Call us

today and find out why APDI is the nation's leading Professional BBS

Service Bureau.
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Online Full

Text Searching
Need full text indexing and searching on your BBS?

APDI has the answer! APDI has developed Cheetah, the world's

fastest and most powerful full text search program specifically

designed for online systems.

Cheetah enables you to search online data collections using

Boolean and proximity search phrases, searching megabytes of

data in fractions of seconds. And Cheetah's interface, menus and

setup are fully customizable to present your board's took-and-feel.

Searches may be conducted across one or multiple databases.

Images may be attached to the data and unlimited hitlists are

supported. Cheetah works with virtually all popular BBS

programs.

Call us today to learn more about Cheetah!

Mark Burnett al APDI's BBS Service Bureau

ATTENTION:

Consultants,

VARS, Resellers
APDI announces its BBS Reseller Program!!!

Participate in the online revolution by providing your clients with

customized Bulletin Board Systems operated by APDI.

You have the clients and contacts, you have the application

knowledge and expertise. APDI has the resources to create and

operate customized BBSs for your customers at our BBS Service

Center. Let's work together!

Associations, Publishers, Financial Institutions, Corporations,

Government Agencies... all have applications for online services

which are easily cost justifiable. APDI will help you to recognize these

applications and present a BBS solution. APDI then does the

implementation and operation. You become a player in the online

industry and incidentally, generate income.

Check our references and compare!

• CompuServe Network Systems Business Partner

• Certified Mustang Systems Integrator (Wildcat! Developer)

• Galacticomm Business Partner (Workgroup Developer)

•Certified Novell Professional Developer

• Member of the Microsoft Foxpro Development Network

Application Programming & Development, Inc./^^\
6805 Coolridge Drive, 2nd Floor

Camp Springs, MD 20748

1-800-785-APDI
(301)449-1400-Voice • (301)449-6100-BBS - (301)449-1224-Fax



BURSTING
WITH FEATURES!

32,760 File Areas

Free-form menu trees

Local Sysop Node

[even in Single Line)

FREE technical support

Chat system with action

words, multiple channels

and language filter

Support for newest 28,800,

VFC and v.34 modems

Access to Doors and

wcCODE applications

(over 200 available)

.GIF Thumbnailer

Built-in message

spell checker

Intemationa

language support

RIP 1.54 ready including

dynamic RIP menus

Caller ID modem support

Session saollback and capture

32,760 Message Conferences

FILEJD.DIZ and DESCSDI support

RIP, ANSI, and TTY auto-sensing

Activity audit trails

Event processor

Downloadable bulletins

LAN, Desqview, OS/2

and Windows friendly

28 Sysop utilities including;

wcDRAW screen drawing utility

MakeMenu menu tree designer

wcMAIL .QWK mail processor

; wcECHO .QWK netmail processor

r

MAKEGUES questionnaire facility

wcFlLE CO-ROM file

description processor

wcPROMPT prompt editor

wcPACK message packer

wtMODEM modem setup utility

wcNODE activity viewer

Access to fax-on-demand (wcPRO add-on)

Access to Internet E-mail, Usenet News

and MHS (wcGATE add-on)

Access lo custom Wildcat! applications

(wcCODE addon)

MUSTANG SOFTWARE PACKS MORE INTO THE
BOX THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER



le World's Most Popular BBS Software.™
There's a reason why more than 35,OCO sysops

worldwide run Wildcat! This powerful BBS soft

ware is packed with more performance features

than any other product on the market. Today's

sysops know they can count on Mustang Software

to deliver a complete, feature-rich BBS solution at

a real value. In fact, most of the features we

include as standard are an extra cost in other prod

ucts. So it's easy to understand why Wildcat! has

been selected by more sysops than any other BBS

package.

The King Of The Online Jungle.
A centralized, PC-based system, Wildcat! lets

callers send, receive and view messages and files,

access external applications and chat 24 hours a

day. Wildcat! 4 BBS software is available in four

configurations, from single-line up to 250 total con

nections. So whether you're a home office-based

entrepreneur with a single modem or a corporate

system administrator running a multi-line customer

support hotline, there's a Wildcat! version to fit

your needs.

Special features in the Wildcat! base product

include a .GIF thumbnailer, support for RIPscrip

graphics, a spell-checking message editor, support

for over 32,000 message conference and file

areas, and remote access to all BBS sysop

functions. Wildcat! also features sysop-

defined language files that let callers select

the BBS interface of their choice, and a BBS

display screen editor (wcDRAW)

that allows the sysop to customize

the look of the BBS interface.

"If you're looking to set up your

own electronic bulletin board ser

vice (BBS), look no further than

Mustang Software's new Wildcat!

BBS Suite, version 4.0."

- Padraic Boyle, PC Magazine

"Mustang deserves credit for creating

a superb successor to its already

impressive BBS program."

- Russ Lockwood, Computer Shopper

"To meet demand for features that albw

bulletin board systems (BBS) to be tailored

individually, Mustang Software's developers

rewrote Wildcat! BBS software from top to

bottom."

- Sherrie Van Tyfe, SectronicDesign

"Planning to build your own bulletin board

system? Mustang Softwares major rehaul of

its popular Wildcat! BBS software can help."

-PCWortd

Add-On Utilities.
Mustang Software also offers powerful collections

of add-on utilities. You'll enjoy wcPRO's powerful

user, message and file database maintenance

capabilities, including wcFAX, a fax-on-demand

processor that lets callers request data and receive

literature via fax. Tap into the Internet and Usenet

Newsgroups with wcGATE, a sophisticated

Intemet/MHS messaging gateway. wcCODE, a

custom online development engine, helps the

sysop to quickly develop custom applications or

change Wildcat's operation. BASIC-like syntax

combined with an Integrated Development

Environment (IDE) make it easy to use more than

200 built-in functions.

Hie Wildcat! BBS Suite.
Designed to move today's corporate environment

into the new world of online communications, the

industry's first BBS suite includes Mustang's top-of-

the-line Wildcat! MultiLine Platinum BBS software

with the wcPRO database utility, wcFAX on-

demand server, wcGATE Internet/Novell MHS mail

gateway and wcCODE development tool kit The

suite allows up to eight BBS lines to be connected

to a single PC and supports up to 250 concurrent

dial-in callers. The Wildcat! BBS Suite is the ulti

mate BBS solution.

Get online today
Mustang Software can help you get online faster

with our special CD-ROM offer. This FREE limited-

edition CD-ROM contains Wildcat! utilities plus

popular shareware programs that you can make

available to your callers, all of which can give you a

jump start to the world of online communications.

No other BBS software manufacturer makes it this

easy for you. Get started today!

r FREE CD ROM FROM MUSTANG!
Now - get this limited edition CD-ROM ^solutely FREE when you buyWildcat! 4!

It's filled with thousands of the most recent shareware programs in dozens of categories and is

especially configured to work flawlessly on your Wildcat! 4 BBS. To get your FREE copy, just pick

up Wildcat! 4 at your nearest software retailer before July 31,1995. Then send back the registra

tion card along with this coupon.*

Mustang Software, Inc. 6200 Lake Ming Road, Bakersfield, CA 93306 (805) 873-2500

Fax (805) 873-2599 BBS (805) 873-2400

"Buy Wildcat! 4 between February 1,1995 and July 31,1995, and mail in this coupon - along with your product registration

card - to receive our CD-ROM while supplies last. Void where prohibited by law. Offer good onfy tor purchases o! Wildcat! 4

when coupon is accompanied with product registration card.

Available through Software Etc., CompUSA,

Fry's and other software outlets everywhere.

Call 800-663-1886 for more information.

Mustang Software
Connecting The World"
6200 Lake Ming Road • BakerslieW. CA 93306
BOOfjEHHS;* 805 8/3 ?MM

FAX iitt. H/3 2599 • BBS 8tf, 873 7-100

the MSI Horse Logo and artwork and all product names are irade-

marta of Mustang Software, Inc 01987-1995 All Rig Ms Reserved.



macintosh Online
BY MICHAEL A. KUYKENDALL

Virtual Gremlins
These utilities could save you more than time

Bunning a BBS can be

listing, time-consuming

: — even on the Mac.

And until recently, there's

been little any system opera

tor could do to lighten his

load. Now, however, we can

seek the help of some "sav

ior" utilities. I've chosen a

few that I think are especial

ly applicable to BBSers on

both sides of the host. Give

them a try if you're feeling

the pinch of too much to do

in too little time.

KEYWORDS

Mounting images

Automate downloads

Netscape nifties

StuffIt Expander™

Expanding and Mounting

Ever get a bunch of files that you want

to decompress simultaneously? Time

was, you'd have had to run Compact

Pro or Stufflt, then choose and expand

one file at a time.

Stufflt Expander

changes all that. SE is a

drag-and-drop utility

that expands

AppleLink pack

ages, Stufflt and

Compact Pro

archives, and BinHex files.

Highlight several files at once by

holding down the Shift key while click

ing on the different files, drag over to

Stufflt Expander until it's highlighted,

and release. That's it!

Stufflt Expander is freeware, and

should be version 3.0.7 or better.

If you're tired of creating floppies

from images, as I was, you

need ShrinkWrap.

ShrinkWrap is another

drag-and-drop free-

ShrinkWrap™ ware utility that allows

you to mount images

as disks on your desktop, or create

images from floppies without the

headaches. It supports almost all

known image file formats and

AppleScript.

Shrinkwrap is cool because you can

drag multiple images of, say, installa

tion disks, mount them (which is done

in memory), then install your software

without having to create any install

disks on floppies. Also, since it's an

application and not a control panel, it

takes no memory until you mount the

images, and it will not cause any 1NIT

conflicts.

This excellent application by Chad

Magendanz can be found on the

Internet, BBSs and online services. The

current version is 1.3.2 or greater.

Raiding the Enemy Camp

Having trouble finding quality clip

art and stunning graphics for your

board? Why not raid the PC boards?

Before you think I've flipped, check

out GraphicConverter by Stefan Brix.

GraphicConverter allows you to take

graphics from other plat

forms (or even from the

Mac) and convert them to

several different for

mats for Macintosh. GraphioCbnverter
It can also help

you create graphics

for your PC users. In fact, you can have

the same clip art for both your Mac and

PC callers.

The latest version of GraphicCon

verter should be version 2.1 or greater.

If you retrieve files from PC BBSs,

you will no doubt have to

learn to deal with line

breaks and ASCII charac

ters. Or you can get a

copy of lower of Tower ofBabel

Babel. Tower of Babel
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230

allows you to convert plain text files

between different system platforms. It

converts line break characters as well as

high (>127) and low (<32) ASCII char

acters (diacritical and graphic charac

ters). Supported platforms include

Macintosh, DOS, Windows, Unix,

Atari ST and all systems that use similar

ASCII encodings (NeXT, Amiga, etc.).

What's coo! here is that you can con

vert from any platform to any of the

other platforms. Tower of Babel

requires System 7 or better. It also runs

native on Power Macs.

Speed It Up, Mac

If you want to speed up ihe rate of

communications on your Power Mac

or AV — and who doesn't? — you

might do well to get a hold of

SerialSpeed. SerialSpeed 230 is a

Shareware application that allows any

Power Macintosh or "AV" class Mac to

transmit and receive serial port data at

230,000 bps (4 times

faster than the usual

maximum). It's also

compatible with

most existing SerialSpeed 230

telecommuni

cation packages and high-speed

modems.

Set It and Forget It

Using an Internet account to download

files for your BBS sounds like a wise

move. The reason it's not is because

everyone else is doing it -— making for

clogged servers and frustrated sysops. If

you like retrying and redialing ad

infinitum, go ahead. The rest of us will

get the Get 'Em AppleScript applet

from the Info-Mac site.

This baby allows you to

automate downloads by

simply dropping a text file

containing addresses or

Anarchie Bookmark files Get 'Em
onto the applet and it will

attempt to download every item up to

100 times. After it runs, the text/book

mark file will contain only those items

that could not be successfully down

loaded. Say good night to 3 a.m. down

loads.

Speaking of using your Internet

account, if you connect to your

provider using PPP, you probably get

tired of having to go to the "Config

PPPfloater

PPP" control panel to close your con

nection. IM'Plloater eliminates that

hassle. A small System Extension that

will automatically open a floating win

dow whenever you open a

MacPPP connection,

PPPfloater allows you to

"hard close" your connec

tion while displaying the

amount of time you have

been online since the con

nection was last opened. PPPfloater

requires System 7.1 or better.

If you like the World Wide Web

browser Netscape (and few don't) but

want to modify its appearance, a couple

of tools called Netscape Enhancer and

Netscape-rainbow-circle-20 will do the

trick. Netscape Enhancer is a patch to

Netscape 1.0 or 1.1. It replaces some of

the art and startup screen

with other neat artwork,

replaces the pulsing

"N", and adds some
, i r , Netscape Enhancer
helprul menu com- r

mands.

Enhancer does require

ResEdit to install the

patch, however, so

you'll have to know

how to use ResEdit.

Nctscape-rain-

bow-circle-20 con

tains a series of color icons to replace

the "throbbing N" in Netscape. Instead

of the pulsating N, you get a rainbow-

colored circle that spins around. An

automatic patching utility is included

for Netscape 1.0N. To patch Netscape

1.1, you'll need to use ResEdit again.

All Backed Up

Backing up files is enough of a toil.

Throw in the sysop's duty of backing

up host software to another Mac while

trying to keep the latest files secure

could put some of us over the edge.

Synk offers an end to our suffering.

A folder backup and

synchronization pro

gram, Synk lets you

have the same files on

both systems. It also

allows you to resolve

aliases for backup so

you can have a folder full of aliases to

other files, or folders that will also be

synchronized. Look for version 1.0.6 or

higher.
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NRC 2.0 readme

Hope these utilities alleviate the

stress long enough for your hair to

come back in. If you're still in a bind,

drop me an e-note. The mail bag is

usually pretty full, but I'll get to it

July mail:

Q: I have a Performa 630 that just

keeps beeping at me. What causes this?

A: I've seen this on several of the

Quadra 630s. The cause is actually quite

funny, and benign. It seems the volume

controls on the front panel sometimes

get stuck. If the "up" volume button

gets stuck, the Mac keeps trying to turn

the volume up. Once you reach max

volume, the Mac starts to alert you by

beeping. If the built-in volume sound

level for the alerts (which can be found

in the Sound control panel) is set to

zero, then the menu bar will start flash

ing. You need to look very closely at the

buttons to see if they're stuck. Give the

button a whack to pop it loose, and

your problem is solved!

Q: My Mac takes forever to boot up.

I'm running System 7.5. What's the

deal?

A: I've had others complain of slow

startup times. I looked out to the

Internet for an answer to this one, and

I found it in a copy of the Info-Mac

Digest, which is a volunteer effort. The

Info-Mac Archive is available at sites

around the world.

If you have an alias to your hard

disk in the Apple Menu, take it out of

your Apple Menu Items folder (found

in your System Folder) and reboot.

Apparently System 7.5 builds a list of

all the paths available from the Apple

Menu down to five levels deep on every

startup. Apple has a Technical Note

("System 7.5 and Long Startup Times")

out on this.

If that doesn't work, and you're

using file sharing, the Technical Note

also suggests trashing the (invisible)

AppleShare PDS file and letting your

Mac automatically recreate a new one.

Michael A. Kuykendall has written for

several computer publications and is cur

rently sysop of the Online Macintosh

Users Group. The Group's BBS can be

reached at 404.988.9904. Comments and

or suggestions may be sent via the BBS or

to andykirk@aol.com.
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Uncle Hank's Shareiuare Revieius
BY "UNCLE" HANK HURTEAU

Recipe Ploy" Returns
That old excuse for buying a computer

may be worth its salt — and pepper — after all

!l Candy Tie

ricndenhall Sauritnugh Gi*igcrhrn«it

Vanilla Hitc Pudding

Chocolate Banana-Split Fie

MEAL MASTER V8.02 a file name (or hit PI for a list of files).
MM802.ZIP Select SAMPLE.TXT and start your

by Scott Welliver import. Within a few seconds you'll

For many of us, one of the arguments have 35 tasty recipes to get you cook-

for getting that first PC was to have a ing. Then it's up to you to either type

means of collecting and filing all of our in your own, or choose from the many

recipes in one place.

But, like balancing the

checkbook on the

computer (remember

that ploy?), most

found it more trouble

than it was worth.

MEAL MASTER reme

dies that with the most

important of ingredi

ents: simplicity.

MEAL MASTER

has been around for

several years, enjoying

a very loyal following. It lacks some of thousands of recipes available on your

the fancy "bells and whistles" resident favorite BBS. You can even convert

in some of the newer recipe database recipes generated by other programs,

programs, but it makes up for that with MEAL MASTER will hold up to

the enormous amount of recipes avail- 60,000 recipes (5,000 in the shareware

able for it. version). That should be enough for

MEAL MASTER couldn't be easier just about anybody!

to use. The best way to start is to I imported almost 5,000 and the

import the sample recipe file included entire database took up about nine

in the archive. Once the program is megabytes of hard drive space — not

started for the first time, and all the bad considering the amount of infor-

necessary files are created, choose matron stored.

Utilities from the main menu. From Another benefit of MEAL MASTER

there, select Import. You'll be asked for is its searching prowess. Users can
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?rr-,': Dtm "r 0 to Iflev highlighted racipe

search by title, category, or even ingre

dient. Want to find a recipe using your

favorite vegetable? No problem. Once

the search is complete, you can print

out the selected recipe and take it to the

kitchen.

There's really so much more to it,

but you'll have to play around with the

program to really appreciate it.

If keeping recipes on your computer

is one of those things you've been

meaning to attempt again, try MEAL

MASTER.

MEAL MASTER will work on just

about any DOS compatible machine

with a color or monochrome monitor.

Registration is $39.

The Birthday Chronicle

First Name Almanac v3.1.7s

TBCWIN.ZIP

FNA317S.ZIP

By Ken Kirkpatrick

If you've ever thought about using your

computer to make a few bucks on the

side... welcome to the majority.

If you've gone no further than

thinking about it, however, THE

BIRTHDAY CHRONICLE (TBC) and

THE FIRST NAME ALMANAC (FNA)

could be just what you need.

These two Windows programs cre

ate commercial quality printouts suit-
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able for framing (depending

on your printer, of course).

FNA will print out, in callig

raphy style, the meaning of

more than 14,500 names. It

also lists your "personal

characteristics" based on

your birth date, such as per

sonality, relationships and

career— it even picks your

"lucky numbers". The fin

ished product is pretty slick

and ready for market.

FNA also allows you to

show two names per page,

which might be nice for

weddings and anniversaries.

And along with those names

you can add an appropriate

graphic.

Though it might seem the

program would be compli

cated to new users, I'm sure

even someone with no com

puter experience could use

this. Just type in a first name,

sex, date of birth, and click

on the print button. That's

all there is to it.

As for TBC, according to

the documentation it "makes a com

mercial quality printout of a mini

newspaper front page ofwhen you

were born, graphics and all!"

Indeed, the output truly does resem

ble the front page of a newspaper, with

graphics, headlines and even the weath

er forecast. Other "news" articles cover

such topics as news around the world,

top music hits and other data from the

year you were born, along with a list of

people who share your birthday.

Like FNA, TBC is a breeze to use. All

you do is type in the first and last

name, the date of birth, and print.

DOS versions of these two programs

also exist, but you'll need a laser print

er. The Windows version lets you use

whatever you've set as a default in

Windows. With my DeskJet, the output

was superb. I'm not sure how a dot

malrix printer would work, however,

but it wouldn't hurt to try.

The shareware versions print "evalu

ation copy" in watermark form across

the page, so they would be unsuitable

for sale. However, it will al least show

you what the programs can do for you.

Registration is $49.95 for each pro-
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gram, but with some effort they could

pay for themselves before your next

birthday. Take a look.

FTP Emcee vi.O

EMCEE10.ZIP

By J.J. Heim

So you have Internet access and now

you want to down

load from some of

the ever-expanding

number of FTP

sites. But you

know ftp-ing can

get complicated

and tedious.

EMCEE by J.I.

Heim simplifies

the task.

Emcee is not a

TCP/IP stack, but

rather a smart

interface used directly over a Unix or

similar dial-up shell account.

Setting up EMCEE takes just a few

minutes. All you need to do is tell it

your modem port, email address, and

the host prompt. There are a few other

configurations that you can change, but
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the defaults should work just fine. (The

.DOC files explain each in detail.)

EMCEE is not a stand-alone pro

gram. You must first connect to your

host, then drop to DOS (without

breaking the connection) and load

EMCEE. Once loaded, you'll be shown

your "personal directory".

This is a list of sites that you can add

to or edit until you have a good base of

FTP sources. Cursor down to a site

name and hit ENTER. If all goes well,

EMCEE will send the necessary infor

mation to get you connected. You then

have a list of available directories on

that server. Now, move your cursor to

the directory you want (usually PUB)

and hit return again. If you see a file

you want to download, position your

cursor to the filename and hit return.

What could be easier? The file is then

sent to your directory at your host to be

downloaded later. You can also view

text files such as README's or INDEX

files.

When you're finished at that partic

ular site, hit F8 and you're back to your

"personal directory". Here you can

either choose another site or exit

EMCEE back to the terminal program.

Now you can use your terminal pro

gram to download the files to your PC.

EMCEE certainly lakes some of the

hassle out of getting files from anony

mous FTP sites. There are other things

that you can do as well, and all is

explained nicely in the documentation.

A very reasonable registration of $12

also gets you ARCHIE/WHATIS

options. If you use FTP from a shell

account, you have to have this pro-

Hatik Hurteau can be reached at 413-527-

8977 (BBS) or imkhank@crocker.com.
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modem Discounts
BY MODEM MAGE

Technical Support
Modem manufacturers are called,

questioned (and pestered)

with some surprising results.

ing,.. ring... Thank you

for calling Mage Support.

Please select from the fol-

lowing list.

'noose 1 for problems

Kith spells of immortality,

choose 2 for questions

about manipulation of cos

mic fabric...

As I sat listening to this, I realized

no good review of a product is com

plete without a critical look at the sup

port one can expect from that pro

duct's makers.

Sometimes excellent support goes

hand-in-hand with excellent products.

Other times it can make up for a less-

than-superior product.

Let's see how the popular manufac

turers measured up to my staff of truth

(and patience).

To put things on an even keel, I

called each support environment dur

ing their worst times — lunch! Let's

face it, when do most of us call?

Over the span of two weeks I dialed

each company at least five times.

Where busy signals were encountered, I

called as many as 100 times (in the case

of PPI) before either getting in or giv

ing up.

Similarly, I tested support BBSs, fax-

on-demand systems, and Internet sites

for accessibility and reliability. If alter

native support methods were never

accessed, I left them off my list of fea

tures below.

The companies are listed in alpha

betical order.
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Hayes Corp.

The one-time market leader generally

provides quality support. I was always

able to get through to their voice sup

port with average hold times of five

minutes or less. The worst case was a

bit over 10 minutes. This is quite com

mendable in an industry that doesn't

always provide adequate voice support.

The technical staff was knowledgeable

about their own products, but lacked

some knowledge of their competition.

The 12-line TBBS toll-free BBS

number is strictly a sales/marketing

mechanism, so don't go looking there

for technical assistance. The four-line

TBBS main board was typically busy,

but once you get in it's a good place for

timely assistance.

I found staff as well as users willing

to help with questions. Average mes

sage turnaround seems to be in the day

or two range, and message traffic on

the board is medium, so reading the

base every so often is not overly taxing.

Internet support for Hayes is a rather

dilapidated gopher site, and as such I

really don't consider it an Internet sup-

CONTINUES...
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TABLE 1 —

VENDOR/

PRODUCT

AT&T

Paradyne

CPI/

ViVa

Hayes Corp

Intel

Microcom

MultiTech

Practical

Peripherals

Supra

Corp

USRobotics

Ven-Tel

Zoom

Telephonies

ZyXEl

SYSOPS HIGH-SPEED MODEM DISCOUNTS BY VENDOR AND MODEL TYPE

14.4K V.32bis

INTERNAL

3721-61-001*

$150

ViVa 14.4

S180

Optima 144B*

$179

SatisFax/400

$249

Faxmodem 144i

$99

N/A

MT1432BC

$400

MT1432ES

$400 MCA

N/A

SupraFAXModem"

S109

N/A

PCM144FAX*

S195

PCMV.32bis*

$480

MCM144FAX*

$380 MCA

VFPV.32Bis*

$99

U-1496B" 16.8K

$299

LJ-1496B+* 19.2K

S389

14.4KV.32bis

EXTERNAL

3710-A1-201*

$165PC;S190Mac

ViVa 14.4

$196

Ultra 144

S249

Optima 144+FAX*

$179 PC; $179 Mac

14.4 EX

$269

Satis FAXMOOe*

$245

Faxmodem 144e

$109

N/A

MT1432BA*

$400

MT1432MU*

$300

MT1432BL*

$450

MT1432PCS

$575

PM14400FXSA*

$215

PM14400FXMF

$155

SupraFAXModem*

$139

N/A

EC144FAX*

$215

ECV.32bis*

$525

RMV.32bis II*

$425

VFXV.32Bis'

S119PC;S130Mac

U-1496E* 16.8K

$299

V.32TERB0, V.FC,

V.34 INTERNAL

$175

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$159

N/A

N/A

VFP V.FC 24k

$99

VFP V.FC 28.8k

$139

N/A

V.32TERBD, V.FC

V.34 EXTERNAL

N/A

N/A

Optima 288+FAX

V.FC 28.8k $259

N/A

DeskPorte FAST

v.FC 28.8k $249

TravelPorte FAST

v.FC 28.8k S249

N/A

N/A

Supra V34

$179

HST V. Everything

V.34, VFC, FAX'

S249

N/A

VFX V.FC 24k

$119PC;S130Mac

VFX V.FC 28.8k

$159 PC; $170 Mac

U-1496E-

v.32terbo 16.8K $299

• Modems with an asterisk include 14.400 baud FAX send'receive at no extra charge!

Notes on Table I:

1. All internal modems are assumed to be PC-AT ISA bus unless otherwise noted. Some manufacturers do not offer inter

nals; be careful when ordering.

1. Consult manufacturer for details on availability of Caller ID or voice-mail processing options (any modem above).

3. These prices NEVER include shipping and handling, which is always extra, Ttypically $5 - S15 U.S. dollars.

4. V.34 is International (ITU-T) standard for 28.8K. This is not the same as V.FAST (generic name) or V.FC (Rockwell based

28.8K standard).

port site. Hayes also maintains a pres

ence on Usenet groups and Fido.

The IBEX-based HayesFax Response

fax-on-demand system is primarily a

sales/marketing tool via an 800 num

ber. Technical support assistance via

this option is limited and only covers

general topics. Beefing this up would be

a major addition to their solid support

presence.

CONTACT POINTS

BBS: 404.840.9200

Voice: 404.446.6336 or 800-GO-HAYES

HayesFAX FOD: 800.429.3739

Internet email: rlacy@hayes.com

Practical Peripherals

PPI has a long-standing reputation of

sound, low-cost modems. They offer a

number of online support options,

which is a good thing, for trying to get

voice support from PPI is truly a chal

lenge; and in my case it was an impossi

ble challenge. Over a period of five

business days, I dialed no less than 20

times per day, spanning 90 minutes,

with no success. I even checked the 404

area code operator to ensure there were

no network outages. No outages, just

busy signals! [Editor's note: culls made

at presstirm; at off-peak hours, were

received successfully. /

As an alternative, I was able to get

into their PractiFax fax-on-demand

system quite easily, even during expect

ed rush hours. The syslem is easy to

follow, but much like the Hayes FOD it

offers primarily sales/marketing infor

mation and few technical documents.

Fax responses were received typically in

around 20-30 minutes of the request.

The system gives you an expected real

time delay, but it seemed to consistent

ly underestimate response times. Still,

this is a nice added feature not found in

other FOD's.

PPI also offers a forum on

CompuServe for folks in need of more

global support.

The six-node Wildcat! PPI BBS is a

well thought out system. According to

BBS stats, they've taken around 4,000

calls in four months, so busy signals

should be few. There are ample file and

message areas with support, as well as

sales/marketing information. The tech

nical bulletins are a bit light, but tech

nical files .seem to cover most of the
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common problems. The message areas

are tended well by support staff. Turn

around times seem to be within a cou

ple of days.

CONTACT POINTS

BBS: 404.734.4600

Voice: 404.840.9966

PractiFAX FOD: 800.225.4774

CompuServe: GO PPIFORUM

Supra

Supra enters the race with the same

frustrating busy signals on their voice

support line as PFI. I subjected my

demon dialer to much the same abuse

as mentioned above with no success.

Ah! I thought. They have a fax-back

service.

"Thank you for calling the Supra

fax-back service. This system will be

out of service until April 26."

Well, let's try the BBS.

The eight-node TBBS Supra system

was available when I called, even dur

ing crunch times between noon and 3

p.m. That's a good sign for BBS sup

port.

The system takes around 550 calls

per day, so expect occasional busy sig

nals. It's got a good cross-section of

message and file areas, and messages

are answered promptly. I also like the

fact that there is ordering and warranty

entry online — nice touch folks! Supra

has announced an Internet Web site,

but alas, it's only a huge graphic that

eventually tells you there's nothing

online yet.

If the page comes along like the BBS,

though, it should be a welcome stop on

the Net.

CONTACT POINTS

BBS: 503.967.2444

Voice: 503.967.2490 (DOS)

Voice: 503.967.2491 (Windows)

FOD: 503-967-0072

Web: www.supra.com

FTP: ftp.supra.com

US Robotics

USR has a long history of great prod

ucts and terrible phone support.

Reputations like this are hard to shake.

I called both the Sportster and Courier

voice support lines since many sysops

use both. Sportster support is a toll call,

Courier toll-free. No busy signals were

ever encountered on either side,

although the Sportster side of support

does slow you down a bit with heavy

interactive menus before getting to a

live technician. It took me nearly three

minutes just to get to a prompt where I

could ask for a live tech! After that,

hold times averaged just under 5 min

utes, but with a worst case hold of

15:30! Ouch!

Courier support is much more sim

plistic with average hold times to first-

level support averaging under 30 sec

onds. From there, second-level support

averaged an additional 20 seconds. The

technicians were typically in-the-know,

but seemed a bit inexperienced with the

newer technologies such as V.34 and

Win-Ever...I mean Win95.

The USR PCBoard BBS offers 18

nodes. According to an old stats bul

letin, it takes around 1,500 calls per day

— yes, per day. I found it to be busy at

peak times, but two or three minutes of

redialing always got me in.

Message and file areas are abundant,

with message response times averaging

48 hours or so. Customer service mes

sages seem to take longer than technical

support for some reason.

The file areas alone are enough to

make folks call this system — not many

support systems carry the array of files

found here. All files on the system are

Continues...

BBS INCOME
Report on how to go from

SO to S3,000 per month in BBS

income in as little as yo days!

This valuable report reveals money |

making information on huw to Operate a BBS I

fur profit. It outlines powerful marketing

secrete including uniquewaysof findingnew I

subscribers .Hid how to get then to pay you B

top dollar; guaranteed ways to generate ■

other revenue plus the secrets to yetting free I
publicity and being able to accept credit card

payments; plus much mure. Limited I

quantity. '

56089 29 Palms Hwy. Ste 254-CD I
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 |

1 (619)228-9653 j

FAX 1 (619)369-1185

Prepared by the publishers of the book !

How To Successfully Run A BBS For Profit.
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FREE booklet
helps jou decide
If a BBS is right

for jour company

Could a computer Hull tin Hoard System

(BBS) make a positive impact on your sales,
customer semce andyour bottom line? You

bet it can... and with Mustang Software's

BBS Suite, it's easier and less expensive

to set up than you ever imagined!

Looking for ao innovative, powerful yet cast-
effective way to market your products and

services, boost your sales, enhance customer

service, and promote communications between

employees? A computer BBS might be ihe perfect

answer! If you own a computer and modem, you
already have the hardware. Now all you need is

BBS Suite™ and a little help from your friends

at Mustang Software!

Leave ii to the number-one name in BBS software

to introduce the ven first integrated package that
includes everything your company needs to set up

and run its own BBS.

► Give customers 24-hour access to

your business!

*- Fa\ sales and product literature with

Fax On-Demand!

^ Give your stall' and callers access to Interne!

E-Mail and much mare!

To find out if starting a BBS would be a profitable

endeavor for your company, call today for your

FREE copy of our new booklet!

1-B00-663-1B86
Custom senice lwuiv Kjjh u ?pm.

PS T. Miiklai thrwdi In

Phase alkmi 2-3 nwfafor font
booklet to arrive!

Offerapfas:3/31/95!

Mujj ^.11.., I,.-',.-'ill ... Mi t .■!

■,ni i rofo'fimisosiSB-sw
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also available via anonymous ftp; USR

offers a Web page and email support.

You can use their Internet-on-

Demand system (much like their FOD)

by emailing to support@usr.com. The

subject line dictates whether an auto

mated or live response occurs.

! received responses from this sys

tem typically overnight.

The IBEX-based FOD system con

tains sales, marketing and technical

support documents, and responded

with my fax typically in under five min

utes.

USR is also on CompuServe, where

they're finally getting back to

respectable turn-around times of 24-48

hours. Look for them on the Usenet

groups as well.

CONTACT POINTS

BBS: 708.982.5092

Voice: 800.550.7800 (Courier)

Voice: 708.982.5151 (Sportster)

FOD: 800.762.6163

Web: www.usr.com

FTP: ftp.usr.com

Internet email: support@usr.com

CompuServe: 76711,707 or GO USRO-

BOTICS

Zoom Telephonies

Zoom Telephonies was yet another that

drove my dialer to an early demise.

After five days of failed attempts to

reach voice support, I called the BBS.

Their eight-line Wildcat! BBS serves the

basic needs of its customers answering

about 550 calls per day, according to

the online stats bulletin. Message and

file areas are simple and uncluttered.

Basic support files are online, but could

use some additions. Support messages

are apparently behind, as many folks

are complaining of responses taking as

long as 10 days or more.

There also seems to be some staff

rotation going on in Zoom support,

and BBS messages are suffering greatly.

I do like their approach of common

problems being addressed right at login

via information screens, and I'm sure

this is something you'll see competitors

adopting at some point.

You can also fax messages to Support

or use their Voice Menu fax system. The

catch with this system, though, is that it

is not a fax back system. You must be

calling with a fax machine or a modem

with a phone attached and switch to fax

mode on the fly.

Zoom can also be reached via

CompuServe where they tend to be

more responsive than their BBS or live

faxes.

CONTACT POINTS

BBS: 617.423.3733

Voice: 800.666.6191

Voice: 617.423.1072

Voice FAX: 617.423.4651

FAX: 617.423.9231

CompuServe: 71333,1527

Zyxel

Zyxel was a pleasant surprise to me. It

was a bit tough to get a live person on

their voice support, but I never hit a

busy signal. I was often dropped into

voice-mail instead of linking with a

technician, so I just kept opting for the

operator until a technician came on.

Their support staff was patient and

polite as I weaved a tale of modem woe.

Their resolutions were sound and

worked with me to ensure the problem

I described was resolved before I hung

Continues...
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Surf The 'Net On

Full Internet access & 1/2 million ad listings in dozens
of ad papers. Download the latest software, no dubs or
viruses. Play 70 hottest interactive games, chat world
wide on 100 lines. No long distance charges from any

of our 600 local phone #'s.

Dial the number below with your computer for a

We re not just part of the communication highway,
we're paving it as we go.

Power Up
The Classified World Network1"

1 -800-753-4223 1-80Q-FUN-TC0N
(Info via voice) (Info via modem)

1-317-359-5199
(modem info & local access fl)

telnet:trader.com

Major BBS v6.25 - $129.95
Special Price for Limited Time Only! Call for the full line of Galacttcomm Products

Valuable Applications for The Major BBS!
Global Monitor ■ Spin screen monitor users b\ key, class or userid & still lsl- hhs, S79

ChnI-No\S ■ Splii screen one on one chat ft still uscihcbbsl Sysop forced chat tool SI 25

Lost Caverns- Open Ended Mud- your wen build the game as they plft) it! SS99

Pick Up Artist ■ Leu see il you're as hoi as you think you arel Carelul notto get dumped. $99

Uiirtcndcr - Make drinks for computer tunmilled customers & manage >«ur own bjr $99

File Viewer • Let users-scroll up down and keyword search an] length te\ilile on yourbbs. S79

Accounting Automation - Accept 900=. Credit Cards and oiher forms ofpayment. S39

Anonymous Teleconference - Nobod) knows who said «hat in this teleconfernce. S49

Colorific - Lei jour users color coordinate messages, registries, pa^e.s. whisper: and more. S25

Credit Exchange - fctlou users to swap days For credits or credits for days, total!) flexible. $39

lJudl Password Security - Give users a second password forcertain areas ofyourbbs. S39

Execute e Informer ■ Send News, Hulk Email bj key, class, sex, age A: more. S49

Global fcleconference - lulk in 36 channels m the same time from anywhere. $49

Grafitti Wall - oUi colorful Grafitti Wall js global!; accessible for extra usage. S15

Modem- lo-Modtfm ■ Plaj modem to modem games or transfer files direct!} to users S29

Nut Keys NegaK the effects of keys in personal or da_v, te)rings - yi\c to users or classes 549

M.ijoi Pager - Lei users nuke ihcir beeper goi>i)"\ihen receiving email, pages and more! S79

Ultra Globals Rw mosi useful package ol glubats available, man) unique features. S79

Work] Wide War ■ former)} World Conquest, strateg) gome ol world domination. S!39

Autoposi ■ Leave a message Col thi- next user, can hold configurable S ofmessages. S15

Cybertech - Futuristic role playing lew adventure, over400 rooms, player combat 579

Forbidden Lands 1 - rheCit) of Mtlwn, over 300 rooms io explore. D&DSi>le Game S79

forbidden Lands II I In- Valcol Grimy-re, over 500 rooms and over 121) monster types 579

lurbidtkn Lands 111 ■ ITw Islands ol Dawn. overoOO rooms and configurable quests S79

EZ-Mailer - Send all neu iigmipi* flyei in the mail automatically! $79

Choke Graphical uord game nave the sywp from being choked! L\panrfjble Jictioruirj $99

Star M.irkcl ■ Duitd irading. companies in space and ihen purchase slock to make profit £129

Online Menu free Editor - Editmenuitm system without taking system mil me $M9

Who Cares? - Control "hat gels pitied to your audit iiuil. 529

User Information Editor - Repldces account display/edit Sysop edit user info $64

Major Quer) Ksjuvrd ■■■■ h» ■■■ audit trail nnllne, Itsi users with a cemin kej & more S39

Cheersofl

457 Highway 79

Morganville, NJ 07751

800-466-1318 x7300
Orders Only Fax: «BB91 -8652
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rhe Pier Exchange CD-ROM Publishing Inc. is

proud to present the HOTTEST and most CURRENT

dated shareware CD-ROM's ever released. The Pier

Shareware CD-ROM's are a series of sequential

updated disks containing the latest Shareware

programs. All files on the discs are TRULY the most

CURRENT files available on the market at the time

of their release. To top it off there are NO
duplications of files between discs!

cet

We have set the standards for Shareware

CD-ROM's in regards to the quality of files one
comes to expect on CD-ROM's, but now we are

going to raise the standards for CD-ROM access

software. Introducingfor the first time on The

Pier Shareware CD-ROM, ThePier v3.0 High
Performance CD-ROM Access Program. This is

not just another retrieval program, it's in fact the

WORLDS FASTEST CD-ROM retrieval software!

4e - $29
650+ Megs of Shareware files

<ASP> directory

100% files dated 1994 S.D.C.!

(Smart Date Checking in place)

ThePier v3.0 The Worlds FASTEST

Retrieval Software!!!

Database is ACCESSIBLE from the CD-ROM.

Minimum HD requirement ONLY 600K.

All files have been scanned for

viruses with the latest McAfee SCAN.

Full GAP, PCBoard, Spitfire, Wildcat, TBBS!

Remote Access FILES.BBS Support.

Less then 1% duplication between

The Pier Shareware 1, 2, 3, & 4.

Discs Sold Separately:

Pun S&cvt&mne #2

Windows Applications

Windows Games

Programming Languages

Programming Tools

SVGA GIF Pictures

Educational Programs

Games / Entertainment

Sound Blaster /MIDI

DTP/Clipart

Bible

Medical /Health

Word Processing

Laser/Printer Utilities

BBS Programs / Doors

Communications

Legal

OS/2 Programs/Utilities

And Much, Much, More!

GUI Graphical Interface - EGA VGA

Full Mouse Support

Pull-down Menus

File Comment Field Entries

Worlds FASTEST Retrieval Software

Multiple File Viewer Configuration

Will Not Modify AUTOEXEC.BAT

Keywords Search

File Name Search

File Name Within Archive Search

Copy / Extract Files "On-The-Fly"

Built-in Default Text File Viewer

Can Run In Text Mode

Blows Competitors Out of The Water

$ ?5

$20

Pie* SJtoxmwteH $25

{fudged #7 Shareware 6D-KOM

Buy All Four For Only

$ eg 96

Please add $6 for S&H ($9 for overseas orders). Check and Money order
must be in US funds and drawn on US bank. Make check payable to:

THE PIER EXCHANGE INC., 80 W. HAZELTINE, KENMORE, NY 14217

International Orders, FAX, or Information 716-875-4931 BBS 716-875-3130

ORDRES ONLY
VISA

1-800-438-9734
6ac/c Guarantee/ff3O Day



TABLE II —

VENDOR

NAME

AT&T Paradyne

CPI/ViVa

Hayes Corp.

Intel

Microcom

MultiTech

Pract. Per.

Supra Corp.

USRobotics

Ven-Tel

Zoom Teleph.

ZyXEL

VENDOR CONTACT INFORMATION

CALL THEIR BBS

AT THIS NUMBER

AND...

(813) 532-5254

(805)499-9646; (215)746-9948

(404) 446-6336; (800) USHAYES

(503) 645-6275

(800) 822-8224

(612)785-9875: (800)392-2432

(404) 734-4600

(503) 967-2444

(708) 982-5092

(408) 922-0988

(617)423-3733

(714)693-0762

...DOWNLOAD

THIS FILE.

ATTSYSOP.TXT

CPIA.TXT

H96SYSOP.TXT

OFFER.TXT

SYSOP.TXT

PRICE.TXT

SYSBBS.TXT

SYSOP.TXT

SYSDEAL.TXT

SYSDEAL.TXT

200MBBS.ZIP

ZYXEL.TXT

IF YOU HAVE

QUESTIONS OR

PROBLEMS CALL.

(800)554-4996

(800)854-7600

(404)840-9200

(503)228-9707

(617)762-5134

(612)785-3500

(404) 840-9966

(503) 967-2400

(708)982-5151

(800)550-7800

(408)436-7400

(617)423-1076

(714) 693-0804

CONTACT VIA

EMAIL

t.bradshaw@paradyne.com

rlacy@hayes.com

GO PPIFORUM (CompuServe)

orders@supra.com

suppor1@usr.com

CIS 76711,707

CIS 71333,1527

sales@zyxel.com

up the phone.

Including transfer times and mis-

routed voice-mail drops, hold times

averaged slightly less than two minutes.

Best case was 15 seconds.

Their five-line Synehronet BBS con

tains basic information, but lacks the

abundance of files and support of most

others. It contains sales/marketing

information, as does their Web page.

Their message base is very slow with

200 messages spanning six months or

more. Response times on the BBS as

well as their presence on Usenet and

Fido are consistently prompt. The

Zyxel Web page is a bit too graphically

intensive for many dial-in users, but if

you're looking for technical specs and

images of their products you'll find it

on their Web site.

You can also browse their anony

mous ftp site for a number ofsupport

and sales/marketing files.

Also, visit Zyxel on CompuServe in

the ModemVendor forum.

CONTACT POINTS

BBS: 714.693.0762

Voice: 714.693.0804

Web: www.zyxel.com

FTP: ftp.zyxcl.com

Internet email: salcs@zyxel.com

Use this information carefully when

balancing product value. As you can

see, support varies in quality and avail

ability. Don't get caught thinking "Ah!

I'll never need support."

Yes you may, and it could make or

break your venture, or spoil your

hobby. Gauge support as you would

product reliability and features.

Next month I'll take a look at the

need for speed. We'll find out who's

breaking the laws of modem speed lim

its and how it works... or doesn't.

Sysop/Provider programs

I've included a couple of basic charts to

help those who believe a picture (well,

chart) is worth a page or two of ram

bling text.

The minimum performance level is

v.32bis (14,400 bps), but will soon be

displaced by V.34. All modems also

must have v.42bis for error correction

and data compression to make this list.

The rightmost column of Table I shows

all modems faster than 14400 bps that

support at least v.32bis standards.

I recommend only V.34 for sysops.

End-users can economically afford to

now live by the same standards. The

Continues...

Far Sexy, Adult Fun

On The Information ^L

Super Highway ... ^|

Lifestyle OnLine:
Meet 3000+ sexy couples & singles on the world's

holiest & most active aduit chat system.

Modem: 516-689-5390 (local access from 1000+ cities)

Internet: Telnet lifestyle.com (166.82.150.22)

The Male Forum:

Where men meel men every day. Absolutely the

world's most erotic GAY CHATsystem.

Modem: 516-689-0286 (local access from 1000+ cilies)

Internet: Telnetmforum.com (166.82.150.41)

Grafix:

XXX-rated computer pictures hot enough to melt

your modem. Every file is worth downloading.

Modem: 516-689-2853 (local access irom 1000+ cilies)

Internet: Telnet grafix.com (166.82.150.31)
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INTERNET"

F^LJ

WITH CLASS O

*ONLY $535/month

NATIONAL X.25

*ONLY $585/month
Why pay $1500/month for X.25 connections

from other companies when the same

connection costs you about half with us.

SURER NETWORK

Get X.25 & Internet

on the same 56K line only

*$935/month
Call regarding our access cities and our

low hourly rates for X.25.

"Price does not include local Telco Costs.

INTERNET

SOFTWARE

MAJOR TCP/IP

Telnet, Rlogin, FTP

Finger Client/Server

WWW HTML Server

32, 64 or 255 TCP Sessions

RLogin-Plus for Unix Application

VERSION 3

Starting as low as $1 .OO/hour via Telnet or

Hubs and only $245/month for unlimited

connection, where available.

Global User Paging

Global Chatter Channels

Private One-on-One Chat Mode

Configurable Multiple Topic Channels

Adult Channels Keyed for Security

Full Registry of Users - ■;

Full Screen Message Browser

UseNet Forums

Internet E-mail Addresses

Interactive Games betWeerYBB

Over 40 BBSes Linked 24-Hour^

Deluxe Bulletin Forum Interface

Full RIP Support in all Modules

Constant Upgraded Features FREE

Standard Forums & E-mail

File Attachment Supported

Full Online Configuration

Uses Standard Galacticomm Actions

Link via Hubs, Internet or SprintNet

Over 350 BBSes using WorldLink

Adds 250-350 Users to your Tele

Time not used is not LOST
* Sold separately

major database

search and retrieve

CALL

FOR

PRICING

fax/online

g ma//

CALL

FOR

PRICING

Online Interactive Software

AVAILABLE ADD-ONS FOR WORLDGROUP AND THE MAJOR BB

Trivia Forum RIP

Ottima 2000

Jumble Madness

Horse Track RIP

BBSopofy RIP

Mouse Trap (Maze)

Liar Card Game

Hearts Card Game

Pig Dice Game

NovaTrek

Crossroads

Global Destruction

Game Connection

Trade Wars 2002

Backgammon RIP

Chess RIP

Othello RIP

Checkers RIP

Tic-Tac-Toe

S 129.95

S 249.00

S 89.95

S 129.95

$ 139.95

$ 39.95

$ 39.95

$ 39.95

$ 39.95

$ 99.00

S 250.00

S 125.00

$ 239.00

$ 400.00

S 99.95

$ 99.95

$ 99.95

$ 99.95

$ 19.95

Board Package (5 above) $ 299.95

Cross-Wordz RiP

Yahtzee

MicroMind

Instant Lotto

Video Poker

Video Blackjack

Mega Madness

Card Sharks

Pulse

Log Master

$ 150.00

$ 19.95

$ 39.95

$ 29.95

$ 59,95

$ 69.95

$ 49.00

$ 69.95

$ 69.00

S 39.95

BBS Listing

Global Actions

Match Maker

Online Employment

Happy Birthday

Major Agenda

Omni-Mall

BBS Lister w/ MajorNet

ADP Phone Lister

City Search

Major Stats

AutoRate

HelpMan

The Newsroom

WorldLink Cross-Wordz

WorldLink Jumble Madness

Charge Card Manager

Major CD

Major CD Lan

Major CD & Major CD Lan

CO Express

900 Service

Chat-on-Demand

Remote Console

AMS DOS Shell

Line Monitor

EZFax

The Rte Library Extension

Mountain Mail

Real Time Cleanup

S

S

$

S

s

s

$
s

$
$

s

$

$
$

s

s

$

$
$
$
$

$
$
ft

ft

ft

ft

$
$

39.95

39.95

159.00

109.00

49.00

149.00

299.00

69.00

99,00

39.00

75.00

99.00

49.00

80.00

49.95

29.95

69.95

129.00

89.C0

199.C0

49.55

FREE

89.S5

90.00

89.00

49.00

59.00

149.00

149.00

149.00

Ma;or TCP/IP

Major Pro

VisaMan

Global Power

High Velocity Utilities

Major Goose

Auto Validator

Form Editor

Menu Magician

Metakeys

GalactiBoard (8 port extn'l)

GaiactiBox <16 port inln'l)

PC XNet Card (X.25)

S 700.00

5 199.00

S 149.00

S 49.00

S 100.00

S 100,00

S 60.00

S 75.00

$ 100.00

$ 50.00

$ 449.95

$1289.00

$1039.95

Galacticomm's Intelligent Serial Kit

ISK115K-I6tine

ISK115K-32fine

ISK 115K-64 line

iSKH5K-96line

ISK 115K -128 ling

JSK 230K -16 line

ISK 230K - 32 line

ZyXEL Internal 16.8

ZyXEL External 16.8

Linux Slackware V.2.1

Dr. Linux Book

Vue-it

FT-Fax Protocol

Motorola Routers

CSU/DSU's

Terminal Servers

Prices subject to change without notice

With Tessier Technologies, you are assured of quality products and se

vendors for WORLDGROUP/The

$2250.00

$3175.00

S4825.00

$6425.00

58075.00

S2195.00

S3250.00

$ 259.00

$ 259.00

$ 49.95

$ 39.95

$ 99.00

$ 149.00

CALL

CALL

CALL

■vices. We are one of the largest

Major BBS and an authorized reseller for the following companies:

•Vircom, •Sirius Software. •DataSafe Publications. Inc., *

Multi-Media, •Gaiacticomm. Inc.,

/High Velocity Software. •Mountain Rose

•ZyXEL, •ProDesign, Inc., •Softworks and •Motorola.

ESSIER

TECHNOLOGIES
1-8OO-473-3177

DI/COVER VISA C.O.D.

1876 North University Drive, Suite 200 • Plantation, Florida 33322

Voice: 305-473-5525 BBS: 305-473-2000 Fax: 305-473-2122

Telnet: HS.WISENET.COM IP: 198.69.101.2



Rusty Edie

Dual Eliminator

Rusty n Edie's BBS announces the

introduction of their Dual Eliminator.

Simply plug your phone line to the Dual

Eliminator and then plug the Dual Elimin

ator into your modem. This device consists

of 2 passive eleclronic filters that handle both

high and low frequency noise from the phone

line. Both high and low frequency are

independently adjustable with knobs that

mount on the front of the unit. Surge

protection is provided by an electronic

varistor.

A light emitting diode, also mounted on the

from of the unit, glows whenever the device

is eliminating noise from the phone lines.

This device can solve the majority of noise

problems associated with telecommuni

cations today, and is sold with a 30-day,

money-back guarantee. They sell for S25

each plus $4 shipping and handling. To

order, call Rusty n Edie's at 2! 6-726-4217.

fax to 216-726-3595 or call their BBS

number 216-726-2620: they will accept

Visa, MasterCard and American Express.

Rusty n Edie's BBS

7393 California Ave.

Younsstown. OH445I2

V.34 ITU-T standard offers 50 percent

more throughput than v.32bis, at only

minimal cost increases. It also offers a

better chance at a high-speed connect

(24,000-28,800) than VFC under mini

ma! line conditions. Beware of upgrade

plans to v.FAST/v.34 modems; various

manufacturer programs vary greatly.

More than a modem

Some vendors offer more than just

modems to the sysops joining their

program. For example, US Robotics

offers substantial discounts off their

CommServer 486 LAN product. Other

vendors, such as ZyXel, offer big dis

counts on modem rackmounts. A rack-

mount reduces the tangle of multiply

ing power supplies and becomes

economical for sysops planning on

larger, multi-line systems.

Buyers' restrictions

If you maintain a system operating 24-

hours per day for the last six months,

then you're eligible for any of these dis

counts. Some manufacturers only

require that you are currently running

a BBS at time of ordering. A few may

actually waive the current operating

requirement.

Once you receive your modem,

you're expected to keep the BBS up and

running between six and 12 months

PC WATCHDOG

Monitors and Resets Your Unattended PC

if Hardware or Software Malfunctions

Do you need to keep a BBS, Voice mail,

Network or Industrial system on-line 24 hours?

Have you lost valuable time/money/customers

because of unattended PC system crashes?

• Optional temperature monitor provides alarms if

PC overheats.

• Relays are available to drive user devices when

problems occur.

• Options are provided to permit user control and

status monitoring from an application program.

• Multiple monitoring options are available to

ensure compatibility with most systems.

BERKSHIRE PRODUCTS

2180 Pleasant Hill Road, Suite A-SI8S, Dulutfi, G* 30136

(404)271-0088 Fax:(404)932-0082

(requirements vary). Generally, the

modem is yours to do whatever you

want with after this period expires.

Some manufacturers may ask you to

never sell modems purchased on a dis

count plan. Modem resellers, such as

computer stores, are generally excluded

from participation in discount plans.

Nearly all of the modern vendors are

accepting VISA and MasterCard for

orders. Some also accept a cashier's

check or money-order for prepay

orders. Personal checks often require

additional clearing time which just

holds up your order. C.O.D. is becom

ing less common, and is rumored for

phase-out by several of the larger play

ers over the next few months.

One requirement, which goes for

nearly all vendors, is that they generally

expect at least a one-line advertisement

somewhere in your welcoming screens.

For example: "Using the finest Model

XY2 modem from Acme Modem Co."

would be perfectly acceptable in all cases.

Order processing and availability

Delivery times and schedules vary radi

cally, so your mileage may vary. Many

manufacturers are placing orders on

hold until they release V.34. Hayes typ

ically shipped in 48 hours, and to the

far extreme, US Robolics guarantees a

two to six week waiting period.

For Canadian, European and other

sysops outside the U.S., you may or

may not be eligible for discount offers.

Please check carefully ahead of time to

avoid disappointment. You may want

to check with their European sub

sidiaries before contacting the U.S.

The Modem Mage can be readied at

ModemMag@ais.net

Subscribe

Today
Call Toil-Free

1-800-822-0437
and charge your subscription

to Visa or MasterCard.
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Now Planet Connect brings realtime data

within the reach of every BBS. Our sports

data is delivered to your BBS via satellite as the

news is created, so its always the latest most current

information. Your users can learn about important sports

events and news hours before they appear on TV or make the

newspapers.

No other sports information source can match the completeness of

Sports Connect. Players, teams, leagues, and more are completely

covered with over 4 megs of data daily. Scores are reported as

the games and events

are in progress.

A variety of doors

are available for

most brands of BBS

software and the

system is designed

to be fully

automated.

Our satellite data systems also

provide the latest files

and nets plus Internet

Usenet Newsgroups.

Our 19,200 baud

system can deliver 1 50

megs of compressed

files daily. If you

already own a satellite

dish you can get

started for only $299.00..

Weather and sports are now

available. Stocks and News are

coming soon.

Instead of thinking of their BBS as a place to store

and distribute information that may be hours or days

old, the progressive Sysops that have Planet Connect

can now deliver data in real time. Highly desirable

data such as Sports, Weather, News, Stock Quotes,

and more can be obtained from Planet Connect via

satellite.

These Sysops are finding many new users who want

to obtain information as soon as it happens. People

that need time sensitive data will come to you, since

you'll be hours ahead of newspapers, and other

media. Whether at work, school, or at play your users

needs only a modem and computer to quickly locate

the exact data they want.

With satellite delivery, your BBS can be almost

completely automated to provide services that only

the big on line services have traditionally provided.

Planet Connect negotiates with quality data providers

to obtain data at excellent prices, and passes these

savings on to you. You'll be amazed at how

inexpensive a satellite real time feed can be.

Contact Planet Connect Today.

Dime,

Winner of the Dvorak "Best

Product of the Year Award"



The fl-List

If you're a sysop and would like to be

considered for the list, contact one of the

following sites:

BOBsBBS —916.929.7511

Livewire/CD SUB — Download

CDSUB.ZIP from The Livewire BBS (BBS

Magazine's support board) at 609.235.5297

and register the CD SUB Door program

for a permanent listing.

FTP — Download USPUB103.ZIP from

oak.oakland.edu, create USBBS.DAT and

send the completed file to BOBsBBS or

Lipdate@bobsbbs.Liucp.netcom.com.

Call 609.953.9110 (voice) for help.

Derived from the USBBSUST.

LEGEND

s jjj

% 3 „ E =
P Q 2 UJ tfl CC
» = 2 S S « "
ca ec 2 — c = ~
to co E V3 z in ~

B 29 0 50* 3 S 3

BBS TYPE

A = Auntie

B = PCBoard

C = Phoenix/Collie/Collosus

D-dBBS

F = Sqitiire

G-GAP

H . PC-HOSt

-- TiiBBS

J = SupOfBBS

L - Telepfd

M = OraComm/Maiof/Gaiacticomm

U = Genesis Deluxe

0 - Opus/Maximus

P = GT PowerComm

0 ■ QuickBBS/RemoleAccess

R = RBBS

S = Searchlirjiil

T - TBBS or TCOMM

U = UltraBBS

V = WWiV

W = Wildcat

X = BBS-PC, RyBBS. ROS, Fido,

Citadel. Osiris, etc. or custom.

unverified o< unknov/n type

Y - TAG.

Z = TPBoard

BAUD

0-300

1 -1200

2 = 2400

9 = 9600 or fasler

MODULATION TYPE

V = V.32 or V.32bis
11 1 ICDMinli.*^. LJCT
U = UbMOOOtlCS Hbl

H = Hayes VSM

F = V.Fast.V34 (1/25/95)

0 = Other proprietary method

D - USRobotics Dual Standard

(V32 and HST)

B = Hayes Ultra [V32 and VSM)

SIZE

Indicated in 100s ol megs.

* = CD-ROM.

NODES

Number ot lines

SUBSCRIPTION

S = subscription: blank = FREE

INTERNET FEATURES

SERVICES CODE

123456789ABCDEF

Mail XXXXXXXX

Usenet XX XX XX XX

FTP XXXX XXXX

Telnet XXXXXXXX

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Must support 2400 bps or greater

103 MB ol disk capacity

24fir/7 day service

Sysop must give REAL NAME

201-585-0957 NJ Fort Lee

Phanlom Mark Bellew

Fidonet 1:2604/411, Freedom Net.

Uncensored. open discussion. Good

Fifes (H/P/A7V) and TradeWars.

Intelligence a must.

B 29 FV 2 1

201-633-9346 fJJ Paterson

Firsl Class Timothy Chin

Fidonet — Over 150 Conferences,

CD-ROM online with over 11.000

files. Wildne! HUB. Free BBS.

W 29 FV 14- 2

201-635-5726 NJ Chatham

The Machine Rob Kmerim

Games and Chat. ChatLink.

Multiplayer games (Doom),

Technical support info. Majornet and

other echos.

M 19 V 50+ 8 S 2

201-659-S032 NJ Hoboken

Vital COM BBS Jose Negron. Jr

Electronics, computer programming,

games.

F 29 VF 1 1

201-729-2602

Chuck's Attempt Chuck Ammann

201-731-6416 NJ West Orange

Get A Lite. MarcGaylen

All adult BBS specializing in adull

graphics and games. Thousands

of files for all lifestyles.

F 29 VF 60+ 3

201-904-9781 NJ Prospect Pk

Dereda in's Realm Ron Lotterman

EMS related. Games. Wildcat! utili

ties. Support BBS (or NJ Assoc. of

Paramedics & EMTs. Fidonet.

W 09 D 10 2

201-941-7778 NJ Ridgefield

rockpile.com Tom Heffernan

Multi-user chal and games, Gopher,

Archie. IRC. FTP. Telnet. Rlogin.

Finger, SLIP. Fidonet, MajorNet.

Internet. NetAccess forums and chat.

M 19 DF 5+ 12 S F

202-234-0750 WashingtonDC

Absolute Bliss P. Willow

Games, files, adult discussions,

cyber politics.

M 29 V 15+ 20 S 8

203-228-9314 CT Hebron

Cyberi a Systems Nathan Mcmullen

IBM compatibles, utilities, games.

Fido echos, Ravenet, DPUnet. and

COMMNet.

X 29 VO <J 1

203-250-0938 CT Cheshire

OPAL Network John McCaffrey

Scientific, education, games.

X 09 D 18 2

203-397-5225 CT Hamden

CONNeclBBS Rico Gattilia

Utilities (Win/DOS), games, graph

ics. Over 12 CD ROMs of shareware;

registered online door games.

W 09 D 47+ 1

20-1-475-5199 MB Winnipeg

Generic BBS Victor Laking

General family board dedicated to

friendly socializing with useful and

interesting text files. BBS Lists, list

on known nets, fan-fiction.

I 09 V 1 1

205-478-8599

The Thing

Games.

W 09 V 4

NY Glens Falls

Dave Jaswaye

1

205-665-7924 AL Montevallo

Pirate's Cove James Acker

General purpose baard with online

games, sports, genealogy, files, chat.

X 19 D 7+ 1 3

205-751-9890 AL Hartselle

Paragon OnLine Richard Creel

Community oriented: entire family

welcome. Graphical BBS with free

Windows front end. Forums include

sports, movies, sci-fi. Official

Apogee distribution site.

X 09 V 9-1

205-759-4817 AL Tuscaloosa

FloydACOogHse. LyleOsborne

Files and online gaming. Many

games to play. E-Mag magazine rack

via READROOM. Full-feaiured data

base for online viewing and retrieval

of text,

W 09 VO 14+ 1

205-859-4696 AL Huntsville

Independent NWS Randy Hearn

Political discusion — conservative/

Christian. Full Internet access 24

hours a day.

M 09 V 2 1 F

206-353-3013 WA Everett

Snnhomish Sys Mark Henderson

System support and utilities lor the

DOS user. Excellent file libraries with

no ratios. Catering !o the mature and

sophisticated DOS/Windows user.

B 29 D 14+ 2

206-584-4309

The Wolfs Den Keith Shinkle

206-747-6397 WA Bellevue

SEANEWS Bill McCormick

Provided as a public service. It pro

vides free access to Usenet, email,

and other Internet services.

X 09 FO 34t 3 B

207-764-0788 ME Mapleton

Vacation Land Darcy Lovley

Six CDs online: 120 online games.

B 09 V 10* 1 1

207-777-5085 ME Auburn

High Five

Community network.

X 19 V 250 1 3

207-945-2612 ME Bartgor

Check Six. BBS Paul Bussiere

General interest, online games, USA

Today News. Live satellite feed.

Internet mail, over 1,000.000 files.

W 19 VF Hi A S3

208-664-2983

The Third Mill Jim Fromm

209-255-9110 CA Fresno

Program World Scott Smith

Programing, automotive information,

code generators, 30 programing net

ted subs. Home of VBBS Auto Info.

Sub, andVBSSQbasicSub.
X 19 V 1+1

209-323-7583 CA Clovis

Clovis Connect RodJessen

OS/2.10 Shareware CDs. AEGIS

AIDS Support Fidonet. AEGIS,

OS2Net. IBMNet. RBBSNet. IGANet.

W 29 FV 14+ 3

209-339-0220 CA Lodi

STARBASE BBS Dave Tracewell

Scouting, genealogy and astronomy.

Family-oriented BBS. 2 CDs online.

Fidonet, ScoutNei. Internet.

W 19 FB 11+ 1 3

209-137-9903 CA Fresno

Hunter's Den Rick Hunter

Paul Revere Network and SurvNei

echo conferences. Second node:

209-437-9904 — 14.4 & 28.8.

W 29 VF 10+ 2

209-956-6751 CA Stockton

Cheers BBS Jeff Lee

Latest Warez Seven networks to

bring you the latest updates in the

cyberspace community.

V 09 V6 15+ 2 F

210-233-4877

Hewberry BBS Ken Anderson

212-749-3268

Waller's BBS Walter Parrisri

213-225-5474 CA Los Angeles

Thunderbolts 16 Harvey Woien

Engineering, business, administra

tive, EchoMai!. games. Member ASP

— ASP CD-ROM online.

W 29 V 0 0

213-771-7515 CAW. Hollywood

Heaven West BB Mike Sulewski

Gay and lesbian. Matchmaker, classi

fieds. International Net, shareware

files, AIDS info, 12-Step, chat.

M 19 D 20+ 16 S

214-351-9859

Collector's Edition Len Hull

214-355-1835

Lonesome Dove Matthew Peacock

215-230-0920 PA New Britain

Road Runner BB Ryan Pankoe

Files, messages, games, and any

thing callers want. 6 CDs rotating

with two online at once. Free Internet

email.

X 09 V 24+ 1 1

215-985-4326 PA Philadelphia

Metrotron MikeKnerr

Urban interest. Film Noir. Project

Gutenberg, Linux intuitive search

and navigational commands for mes

sage areas.

B 19 VF 30 3 S3

209-224-9310 CA Fresno

Revolution BBS Brian Wallers

Full-featured 44-node system with

full ISDN lines.

B 29 F 100+ 10 7

216-324-6410

Comm. Netlink

216-639-9508

Scientist's BBS

Kassie Stevenson

Soo Kurz
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215-863-7627 OH Minerva

SlarNetl.D.G. D.Morton

Internet Development Group techni

cal support and general interest.

W 29 BV 14+4 S3

217-359-0436 IL Champaign

DataQuest Meivin Stevens

Entertainment, tour-player DOOM &

Heretic, and other interactive games;

telecoterencing.

M 29 D 120+ 4

217-423-7430 IL Decatur

STARFLEETHQ's Terry Ortman

Star Trek theme with lots of Trek

trivia games. Online shopping,

Doors. Home of SIARFLEET NET.

I 09 FV 10+ 1

219-744-4908

The Play Board Jay Tipton

301-808-7233 DC Washington

Capical City Norris Sydnor

Windows. Internet, news, games,

chat, forums, etc. Complete graphi

cal environmeni.

X 29 FV 70+ 3 3

301-834-5110 MD Knoxville

SierraClublnMd E Whitenton

Environmental and local issues.

Frederick. Washington, Carrol Co.

government Data Finder system.

W 09 V 1 1

301-840-8998 MD Gaithersburg

Route 66 Bill Johns

General, games, cars, Internet and

Windows.

X 29 V 150+ 2 1

301-916-0991 MDGermalown

Staging Lanes Eric Gary

Drag racing, RBBS-PC, small busi

ness. Where drag racing fans and

drivers can interact and startup busi

nesses can network and advertise.

R 19 BV 3 1

303-244-8420

Mirror Image BBS Mark Fell

303-932-1308 CO Morrison

EOTD BBS Caetal Teneiaeh

Philosophy, art, RPG's, graphics,

sound, emerging technology.

All five lines 28.8.

M 09 DF 21+ 5

30.4-728-0884 WV Charles Town

The Bit Bank J Wiliingham

Internet mail, friendly users, easy to

navigate, (irsl-call access.

0 19 F 11+ 2 1

305-344-95B4 FL Coral Spring

Digital Abyss Scott McCarthy

IBM support, files, full graphics/

sound system, Internet mail, games,

discussion areas, bi-directional pro

tocols.

X 29 FV 12+ 4 1

305-388-3456 FL Miami

Fencer's BBS Frets Olivares

Fencing-related and general files.

OWK packet, chat. Door games.

X 19 0 4 2 S

305-432-2223 FL Pembrk Pines

SunShine PC6 Michele Stewart

Over 3,000 ANSIs, online games,

cooking and crafting. Fidonet,

AdullLinks and HomeMet confer

ences. Since 1989.

B 19 D 24+ 2 3

305-669-1295 FL Miami

Tropical BBS Rob Joseph

Internet (free), Fidonet, Codersnet,

files, chat, excitement

W 29 F 13 3 3

305-941-7574 FLPompano Bch

ALLIANCE Vedat Gurtan

Files and Fido mail.

W 29 FV 30+ 1

307-674-7329 WY Sheridan

BBSBIGHORN Mike Donohue

Property search with color pictures

and Internet email for S10/month or

S25/3 months; 900 TABS, unlimited

send/receive.

T 09 VF 13 8 $ 7

309-792-2663 ILSilvis

Ancienl Marner Michael Castro

DOS shareware, game Doors,

Fidonet 1:232/19, mailer to Internet

gateway. All files Freq'able. Request

alias files.

F 29 V 14+ 2 1

310-392-3981 CA Santa Monica

Moroni Jos Fasbinder

Mormon-oriented text files.

R 09 V 5+1

310-434-2933 CA Long Beach

pLaNeTZdD MikEZeD

Files, hockey, music, graphics.

OC Sports Conference home BBS.

Los Angeles Kings and Mighty

Ducks hockey news. ZeD RecorDs

Home SiTe.

B 99 F 14+2 S

310-436-1311 CA Long Beach

Why Not David Scott

Shareware, Doors, games.

W 29 DF 72+ 4

310-515-3673 CATorrance

PC Heaven BBS Tony Reeves

Ham-related files, general, online

games. U.S. and Canadian callbook

online for use. Fido.

S 19 D 10+ 1

310-598-8460 CA Long Beach

Appian Way BBS Mark E. Johnson

Philosophy, current events, religion.

TWINS, USA Today, government

access information and help.

T 99 FU 14 4 S 7

310-827-8171 CALosAngeles

LACS BBS Fran Ames

Los Angeles Computer Society —

IBM users group.

W 99 V 11 2

312-248-0900 ILChicago

Chi Compu Sot, Irwin Romanek

PC user group BBS for members and

general public. Focus is helping

computer novices.

W 29 DF 8 8 3

312-284-7133

4th Dimension Jeff Jones

313-582-0888 Ml Dearborn

Bloom County Gary Gilmore

Home of six international echos, free

Internet email. Doors, files.

0 19 FV 62+ 1 1

313-963-2666 Ml Detroit

The TAXI STAND DanGroske

Nine CD-ROMs online. 70,000+ files,

Fidonet. 150+bases, Synchronet

BBS support, Synchronet software.

No Fees. No Ratios. Type Guest for

limited first-call access.

X 19 FV 14+ 4

314-281-8598

Megabiler II George Belcher

314-282-4216 WO St. Louis

Ajax Cal Grind George Smith

Fido. chess, online games, legal dis

cussion. No Ratios. 600+ megs of

games to download.

W 09 VO 11+1

The fl-List

314-351-7150

TheSTLCATII David Russo

314-481-7600 MO St. Louis

The GrapeVine Graham Bloy

Games, tech advice, shareware,

communications, fun topics.

All Ifit Special atlentiuri lu leairt-

ing/teaching,

W 19 V 2 2

315-458-3482

Dreamscape Scott Brennan

315-773-6501 NY Fort Drum

Mountain Ken Yinger

Support soldier/families of Fort

Drum.

Q 19 D 26+ 1

315-789-1061 NY Geneva

Dimension.Rift M.J.Sears

Shareware, OS/2, Windows, GIFs,

Mods, Midis, chat. Fully graphical

(Windows). Upload and download

simultaneously.

X 09 FV 10. 2

316-788-7520

Griswold's Priv Jim Kelland

317-455-3703 IN Kokomo

Grim Reaper's George Borg

Games. Fidonel, Internet soon, files.

Contnbuters get 180 minutes daily.

R 29 BV 14+ 2

317-889-4274 IN Greenwood

Eagle BBS Ralph Moore

Genealogy, seven CD-ROMs online,

Internet email, Usenet news, files,

Fidonet (and many other message

networks), games. Doors.

B 29 DF 45+2 S3

318-862-3100 LAShreveport

PCA BBS J. Kinney

MSDOS, MS Windows. Novell, Unix

and 150+download areas.

W 19 V 70 8 S

334-675-8406 AL Saraland

Anchor Inn Jim Wilson

Files and echo mail,

B 29 FV 6 1 1

334-335-3968 AL Luverne

CrenshawBBS Ed Welch

Free new user board for the general

user. Large general interest selection

of files. Game Doors. Free Internet

access.

B 29 FV 15 2 1

334-809-0270 AL Brewton

TSE Russ Haag

Motivation, psychology, leadership,

games, demos, DOS software.

F 29 D 13+ 1

360-263-1117 WA La Center

CountryCompiling Keith Buckbee

160,000 files with 18CD-R0MS

online at all times.

G 29 F 14+7 S

360-493-6881 WA Olympia

Worldview BBS Tomas Hood

Home-based resources (business,

education, etc.). Content oriented,

community support resources.

B 09 D 40+2 S3

401-848-9069 Rl Middletown

Terminal Madness Chris Mathis

Totally free mullinode system,

Doors, Internet email and news, CD-

ROM.

B 19 F 11+ 3 3

404-442-6748 GA Woodstock

MAILDROP Gary Sandow

Second Amendment issues, RTKBA.

Users consist of thoughtful people

who discuss computers, politics and

other issues.

W 19 V 0 0 1

404-476-7880

Late Nite BBS Bobby Nowell

404-478-9700

The Night Shift Bill Hardy

404-579-1170 GA Marietta

SpiderWeb Dennis Brown

General information, entertainment,

public service, teens, adoption info,

magazines, forums, sports, Atlanta

information.

M 19 V 4 2

404-773-7966

Warp Factor Mark Stewart

404-934-4515 GA Stone Mtn

Flagship Express Harvey Pierce

Current USBBS listings online.

PCBoard utilities. ILink Conferences,

Planet Connect feed.

B 19 F 91+5 S

404-941-0746 GA LithiaSpring

ThompsonTowers R. Thompson

ASP, genealogy, Fidonet and IGANET

access, six-month-old file limit.

8 29 VF 14+ 1 $

continues...

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
DON'T DELAY YOUR

BBS Magazine -
IF YOU'VE MOVED LET US KNOW!

OLD ADDRESS

(affix }iwr nailing label or Fill in ilir ulii information)

Name

Address

City .

State/Zip Code

MEW ADDRESS

Name

Address

Cily

Slate/Zip Code

MAIL TO:

Callera Digeal Inc., 701 Stokes R<1.. Medford, NJ 08055.

You may FAX thisform to (609) 953-7961.

i
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404-967-2200 GA Flowery Br.

S/WareMonsler R.P. Meggs

Latest selection of new files from

around the world. Internet. Usenet,

Fidonet, Fly Net. DOS. WGA. SCN-Net

and over 200 conferences. NEGCUG

sjpport system.

X 29 FV 200t 4 7

405-485-9300 OK Blanchard

Dark Ages BBS Randy Henderson

Files, messages. Doors. Call Today.

X 29 F 14+ 1

405-677-8174 OK Okla. City

DateLineBBS Oaivd Ivers

X 29 V 14+ 1

405-728-7124

Hotel California Lloyd Lawson

405-737-4932 OK Midwest City

First Response Bill Astafan

Health related.

X 29 V 14+ 1

407-375-8530 FLBoynlonSch

ECL Robert Heyen

Travel and cruise, general entertain

ment, chat.

T 09 VO 2 7 S

407-687-9355 FLW. PalmBch

Benjamin Camp John Benjamin

Live Internet. FTP, Gopher, WWW.

Archie, Telnet. WHOIS, finger and

much more.

W 19 D 14+2 S F

407-691-9125 FL Palm Bcti

Satellite BBS Miguel Orama

Doors, message conferences and

files CO-ROM.

T 99 FV 30* 1

407-859-7428

The Death Star Nicholas Seabury

408-241-0722 CA Santa Clara

PDSE Curtis Garcia

Quality, certified files, friendly dis

cussions.

T 19 D 10+8 S

408-242-5333 CA Monterey

LingNet Red Lloyd

Dedicated to the military linguist but

anyone is welcome. Telnet or FTP to

lingnet.army.mil.

M 19 V 11 1

408-245-1067 CA Sunnyvale

INTERACT Eric Knight

Live action chat and multiplayer

games; 18 and over only.

T 19 V 5 16 S

The fl-List

409-589-3312 TX Bryan

The Hot Spat. Pat Butler

Shareware, games, graphics.

X 19 VF 11+ 1

409-769-4249

Wayne's World Wayne Beivin

408-364-2789

PereLine BBS Tom Serface

408-394-2839 CA Seaside

Hard Drive Gale Ronnie Young

DOS shareware, BBS files, online

games. Novice and experts sharing

ideas.

W 29 V 10+ 1

408-577-0509 CA San Jose

Ground Zero '86 Jerry Hubbard

General interest. Free. New uploads

every day. No ratios.

B 19 V 9+1

408-636-0508 CA Hollister

e.BABYLON Albert Gabrial

Educational, cultural, social, Assyrian

history, language, TV and radio pro

grams, magazines.

W 19 H 2 1

409-842-3044 TX Beaumont

Triple Threat Mike Chambers

Computer sales, genealogy, sports.

R 99 FO 72+ 1 1

410-485-0551 MD Baltimore

Chesapeake Bay Philip Knot!

Files and local email — 150MB

X 29 V 3 1

410-730-5624 MD Columbia

MarvlandGatswy Paul Bitterli

General purpose.

B 19 U 2 1

412-226-9549 PA Natrona Hts

JABS Talk BBS Todd Simmers

Help. UFO. paranormal, utilities.

W 09 VO 20+ 1 3

412-567-6782

entertain me bbsl! Shawn Cupec

412-767-7068 PA Pittsburgh

Doberman Gang Tom Bing

Games, files, adult areas, email.

W 09 FD 180+ 5

413-527-8977

Uncle Hank's BBS Hank Hurteau

414-654-5878 Wl Kenosha

The Psyclone Bill Mattocks

Community-oriented, local issues,

PODSnet, adult areas.

T 09 V 14+ 2

414-656-1073 Wl Kenosha

PsYcHoTIC Mike Dunnington

Madness, anarchy, T-1 and 56KB

connections lor sale.

T 99 FV 30+ 16 S F

414-837-2348 Wl Casco

HomcTown BBS Chris Gotstein

Games and software.

X 99 0 10 1

415-961-6911 CA Palo Alto

INTERACT Eric Knight

Live action chat and multiplayer

games.

T 19 V 5 16 S

416-770-6917

Platinum Express Glenn Jarvis

501-596-2696 AR Magnolia

The Gameroom Bill Morris

Online games, messages, files, four

conferences.

R 29 V 1+2

502-339-8978 KY Louisville

Bill Board Bill Phelps

Adult Access with paid subsciption

over 18 only, shareware files and

online games.

W 09 F 1H 2 3

502-443-6014

The Data Cenler Jeff Burton

502-732-9209 KYCarrollton

Slow-»-Easy Marty Souder

Wildnet. MSInet. RIPnet and NLEMS.

W 29 F 45+ 2

502-868-9385 KY Georgetown

Thoroughbred G. 5. Glass

Two online CD-ROMs, online games.

0 99 BV 4 1

503-393-5580

Chemekela Bob Hunter

504-356-0790

Southern Online Russell Jackson

504-542-9600

Computer Snlli Sidney Egnew

506-459-0973 NB Fredencton

Omni Net Sean Ryan

Virus utilities, tech support, user

support.

W 09 V 2 2

508-347-5516 MA Sturbiidge

Pirates Cove Brian Tremblay

Large files area, over 400 netmail

conferences, five online CD-ROMs.

F 29 V 14+ 1

508-528-2295

Computer Con). Edward Zdrok

508-663-7761 MA Billerica

Blue. Steel. BBS J.Walsh

Doors, PCB support, game tips,

hints. 100+ megs of PCSoard PPEs

and utilities.

B 29 FV 20+ 2

508-668-4441 MAWalpole

Emerald City Tim Lyons

Community concept, promoting a

BBS Software & Hardware

MajorBBS, 6.2, 2-line $155

We Carry MajorBBS Add-on Modules CALL

TBBS 2.3m, 2-line wirh QSO .$249

QSO $79

Interchange $116

GTEK BBS 550 w/cables $395

Call our BBS 209-498-6533 for product information

and to download our complete catalog!

Digihoards, GTek, CD Disks CALL

Digiboard PC/8 with 16550s CALL

RIPaint from TeleGrafix $139

Q-Modem Pro for Windows $69

Visa, MasterCard & AmericanExpress Accepted

P.O.'s Accepted-C.O.D.

Wildcat! ♦"The World's Most Popular

BBS"

Wildcat! BBS Single Line NEW VERSION 4.1x $78

All Versions of Wildcat! 4.1x in Stock Call

Wildware! wwBirthday, wwVerify, wwNewUser Call

wcCODE, wcGATE, wcPRO Call

Game Pack $49 value, (ordered w/Wildcat!) $10

DesqView386 Multi-tasking w/QEMM Call

BBS Technologies
209-498-0200

P.O. Box 4290 ♦ Fresno, CA 93744 ♦ Fax 209-237-0206
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wide range of interest areas.

Fido and other nets, distribution site

lor various shareware authors.

W 19 V 500 1

508-746-6010 MA Plymouth

Adult Hangout Tom Williams

Local access numbers in 1,510+

cities worldwide.

M 09 DF 160+ 38

508-775-8216 MAHyannis

Oedipus Rex J. SanGiancomo

Files, games, messages. Internet

access.

O 29 VO 3 1 1

508-8530340

Schunix-Pub UNIX Robert Schulti

509-735-3710 WA Kennewick

THESCITECBBS Ed Haack

Lead-Based Paint Testing, Soil

Testing, EPA Issues Specializing in

Lead-Based Paint & Soil Testing

Issues. Supp tor SCITFC

Corporation's Products (MAP-3,

ARM Software, etc.

W 29 V 3 1

509-891-6148

The Moontlower Peter Link

510-521-0281 CAAIameda

Aaron Canst. Aaron Moarefi

Constructions PC Oriented.

Questions & Answers regarding

Construction Issues. Paul Revere

Network Echo Conferences.

W 29 FV 10+ 2

510-799-2921 CA Hercules

Code 3 Outftrs Kim Leong

Law Enforcement, Ham Radio.

General. WCLawNet Hub, NLEMS,

AR-Net. RiderNet.Noadu.lt files.

W 19 FD 0 0 3

512-392-9489 TX San Marcos

Home Business Steve Strahl

Home-based business, books,

opportunities, classified ads

Dedicated to the home-based busi

ness entrepreneur. Good source of

information. Books, opportunities,

classified ads.

W 19 B 3 1

512-836-4262

The Night Owl II Danny Dyess

512-850-8255 TX Corpus Chris

C.C. ONLINE John Spofford

Business-related. Jobs, Real Estate,

International Trade. Contains: Free

Trade News electronic edition, busi

ness directories, class, ads. jobs

from around the world.

T 29 BV 2 4 S

512-945-9304

Ranch House BBS Larry Easley

513-848-4288 OH Dayton

AuthorsNet HQ S. Greenwood

Writing-related. International Echo

Forums, Files. Featuring

AuthorsNet[tm], P&BNet(tm),

MediaNet(tm), EPubNet,

CentipedeNet, Fidonet. Internet

email, 17.000 Files.

W 09 FO 10+ 1 5

514-279-5145 QC Montreal

STAT. Medical JFVaillancourt

Canada's Largest Medical/Health

BBS. STAT. is a friendly board that

provides the community with

health advice and resources. Run by

Paramedic and M.D.

W 19 DF 12 2 3

516-385-4383 NY Melville

ESI Sales BBS Gregg Smith

On-Line sales, Accept Amex. orders

taken on-line. Lowest prices on CD-

Roms. Inter BBS Door games.

W 19 FV 4 1 1

516-437-1659

Delron BBS

516-736-6662

Your Software

Mike Christiansen

John Woodstock

516-822-8909 NY Plainview

Aim. Intell. PaulSheiman

Fun 40+ Online Games, PSiLink

World HO, PSi-Factor Unlimited

WHO. 400+ users, active message

bases,

X 19 FV 5 1

The fl-List

517-279-7530 Ml Coldwater

D.C. Online Doug Lytle

Old England type setting. RIME mail

network. Planet Connect Satellite.

X 19 VF 12 4

517-288-5099 Ml Durand

Cluster One Brad Bennett

Files/Online Doors Total dedication

to the Cull Music group "Pink Floyd"

new users have access to most

everything, with limited time.

X 29 VO 9+ 1

520-321-9762 AZ Tucson

UFO Inlonet Bruce Anderson

UFO sightings, cattle mutilations,

crop circles.

W 29 V 2 1

601-977-8421 MS Jackson

Backtracker Kevin Drkin

Wide focus. Lots of EVERYTHING.

Online shopping, files, doors, chat,

messages, and more. 2+ gigs online,

cdroms, 2000+ messages every day.

I 09 FV 20+ 2

602-241-1475 AZ Phoenix

DARKEL'SMAN. John Cessor

General support.

W 29 VB 5+ 1

602-258-7113

The Wish Book Lome Shantz

602-655-7771 AZ Mesa

AzI-nelGate Robert Basil

Internet Gateway for local BBSs.

Only S30 per year.

B 29 FV 14 4 S3

602-964-5796 AZ Mesa

Cutting Edge Andrew Bartels

General. Amateur Radio Net. and

Programming Net. Tradewars 2002

and Kannons & Katapults.

I 09 FV 10+ 2 2

603-627-0916 NH Manchester

T.D.8. BBS Peter Martineau

General Interest BBS. EchoMail.

ZOOM 28.8k modem. Renegade 10-

31, CD-ROM+ HD = 1 GB.

X 99 FV 2 1 1

continues...

515-628-3101

The Main Street Steve Jansen

i

txcGllence v_Jn-Lin<

408-847-0665 k

T

P 1
— •
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603-666-0108 NH Manchester

Cricket System Ran Le Blanc

Meet-a-Mate. games, general discus

sions, games, and

general discussions board.

W 19 V 2 1

606-432-0979 KY PikevJIfe

SlrawheryPatch Phillip Moore

Focus on Ihe user. Online Games

(60.) 100* Conferences.

Programming by Sysop. Appeared in

BoardWatch top 100 BBS listing.

B 29 F 50 3 3

606-441-2130

The Ghost House Michael Haley

606-441-5517 KY Cold Spring

Inlermai

Dedicated to Business in Greater

Cincinnati Area (513 local). This ser

vice is local to the Cincinnati (513)

calling area. We can offer custom

services for your organization.

M 09 FV 110 8 S 7

606-886-2881 KY Prestonsburg

Michael's Mess Michael Chaney

Home of the Mess-Scape

(Experiment in Virtual Reality).

X 09 V 2 1

606-886-8403 KY Prestonsburg

EKUGBBS Tommy Shelion

Night Owl Shareware.

F 19 VO 14+ 1

tion.etc.Cd-ROM.1.2GIGHD, 2

lines. 3 networks. 4 doors, etc.

X 09 FV 13+ 2 3

609-235-5297

The Livewire BBS Richard Paquette

609-324-9187 NJ Columbus

Bible BBS Tony Capoccia

Christian and Church files/programs.

R 09 D 3 1

609-482-7345

Next Generation John Carcione

609-582-9546 NJ Pitman

Star Trek Chuck Walker

Trie largest Star Trek lile base any

where. 35 online games & 60 echo

maitforums(conlerences). Night

OWL CD-ROM online 24 hours.

G 19 F 11+ 2

609-587-2672

Tan BBS Bob Watson

The fl-List

609-778-4442

Computer Gaming Gregory Moore

610-534-1377 PA Collingdale

Hurricane BBS Jason Kramer

EMS. Fire, EMD. OSHA. Law

Enforcement And General

W 09 U 10+ 1

612-470-5449 MN Minneapolis

MUTUAL FD BBS Rick Johnson

Investing in no-load mutual funds.

Online Investment Newsletter —

Over 100 No-Load Mutual Funds

Performance. Buy/Sell Systems.

Portfolios. +more Free demo.

M 09 V 10 2 S

614-885-8511

Anderson's BBS

Utilities.

F 19 F 16

OH Columbus

Bob Anderson

607-937-8547

a-a-a

shareware.

I 29 VO

NY Coming

Steve Huels

i 1

608-274-5720 Wl Madison

Sterling Tom Williams

Files, doors, messages, adult sec-

609-587-4651 NJ Mercerville

the Dealmakers Ted Kraus

Nationwide commercial real estate

hoard & Hub for RealtyNet. a nation

al network of real estate boards.

B 29 V 10 3 7

609-589-3374 NJ Pitman

Serendipity Brian Farr

Education — Interne! World Wide

This BBS concentrates on the explo

ration of the mind. Educationally ori

ented with Internet Access.

G 19 V 10 2 F

609-764-0812

Radio Wave BBS Tyler Myers

612-488-5112

P.C. MegaMall

614-387-2762

TTte Vault BBS

Michael Wielenbera

Keith Ketcham

609-768-6535

BBS BBS Bob Browne

614-759-7018 OH Columbus

Doug's Place Douglas Reese

Adult areas, online games.

B 19 f 80+ 3

614-766-7931 OH Columbus

Power Station Tom Power

General,something foe everyone

Over 100 conferences.RIP,10GB

online.

W 29 VF 100+ 8

615-399-0707

The Lebanon Link Bruce Richardson

615-478-2890

PC Junction BBS Doug Carpenter

615-533-2021 TNPikeville

R-KOM RayKienle

Business software, demos, classified

listings for sales only.

W 19 V 1 1

615-572-9164 TN Clarksville

The Snake Pil Keith Jacobs

Message, on-line games. The Snaks

Pi! is the home of Dominion Tech,

makers of the best scripts available

to VBBS Sysops.

X 09 V 5+1

615-870-0794 TN Chattanooga

The Registry Bill Kern

Registry of Nuclear and Computer

Professionals 100 Registered Door

Games, 40,000 files, recently fea

tured in BBS Magazine (Feb. 1995).

W 29 FV 35+ 3 S

616-668-2391 Ml Mattawan

Shadow Castle Jeff Harvey

General Support & Conversation,

several networks available

CircuitNet, StormNet, and Fidonet

areas available. Some limited

Internet access also. Node 2 is V.FC

(616)668-2612.

F 19 VF 12+ 2 3

615-977-9385

WNMFSBBS

617-354-8873

Channel 1 BBS

Michael Walker

Brian Miller

617-361-1242 MA Boston

Skyline BBS Fred Bowes

Adultliks, Fidonet. National

Matchmaker, over 44.000 files

Great place to meet new friend. 40

doors and multichat.

W 09 D 13+ 8

617-582-2223 MA Kingston

Mass OnLine Brad Carver

Adult Services Directory. 30.000+

tiles. Public & Private Chat Rooms,

Internet Access, CD-ROM Sates.

S 99 VF 144 6 3

618-529-7272 IL Makanda

The real Conne Frank Peng

Info, flies, games, news.

M 09 V 14+ 2

619-758-9774 CAOceanside

MegateDh Chris Ablang

Anime and software updates.

W 29 8 12+ 1 F

701-280-2343

The Spectrum

701-772-5399

City Liles

Dale Hill

John Lundell

615-966-3574

Dala World BBS Sean Dudley

703-331-1710 VA Dumfries

Royal Flush Marion Royal

Newest Shareware files, on-line

games, RIME and FIDO nets.

Sysop supports RBBS-PC 17.5

R 09 FD 14+ 1 1

GET CONNECTED
Virtual BBS
Multi-Network
Virtual BBS offers unsurpassed BBS networking power

and flexibility. Included as standard with every Virtual

BBS package are interfaces for Internet and

VirtualNET. Adding additional networks, network types,

and setting up gateways between networks is easy,

thanks to our unique Multi-Network Engine.

Configurability
As your needs change, Virtual BBS grows with you.

Definable menu blocks and an extensive built-in

programming language are just some of the ways in

To try listing all of our

features in a half-page ad

wouldn't do us justice. So,

try the DEMO and let us

know what you think.

TM which you can customize your multi-user Virtual BBS

system. The package also includes support for multiple

languages and system operator editable "strings" so

you can fully modify the output of your system for the

ultimate desired presentation.

Free DEMO
To receive a complimentary, fully operational DEMO

version, call us at [616] 339-S934. To download the

latest DEMO, call our multi-user Virtual BBS system at

[616] 399^818.

Feature Packed
We've listened to our customers over the yeans. We've

worked hard, and will continue to work hard to produce

the BBS software that you and your callers want to use.

Times change and we feel it's important to keep up.

Virtual ComTech
International, Inc."
424G Elizabeth Ave.

Holland, Ml 49424

616-399-8934 voice/fax

616-399-4B18 data
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703-360-1172 VA Mount Vernon

TOS: 3OGaming Will Fowler

3-D Gaming. {D00M{1/2). Heretic,

Descent. ROTT, etc.). la Software

disiro. Also distro for Apogee, Epic,

Raven, SWC, JAS, LORE, and

WarSoft. HomeofWarSoft/

GalactiChaos.

W 99 FD 14+ 4 3

703-427-0226

Mountain Air BBS Edward Wood

704-983-2877

Small Wander

File Transfers.

X 19 Hfl 10

NCAIbemarle

Mark Brooks

708-260-8818

Adline U.S.A.! Charles Parker

703-435-8644

The Last Resort Derek Figg

703-490-4184 VAWoodbridge

CommCapsule Jim Davy

Home schooling, games, political

files. Support for home schooling, 2

CDROMs on-line. Free.

W 19 V 14+ 1

703-532-7143

Arlington Softwr

703-620-8900

World Data Net

Jay Falvey

Tony McClenny

703-638-7580

Xswofd's Haven Randy Hedgecock

703-730-3425 VA Woodbridge

Destinations 6. Schoonover

Travel information exchange mes

sage areas. On-line travel agent.

ANSI travel brochures.

W 29 V 6+ 1

703-731-060?

Dockside BBS

704-757-9949

Enchnt Forest

Danny Cook

Brian Miller

708-367-7851

System Software Wayne Lawton

708-432-9683 IL Highland Par

Imagination Isaac Hall

Games and oncology. Epic Mega

Games dist. site. Impulse dist. site

W 19 HB 2 1

708-491-9070 IL Evansion

Highway 66 stan barrack

Distribution of shareware, knowl

edge, and technology. Highway 66

has 4 14.4K lines, 6 CDROMs on

line, and echos. ARlnet. Yankee Net,

and Gnet.

X 29 V 42+ 4

708-546-0301

Castle KingSide Don Martin

708-636-6694

Suburban Softwr Chuck Valecek

708-634-9368

Great Northern Michael Wilson

708-677-6824 ILSkokie

Warp Speed BBS Alex Gen

Music, games, demos. Internet and

other email types. 12 International

Networks for email readers, files

from FTP sites can be acessed for

Free. Inter-BBS Leagues.

F 29 VF 10 2 5

The fl-List

708-832-7754

Addison Dos HausLeroy Hem Jr

708-991-2452

B8S Data Sys Greg Kaiser

713-873-5702

Bowlers AcrAmer Dennis Asfour

713-896-1545 TX Houston

Mel's BBS Mel Douglass

Genealogy. Judeo-Christian, share

ware. Fido<->GT genealogy bridge;

Adventist files; shareware

conference sponsor; Fidonet

1:106/110.

P 29 V 5 1 1

714-527-6652 CACypress

The Stellar. Mike Bitar

Business, games, DOS & Windows

files, mail and soon Fidonet,

updated files, conferences, top

games.

W 29 VO 3 1 S 1

714-572-0500 CA Anaheim

Heaven West BB Mike Sulewski

Gay and Lesbian Community contact

and outreach Matchmaker.

Classifieds. International Net.

Shareware files, AIDS info. 12-Step

Support. CHAT.

M 19 D 12+ 16 S

714-572-8800 CA Placentia

AuSSie BBS M.Szabados

Entertainment system lor the whole

family.

M 09 V 100+ 18 S 3

714-579-7022 CA Anaheim Hill

FSU BBS P. Egger

Massive file libraries, and chat

sytem. FSU is dedicated to online

entertainment featuring: Online

Doom, National ChalLink.

X 09 VF 150+ 26 3

714-669-8823 CATustin

Vivid Image Veno Dossantos

Adult graphic materials, latest

games, general shareware. S only for

adult access, Must be 18+. regular

files for all.

W 29 F 14+2 S 1

714-670-6500 CA Buena Park

AuSSie M. Szabados

Entertainment system for !he whole

family.

M 09 V 100+ 18 S 3

714-337-9677

The Solar Syslem Peter Guethlein

714-842-7588 CA Fountain Val

John's BBS John Engebretso

Games, graphics.

F 29 D 10+ 20 F

714-951-7311 CAMissnViejo

A Helping Hand Scott Leighton

Careers. RC10 racing, comics

family oriented, local BBS with

Internet email and select USENET

Newsgroups.

W 19 VF 6 1 3

714-978-0194 CA Anaheim

The AutoBBS Tony Cheng

New and used car listings, automo

tive forums and SIGs. Everything

automotive online, Windows inter

face using Media. Host vi.00b.

Buy/sell at fleet prices, digital pho

tos, more.

X 29 V 4 2

714-990-4802 CA Brea

HomesellerBGS Jim Brubaker

Homes for sale in Southern

California. Discount residential real

estate for both huyers and sellers

Serving the Southern California area.

W 29 V 2 1

714-996-7777

The Liberty BBS Steven Grande

715-345-1327 Wl StevensPoint

The Point Tom Lehner

ASP shareware. Fido Net. ASP

Approved, SpitFire Software

Support. Author. Direct Network.

F 19 DF 13 1

716-633-3973 NYCIarence

Spectrum Netwk L.Kanaby

Gem & Lapidary. Online searchable

databases for colored gemstones,

diamonds,trade shows and classified

want ads. message areas and email.

T 29 VF 4 6 S

717-246-9666 PA Red Lion

Lion's Den Brent Sowers

Games, astronomy. RIP and

PowerAccess graphics, well rounded

file base. 22 online games.

PowerGBS 4.0.

X 19 V 7+1

continues...

Ohhh,SOBIGH

21 GIGS OF NEW FILES!

FREEFOR THELADIES!

FREE FULL DEMOS

TOUFREEACCESS#S

TELNET: 100.1.104.200

XHOTTESTADULT CLUBS ONLINE

XCHAT LIVE WITH 1OOs - 24 hrs!!

XTELNET / FTP / USENET /MORE!

X FAMILY AND TEEN FUN!!

X24 HR SATELLITE FEEDS

X BUSINESS INFO / ONLINE SHOPs

X HUGE GIF LIBs! ORIGINAL GIFs!

XMagic, the Gathering shop - ONLINE

C.D.S.-BBS VOTED 13THINU.SA.

nitelcig BBS 45 Nodes

fidonet/InternetEmail /Usenet

Rime & I Link Mail

DOS/OS2 /Windows/Amiga/UNIX/

MAC/AduRfiles Areas

(408) 655-,096

Internet: Telnet/FTP/Rlogin/Gophcr/FingAr/Whob

Teinettabte art: 165.227.94.25

ONLINI MACINTOSH USERS GROUP

The Online Macintosh

UiBPi'Sroup it a email,

Iriandly, non-profit

organization dedicated

lo ltiB education and

UijifjortofMac usars,

(ram no vices to n ru b.

mbrit

important to us than you.

OOver 1 Gigabyte ol iharewiro and oOnllna elBctmBtc tiooks

Ireewape lilac lo download

ONovaTera graphic usar tntarface

o Dozens o! tpsciai intaPMi ".P..

conlarsncfl araai

oRuyIbws |j^

oFrlendly and Itslpfuf voluntoat-s

OFREE2 week trial ■o»burshlpI

with unlimited access

Bet Bn-URB and soa what you'vs bean missing. [494] 998-08114
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717-476-6808 PAAnalomink

Power Nel Robert Naspo

Windows 3.1 Client Software is avail

able for downloading and is used to

access Power Net from windows.

X 19 OF 10+ 3 7

717-657-8699 PA Harrisburg

Pa Online. George Peace

Internet access gateway. Family ori

ented BBS offering files, mail, and

full Internet. SLIP/PPP/UUCP/

FT PHU B/TE LN ET/FTPAVWW

http://www.paonline.com.

T 09 VF 100+ 33 S F

717-729-8102 PA Beach Lake

Landscape Conn Jeffrey Chorba

Landscape design and horticultural

information.

R 09 D 13 1

717-738-1976 PA Ephrata

Cybernetics Justin Shirk

Message, file distribution (15+

megs/month), online gaming.

Coming soon: 24hrs/day fill SLIP

connection to the InterNET

X 19 F 16+ 1 3

717-840-1444

Cyberia

718-366-6165

Rama One BBS

718-409-2798

PC-Pics BBS

Sara/Adam Viener

Tommy Brunning

Robert Pardi

718-628-6661 NY Ridgewood

O.S.E. BBS Emil Strunk

File exchange, games. Rotate CO

ROMs daily. Offline CD's can be

viewed and files requests made.

S 19 D 10+1

718-648-5199 NY Brooklyn

TEAROOM P. Starzynski

Taoism. Ch'an. Zen in the spirit of

Chanoyu U'NI-net, FringeNet, LNet ■

nets added by caller's request.

B 29 DF 5 2

718-837-0220 NY Brooklyn

P, P, & T Lori Weinstein

Message based, door games. & files.

People. Places, and Things is

designed foi those who care about

people. 2400-57600 baud.

X 09 0 2 1 2

718-837-3236 NY Brooklyn

Consultant BBS Jay Caplan

Resource for computer professionals

ASP approved BBS, 36 CD-ROMS

online, Internet access, RIME.

B 19 FD 250+ 8 $ 1

718-897-6902 NY Forest Hills

Webster's BBS Greg Martin

Free downloads of Webster's MS

Windows Software. This is

Webster's Lexxicon Publishing

Corp.'s automated download BBS.

Open to the public 24hrs.

W 99 FD 14 68

801-773-7668 UT Hill AFB

The Wildside Peggy Wilder

A little of everything non-adult.

F 29 V 10+ 1

802-878-1983 VT Colchester

We The People Kevin Plant

This board attempts to report on the

dark side of govt. 1:325/145.

W 09 VO 5+ 1

803-767-8212 SC N.Charleston

Night Wing BBS James Salter

Files. Games. Mail.

I 09 F 14+ 1 7

The fl-List

803-871-8761 SC Ladson

Carolina Chat Robert McElwee

Multinode Chat, Play DOOM & Flight

Sims Online, 16 Lines. Worldlink

Chat, modem to modem games.

M 19 VO 5 16 S

804-253-2307 VA Williamsburg

LighiOTheBurrj Nelson Scott

Christian, family oriented online

Bible files for O/L. 3 networks.

W 29 V 10+ 1

805-376-9191 CA Newbury Park

Data Field BBS David Levin

OS/2. DOS. programming, adult, ret

mail VBBS w/ Multiple language and

menus styles, 50+ online games, net

message areas.

X 29 FV 5 1

805-498-5505 CA Newbury Park

TOPEC BBS Shawn Schneider

Tons of files, online games. Fidonet

messages, no ratios. RENEGADE

software and 14400 baud.

X 29 0 10+ 1

810-631-6885

The Casual BBS Pat Cargill

805-499-5717

Formula 350

805-964-476S

The Seaside

Eric Lundberg

Les Jones

804-596-2131

Time Out! BBS Mark Solomon

804-768-8621 VA Richmond

Metro Conru Dan Sl.Clair

INTELEC International echo network.

Readroom E-Mags.

F 29 FV 6 1

804-779-0055 VA Mechanicsvll

Pal's Place Pat Wilson

Ham Radio, ARRL Conferences.

Callsign Database, Amateur Radio,

Internet Email. Metrolink Net,

SamCall Database, tree access to all.

B 29 F 14+ 1 3

805-297-6225 CA Saugus

Database Andy Daddario

Monthly CD ROM of new files. Now

with Full internet connection, Also

Usenet, Racenet. 10 CD ROMS,

40.000 files. Also (818) 361-1694.

W 09 D 28 2 F

809-283-6942 PR San Juan

Centus(TM)BBS Edfel J. Rivera

Centus (TM) Demographic

Shareware Home. & Business BBS.

Featured by Computer Resources

(9/94). & Marketing Tools (1/95).

W 29 V 4 1

809-781-4207 PRGuaynabo

Hurricane BBS Luis Benitez

DOS programs and games

MultiLine chat, teleconference, two

nodes, second node is (809)781-

4571, Messages much more.

W 19 D 10+2 $

810-477-6695

The Soul Conn MikeOemski

810-751-6704 Ml Warren

Short Circuit EricDobis

Family Fun. This is a family type sys

tem, no adult stuff. Part of the ever

growing U.S. Family Net.

W 29 DF 20+ 2

810-776-1975 Ml Roseville

Legend 0/LAmer Richard Leneway

Largest adult BBS in Michigan

All lifestyle BBS with Rime Fldo &

Throbnet.

B 29 V 65 10 S 3

810-794-9477 Ml Algonac

Terra Forma matt blanck

All types, lots of message and file

bases.

X 09 H 12 1

812-428-3870 IN Evansville

"YA. WEBECAD." Don Habegger

38Gig, 45 CD-ROM's, 170,000+

Files. CAD/GRAPHICS. Telnet

BW Top 100 3 Years. PC Catalog On-

Line, On-Line VISA/MC, Travel

Search, 650 UseNet Newsgroups.

RIME. Fidonet, CAD.

W 19 FV 380+ 5 S

812-477-8813 IN Evansville

Highlander's Will Duncan

WME Network, DOS Utilities. Games,

DOOM & Heretic. BBS Files

Nice Selection of newer Shareware

files, CFA Charier Member,

Great DOORs. TriBBS Support

Board. WME Network Online.

I 19 VF 9+ 1

812-949-4904 IN New Albany

DataCom USA Frank Fendley

News, information, shareware

daily news updates, 164,000+ files,

X 29 VF 21+ 2 S

813-934-7885 FL Holiday

Planet Alderan Dale Hutchinson

BBS for the Star Wars Universe.

P 19 D 10+ 1

THE

BULLETIN

HOARD

SERVICES

MAGAZINE

Don't miss another issue Subscribe Today
[ i 1 year USA $30

CANADA S50

2 years USA 850

CANADA $95

YOl CAIN CHARGE VISA OR MASTERCARD

BY CALLING 1-800-822-0437 (10 am - 4 pm eat)

i Knclosed is my check for 8

□ Credit card (circle one) VISA M/C

#

Signature

Name

Exp. date

Address

Cilv

State/Zip Code

Phone (home) _ (bus.)

MAIL TO: Callers Digest, Inc., 701 Stokes Rd., Medford, NJ 08055.

If[laying by credit card, van may FAX thisform <ii (609) 953-7961.

SUBURBAN

PCBoard Ver. 15.0 708-636-6694

SOFTWARE
Home of

King of the Board • Strike 93 • Word Nerd

BBS
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I
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HEXT

PCBoard. Home of Trek Trivia Online. Lots of

Files, Message Networks, FidoNet 1:266/19

After Dark Adult Network.

Visa/MasterCard accepted online. 609.482.7345
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813-942-0323

Genesis Network Daniel Thompson

814-336-3294 PA Meadville

The Mach 5 Joe Formanek

3ames, messaging, onliners

tome of MachNet. Echomail

Network. Loosely run, casual users

Renegade v10-05.

X 19 V 5 1

817-280-9943

Ocean Breeze

Lalesl shareware

Windows files.

A 19 V

817-355-9252

Contrails BBS

817-557-0330

Microbiol 88S

TX Hurst

Ted J. Mieske

Novell files,

10+ 1

Joe Richter

TX Arlington

Sco!t Sutton

814-726-5787 PA Warren

terminal jrhi Oran Stewart

Teens and their parents.

M 09 V 12+5 S3

815-795-6371

Squirrel's Nest Neal Roberts

816-632-3297 MO Cameron

PC-LYNX Bob Schmidt

Computer User Group Online,

Internet access free, live chat, online

help.

W 09 BF 40+ 4 3

816-646-3322 MO Chillicolhe

Chilli mm. Ex D Richardson

Information/education

0 09 V 2 1 1

816-796-7078 MO Independence

PDQ OnLine James Whorton

GIF's, shareware, original adult

scans, large shareware and adult

libraries.

B 29 V 61+ 1

817-244-4245 TXFortWorth

VETLink#36 Rick Bowman

For veterans of military service -

advice in dealing w/ VA. Member of

VETNET. ie.. VETLink #36 - 25 veter

an's echoes.

W 09 V 2 1

Microbiology/biology lor industry

and academics. The Microbiology

BBS is dedicated to the professional

biologist in industry or academics.

M 09 0 11 4 S3

817-926-8125 TXFortWorth

Dilithium Cham Curtis Ryals

General free BBS with lots of every*

thing. Emphasis on Star Trek.

Politics.

W 29 V 50+ 3

818-358-6968 CA Monrovia

ODYSSEY Online Michael AMen

Chat. Full Internet. TALKER II,

games. GIFs, files. & forums

live chat, full Internet access w/easy

custom menu, TALKER II, modem to

modem games, files, GIFs, forums.

X 09 VO 100+ 136 S F

818-447-6100 CAArcadia

AuSSieBBS M.Szabados

Entertainment system for the whole

family.

M 09 V 100+ 18 S 3

81B-507-9169 CA Glendale

Heaven Wesl BB MikeSulewskt

Gay and Lesbian community contact

and outreach Matchmaker, AIDS

info, 12-step support, chat.

M 19 D 20+ 16 S

The fl-List

818-727-7639 CAChatsworth

Sleuth Mark Valentine

Business-related, telecommunica

tions. Boardwatch, USA Today, Full

Fidonet. 5 CD ROMs online.

S 19 V 3+3 S 1

818-783-8710 CA Sherman Oaks

Wicked Scherzo Michael Part

Writing. Hollywood screenwriters

and television professionals.

G 19 D 14+ 1

818-888-2904

Quiet Ent.

General focus.

W 09 V 11+

CA Woodland Hil

Jeff Grossman

901-327-1895

Metroplex BBS RickvanHooser

901-761-1122 TN Memphis

SYNC-Link Bob Cook

SYNCHRONICS/RealWorld/Great

Plains Accounting Software Sup,

Immediate access to all down

loads/mail. Business board only.

C 09 D 60 3

901-837-7345 TN Atoka

doc's box William Webb

vetnet, vetlink 66 and the Tenn-

Virgima net. Files and games.

L 19 VB 5 1

Entertainment. 16 line chat, multi-

player Doom. 65,000 files.

M 19 D 85+ 8 F

904-323-8684

Up All Night BBS Rob Warren

904-688-9124 FL Spring Hill

TOYSHOP-PC Chuck Curtis

Family oriented BBS with over 1,000

new files each month,

0 29 DF 34+ 2

907-488-4796

The NITE OWL

Games.

w 29 VO 2 1

AK North Pole

Roger Hatcher

908-298-0764 NJ Roselle Park

The Juice Bar Dan Kachoogian

Messaging, Fidonet 1:107/953,

L 09 V 1 1 3

908-572-5762

Daialand! BBS Rick Young

904-233-0252

Panacom 88S

FL Panama City

Jay F. Bobo

908-572-7490 NJ Edison

ADAMSCOM Mark Adams

Information.files and national/local

message center. Access is free.

W 99 V 5+5

908-632-9703 NJ Edison

USBBS -TBBS Peter Eskow

Specialized areas for everybody: if

not suggest one. 100% free, with no

timelimits, and no ratios. Instant

access, and file requests to sysop.

T 99 FV 14+ 5 1

908-821-1684 NJ Franklin Pk

Gay/Les Mecca Darren

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual peer support

BBS. AIDS and HIV information.

T 09 VF 10 13 S 3

908-914-9807 NJ Beachwood

Syrinx Scott Stuart

Something lor everyone. Temples of

Syrinx is a high-quality BBS support

ing many outstanding features

including SVGA Graphic Emulation.

X 19 FO 14+ 1 3

908-940-1426 NJ Somerset

MOTHER BBS Robert Harris

Variety. Kustum Skand Graphic

Imaging. Many doors.

W 29 VF 15+ 2

909-780-1818 CA Riverside

Heaven West BB Mike Sulewski

Gay and Lesbian community contact

and outreach. Matchmaker,

Classifieds. International Net,

Shareware files. AIDS info, 12-step,

M 19 D 20+ 16 S

909-797-3135

CyberCulture Todd Novak

909-825-8450 CA Colton

Wild Weasel Matthew Dietz

Registered Doors include LORD and

others. Lots of free files. Full access

1st call; all free.

W 09 VO 14+ 1

909-925-9564

The Ouija! Board Keith Burgner

909-948-9967 CA Alta Loma

Christian Conn Brent Griffith

Focus is on the Lord Jesus Christ.

W 09 VB 5 1

909-987-8483 CA Cucamonga

Lips.cam Sabrina Smith

Surfirifjmet) chat, zines, personals,

continues...

WailaNc For Alt

Online S\\ttm\!

American Banking Systems

Your one stop source for...

CREDIT CARD MERCHANT ACCOUNTS

CHECKS ONLINE

Checks Online - Your callers Entertheircheck information online through one

ofour exclusive software programs,from then on, it's MONEY IN THE HANK!

No mm e waiting for the "Check in the mail"!

Credit Cards - Obtain your very own merchant account throughABS, No

illegalfactoring, no high processing fees, lies! ofall, ABS has credit card

software FORAIMONLINEPLATFORMS!

Calf ABS todayfor mure information or to

download a fully working demo!

I>H: (904) 729-3006 FX: (904) 729-2IHH

UBS: (904)729-3X27 WWW: http:mnnet.com/~abs

AB

"Best BBS on the planet." ^"jT

Channel I
Over 4,000,000 calls! immJ
617-354-3230 2400- 14.4v.32bis

PO Box 338, Cambridge, MA 02238

FrontDoor provides the automated

connection to FTSC networks such as

FidoNet, bringing the world of network data

telecommunications to your door step.

Provide the added interest of world wide

message and file exchange to your BBS!

FRONTDOORS 2.20c.ml

S295

Special Sysop Price

S149

FRONTDOOR3 APX 1.01

Introductory Special Price $79

Frontdoor®/Frontdoor® APX
The Professional E-mail System

Distributed by Online Communications, Inc. 22 State Street Bangor, ME 04401

(207)941-1110(voice> (207) 990-3511 (BBS) FidoNet 1:132/300
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(net news/Email, CD's. Join Sabrina.

Tonya & Shelly as they explore CA

Lifestyle.

X 29 BV 40+6 $ B

910-278-4198 NC Long Beach

Globenel Bob Cole

Continuous weather data updated via

satellite.All Fido echo mail confer

ences. Loads of game files.

I 29 F 15+ 2

910-423-4774 NC Fayettevill

The FAPCUG BBS Zoltan Bokeny

PC user's grojp BBS. Helping com

puter users with equipment/software

setup & use.

R 19 D 6 2

910-591-8512 NCGermanlon

N State Online Gary Dudley

Order phone cafds online. Mayberry

Trivia, travel, gen. info. North State

Online, "The Information Scenic

Route."

W 29 D 2+ 1 3

912-369-4350 GAHinesville

PROJECT BBS Alex Morrison

Anime related board. PROJECT BBS

is a proud member of ANIMENET, a

network concern, finime -Japanese

Animation?.

Q 19 V 6+1

912-538-7950 GAVidalia

Cornerstone Michael Brazeii

A general purpose BBS with files,

messages, and games.

W 19 VF 11+ 1 S

913-784-7171

The Publishing Mike Robinson

913-897-1040 KS Overland Par

E2B2 Bill Taggart

Environmental information.

Legislation, calendar, Usenet

Newsgroups. Internet email, full

Internet in 1995. into@e2b2.com.

T 29 FV 13 4 S3

914-227-4402 NYStormville

Tholian Web Tom Walker

CD ROM online, Plus NZEnel RPG

Role Playing game of StarTrek.

W 19 V 2 1

914-344-4856 NY Middletown

Computer Onlin Joe Schiavone

Games.

0 29 0 550t 3

914-583-6237 NY Smallwood

Home ol CHEAT. Mike Zier

Gaming HO for New York, home of

famous CHEAT collection.

0 29 FV 14+ 1 7

914-621-2365

Dark Side of Moon Peter Cacchioli

914-698-9166 NY Mamamneck

MHS-BBS Greg Zimmerman

Local, games, students, fun.

X 09 FV 1 1 3

916-222-0320 CA Redding

FirehojseBBS Ed Nowlin

Role-Playing games. Star Trek. Cater

to the new BBS user. Fire/EMS for

the Information Superhighway.

V 09 V 10+ 1

916-363-0507 CA Sacramento

G&MBBS Greg White

games, files, classified ads.

1 29 FB 5+ t

The fl-List

916-585-2281

Golden State Gregory Smith

916-635-4157 CA Sacramento

VacalionTravel RonAblang

Adult files and access, text library,

updated door games travel consult

ing, mail networks.

0 09 FO 5 1

916-725-0674 CA Orangevale

Eclipse Paul Dyer

Telegard support.

L 29 FV 17+ 0 3

916-755-4551 CA Yuba City

Lighl Hojse Roy Baker

56 online games, message bases,

800MB of liles.Over 8,200 tiles

online and new files everyday. Have

Intelec and Planet Earth Echo Net

Mail 256 plus conferences.

B 19 FV 12+ 1 7

916-929-7511 CA Sacramento

BOBsBBS, USBBS BobBreedlove

Communications, business, commu

nity. Home of the USBBS list. Call to

update entries. Home of BOBsWARE.

X 09 V 2 1

916-966-3115 CA Fair Oaks

Boaler's Mktpl Dale Gilbert

Northern California boating & marine

industry software and demos.

Marine industry information.

M 09 B 3 2

918-272-4327 OK Owasso

Ham Emporium ChesterMcCarter

Amateur radio. 12 CD-ROMS, over

300 message areas, Fidonet and

RIME.

J 09 D 90+ 1

918-272-7779

Black Gold BBS

918-627-0923

The Hub! BBS

Michael Cline

Warren Farrimond

919-420-0065 NC Raleigh

ArenA Paul fJewton

Broadcast radio. Star Trek, and fun.

Many StarTrek graphics and WAVS

as well as broadcast radio WAVS &

GIFS and mucho conferences.

B 29 DF 3 1

THE

BULLETIN

BOARD

SYSTEMS

rv\AGAZINE

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
Call 1 -800-822-0437 and charge your subscription to your Visa or

MasterCard, or use the card in this magazine and mail with check or

money order to Caller's Digest, 701 Stokes Rd, Medford, NJ 08055.

24 High Speed 28.8 bps V.34 Lines (1200-28,800 bps support)

Live Online Chat - Multiline and Sexy Adult Chat!

14 CD-ROMs Online - Hot Adult Graphics and Shareware

The Latest and Most Exciting in Online Games

Internet Usenet and Personal E-Mail Accounts

Online Shopping and Product Catalog

Unlimited Downloads - Large Adult File Area

305-748-0004
W

18 or older to access adult areas. Visa/MC. Voice Support (305) 748-0015
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BY TESS HEDER Ask Tess

Q&A Q&A Q&A Q&A Q&A Q&A

never dreamed I'd be a sysop when I was growing up.

did?

Closest 1 ever got to anticipating the telecommunications

we are enjoying now at the tin du siecle was perhaps a pipe

dream in the North African desert under a starlit sky, imagin

ing holding a ball in my hand that could put

me instantly in touch with anyone any

where in the world.

Twenty years later I was sysop-

ing. Lucky I'd had to learn to type

in junior high school, for I discov

ered that running a BBS required

most every skill I possessed and

then some — I could bring typing,

organizing, ease in talking to folks

calling from all over the world, and

dogged stick-to-itiveness to the

task.

Brian, my husband and the first of

us to become smitten with the fun and

excitement of getting around by modem,

brought his love of language, sense of humor, enjoyment of

people, as well as an uncanny ability to make hardware work

and stay happy!

And eight years and 4,500,000 calls later we occasionally

catch a glimpse of just how much trailblazing has been going

on during these years.

Brian and I have been with this thing since late 1986. We

have set up three online platforms. The first, a multi-node

bulletin board that worked on slave cards, which we walked

away from by 1989; the second, a hardware intensive PC-

based multi-node system running on a LAN, which thrives to

this day; and most recently, the third, is a true Unix free BSD-

based Internet provider service.

During this time the number of folks online has grown per

haps 20 fold. We've seen standard modem speeds jump from

2400 to 28,800 baud, BBSs grow in number from hundreds to

many thousands and the average modem user's computer

power has grown astronomically. Ongoing transformation has

certainly become the name of the game!

Eight years is a very long lime in this business. And simply

by being involved day in and day out, Brian and 1 have

become about as experienced a pair of sysops

as you can find.

From setting up modems to setting

up screens; from hard times to making

money; and, from brushes with the law

to prestigious awards for pioneering in

the field — we've been there. And we

would like to invite BBS Magazine

readers who are considering becom

ing sysops or who are sysoping, or just

curious modemers, to send us your

questions.

It's part of a sysop's lot not to con

sider any concerns too trivial or too grand.

Problem callers? Insurance? Advertising?

Want to share your discovery? We will respond

to as many queries each month as space allows and look for

ward to sharing with you what sysoping is really like.

So look for us in the months to come.

Please address your questions, comments, problems or

concerns to:

BBS: Comment to Sysop, 617.349.1300, V.34.

Internet email: tess.heder@channell.com

Fax: 617.354.3100, Attention: Ask TESS

US Mail: Channel 1, Attn: Ask TESS, 1030 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138

Tcss Hcdcr is co-founder ofChannel I (R) BBS, winner ofthe

Dvorak/Zoom Award ofExcellence in Telecommunications and

the 1992 Best General Interest BBS.
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BBS: Getting back to WI1\ it seems this

is the core technology making the BBS

possible. How does it work?

AD: WIP is a dynamic protocol which

looks and feels like true Windows...

that is because it IS true Windows. To

the end user, they see

Windows menus which are

controlled and created by the

sysop. These custom menus

launch client/server applica

tions. The combination of

WIP (dynamic customizable

menus) and the client/server

architecture of MindWire

make for an extremely power

ful "toolkit" for the end-user.

BBS: Will MindWire necessi

tate a programming back

ground for sysops?

AD: None, just draw menus,

link them to other menus or

to an application and that is

it. However, if you are a pro

grammer, there is no better

development architecture than

MindWire. Sysops can develop clients

in just days that leverage existing server

functionality and all of the power of

our basic client, or add their own server

"services" to the MindWire Service,

thus making MindWire complete

"Middleware."

BBS: Who are you targeting with

MindWire?

AD: Companies and individuals wish

ing to provide distinct and robust

online services... with a solid develop

ment path lor the future,

BBS: What are three of the "cooler

things" MindWire callers can expect to

see after logging on?

AD: Chat with photographs, screen

video presentations with the single click

Chil Edh ffew flpliont ptvateCh.1

p.

Jennifer Slsvfn;

Chgrllc Colquhoun:

When do you Ki

Vet Edinburgh

Scotland.

Charlie Colquhoun: Never

Divld Scan: Why not?

Jennifer Slavln: When1! Ihc nexi tkl trip...DAVE?

Charlie Colquhoun: Crtlg lay) he on charter (Jel

David Scotl: At aoon aa I gel my boal gning.

Charlie Colquhoun: Whal'i wrong wlrn It?

Jennifer Slavln winim Id waler SKHI

Jennifer Slavln: ...Since I wai to greil the 11(8! 11m

Oavld Scon; I'm nol jgre If I can depend en Ihli gr

a trip iround. HilBme the trip got i

■. -.- J-. J A Vli

M

of an icon from our WIP menus, live

news and travel packages, graphics that

rival if not surpass AOL, CD ROMs

within the File Library, real estate list

ings, and products and ordering

online... And don't forget sound

everywhere.

BBS: What's in the works for future

upgrades?

AD: Well, we have several different

database solutions and some really

robust applications in several cate

gories; the rest you will just have to

wait and see.

Let me also mention our product

FILEX is "built in" to MindWire and

provides the modem connectivity layer

for MindWire. FILEX can auto-sense

incoming terminal, FILEX, MindWire

and fax calls.

BBS: What's the pricing for

MindWire?

AD: S495 for eight users

(any combination of

modem, network, Internet).

Client software is FREE, as

is a single line server, as part

of Project WILDFIRE.

Developers Guide is Free,

too.

BBS: What are some of the

"add-on" features available

to MindWire sysops?

AD: QuickBase, the fastest

way to get Microsoft Access

Online with photographs

and Sound.

RealCLASS MLS, a com

plete real estate multiple listing service

application for MindWire,

DC Interface Builder, which allows

one to create WIP menus for their

MindWire Service.

DC Compress, which allows one to

compress any image for use within any

MindWire application.

For more information on

MindWire, contact DCN at

805.961.8700. Or call the demo board

at 805.961.8702. U

N B w s W i it B I It o M P A G t 8

New W for Visually Impaired

NuIQ Software has released

Powerboard Speech 1.10, the next gen

eration of its BBS software for the

blind, visually impaired and dyslexic.

PBS, first released in August of last

year, is a modified version of the com

pany's popular Powerboard BBS soft

ware, with alterations that make it

work with speech synthesizers so sysops

run a board sans monitor.

The new version contains many

improvements over its predecessor,

including the virtual elimination of the

60

need for sysops to force the synthesizer

to "review" text transmitted to the user.

Instead, with 1.10 all important infor

mation such as command prompts are

now output to the synthesizer.

Also in the upgrade is a file tagging

system that uses numbers (easier for

sight impaired); a speech-friendly online

editor has been added to the remote

sysop interface as has a new function for

managing file download areas.

"These new features allow the dis

abled sysop complete flexibility, as

those familiar with Powerboard might

expect, coupled with unmatched ease

of use," said John Altmeyer, a visually

impaired sociologist who serves as a co-

JULY 1995 BBS MAGAZINE

director of the PBS project.

Both Powerboard and Powerboard

Speech are available for S99 (four-line)

from NuIQ Software at 1.800.THINK-

COM (voice). A free test-drive of the

system is available from NuIQ's BBS at

914.834.7830, or the Powerboard

Speech support BBS at

PdmeriShrd



Magazine
BBS Magazine is not only yourticket to the evolving information highway,

it's also your road map. y^^ With features on the latesi in bulletin board

software, interviews with top industry insiders and news and

reviews of everything making il* way into cyberspace, BBS

Magazine has become required offline reading for anyone

getting online, ^SsgL^ Each month we look at [he best and

brightest BBSs, as well as those just getting started, and review

the most informative books on BBS ing and online services.

Every issue features our expert columnists commenting on all

aspects oflife. online. 1' rom the best deals on modems to our look

into the Internet— it's all there. BBS Magazine is written for you.

the BBS caller. The stones are exciting, informative and often

entertaining, v%^^ r won't waste your time, but we mill get you

connected.

Subscriptions: LJ 1 year US —$30. Canada —$50. U 2 years US — $50. Canada —$90.

Name

\<\<\n

City State Zip Code

Phone (home) (bus.)

Payment Type ] Check/Money Order U Visa ] MasterCard

cc# Exp. Date Signature

BBS Name (if any) BBS#

701 Stokes Road • Medford, NJ 08055 • Call the Subscription Hotline: 1.800.822.0437 y& Fax: 609.953.7961



Internet

Power Tools

$40,

375 pages, disk

by John Ross

For many, the real

power of Internet

Power Tools

(Random House)

doesn't exactly lie on

the pages between its

covers. Rather, it's com

pressed neatly onto a black,

3.5-inch floppy disk at the back

of the book.

Author John Ross does a critical and

commendable job of explaining the

Net, the treasures it holds, and the tools

needed to mine them. And he goes into

some detail about how, why and where

to connect. But it's the Internet share

ware/software tools he includes on the

floppy that really make the sell.

This is a book for people who've

never seen a Unix prompt and don't

care to ever encounter one. And

though there's coverage of DOS appli

cations, this is primarily a solution for

Windows users, where if the mouse

can't get it done, it's not worth the

bother.

The new generation of graphical

Windows tools packaged here include

many available from FTP sites and

BBSs around the globe, including an

FTP and gopher client, a news reader,

Trumpet

Winsock

for making

the con

nection,

two telnet

clients, the

clean

Eudora

mail client

and the

Cello Web

browser.

But Ross also looks into other com

peting software for navigating the Net

and offers, in detail, helpful hints on

getting them loaded and running.

"Internet users don't have to limit

themselves to a single set of navigation

tools," Ross says. "There is currently a

62

broad range of both free and commer

cial programs available for using the

Net, and my goal with Internet Power

Tools is to help the readers decide

which of these applications they should

use to make the Internet more accessi

ble."

And Ross doesn't gloss over short

falls; if something's missing in a pro

gram, you'll know about it before

encountering it live.

Other areas of focus include Internet

service providers, three chapters about

the Web and one on Internet searching

tools.

And for when you're up and run

ning, an Internet Power Tools Web site

awaits at address

www.randomhouse.com.

Net Trek

$19, 387 pages

Some would argue that Star Trek has

been a key impulse driving the develop

ment of the Internet, and the reason

thousands have approached BBSing/

Netting in the first place. True or not,

the impact Star Trek has had on cyber

space is impossible to ignore.

Disagree? Look at the numbers:

Over 4,000 sites and BBSs are devoted

to or honor that short-lived, low-bud

get, '60s-era philo-galactic adventure

drama and its children.

Trouble is, the boards, newsgroups,

Web pages, and mailing lists have

reached these numbers without anyone

compiling a truly comprehensive loca

tor map, resulting in a sort of oxy

moron: Trekkers lost in space.
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Now, in their

usual thorough

and entertaining

style, the people

at Michael Wolff

& Co. and

Random House

Electronic

Publishing (Net

Games, Net Chat,

etc.) have released

Net Trek, "unofficial,

unauthorized, and

unleashed."

Says Michael Wolff, creator of

the Net Books series, "Star Trek is to

the Net what Milton Berle was to tele

vision — the juggernaut that powers

the medium in its early days."

Flipping through Net Trek's, pages,

it's hard to disagree with Wolff, what

with so many people doing so many

different

things in the

name of

Spock and

Kirk.

There are

places to

talk about

the latest

episode of

Deep Space

Nine, sites

to download pictures and sounds,

debate plots, role play, locate the next

Trek convention, and suggest story

ideas to the TV writers.

Tired of goober Wesley Crusher?

Share your ideas on the best way to rid

him from the show: Net Trek suggests

newsgroup alt.ensign.wesley.die.die.die.

Suppose you had a desire to read great

works of Western literature in

Klingonaase; you'll find it here.

And peppered throughout are bios

on "Cybertrekkers," some of the most

devoted ST fans.

Net Trek also takes a look into relat

ed topics in chapters on "Real Space"

(astronomy, NASA) and "Genre: Other

Sci-Fi" (Aliens, Battlestar Galactica,

Dune, Red Dwarf, Star Wars, and The

X-Files).

Serious fans will not want to

boot/beam up without a copy nearby.



This Product Contains Material

Of An Extremely Graphic Nature.

QmodemPro for Windows delivers more advanced
graphic features than any other communications software.

When it comes to

graphics, nobody does if

befler than Mustang Software.

Our award-winning

QmodemPro for Windows

communications software has all

the cool graphics features you've

been looking for. It's "RIP" ready,

so you can plug into the thousands of

BBS systems offering graphics and full mouse support online.

QmodemPro for Windows was the first commercially

available product in the industry lo support RIPscrip.

QmodemPro for Windows also has a built-in GIF viewer

lhat lets you view GIF graphics files as you download them.

You can even ZOOM in for details. And QmodemPro has

Windows icons for dialing directories, a true Windows

phonebook. All you have to do to get online is double click

on an icon.

No other communications software delivers graphic

features like QmodemPro for Windows.

© 1995 Musiang Software. Inc. All names are

trademarks o( their respectiue companies

Recommended by Sysops everywhere.

But graphics aren't the only reason Sysops around the world

recommend QmodemPro for Windows. They like it because

it's powerful and easy to use, and can launch both data and

fax calls. What they like most, though, is the fact that

QmodemPro for Windows is packed with performance

features that have been specifically requested by BBS callers.

At Mustang Software, we listen to our customers. And

build their valuable comments into our products. All the out

standing features in QmodemPro for Windows today came

from callers just like you.

If you're looking for graphic features, pay attention to the

warning. QmodemPro for Windows by Mustang Software.

Available through Software Etc./

CompUSA, Fry's and other fine

software outlets everywhere.

CALL 800-663-1886 for more information.

Mustang Software
Connecting The World

6200 Lake Ming Road

BakersField, CA 93306 . (805) 873-2500

FAX (805] 873-2599 ■ BBS (805) 873-2400



CLASSIFIED ADS
The classified ads are for Pre-Owned items

& Software, and for BBS ads only. Ads for

new equipment must be inserted in the regu

lar display advertising sections. No logos, or

photos, or any other illustrations can be

used in the classified ad section.

INSTRUCTIONS are provided to keep the ad

rate low and to ensure accuracy. Use the form

on the next page to type or print your ad. Ads

received that are difficult to read will be

returned. Write the desired category at the

top ol each ad. If a category is not specified,

the ad will be placed in the Misc. section. If

more than one ad is submitted, use a sepa

rate piece of paper for each ad. Ensure that

your complete name and address is at the

bottom of each ad sheet.

CLASSIFIED RATES $25 per issue or $250

per year. Ads can contain up to 300 charac

ters. The name of the BBS is set in boldface

capitals. All other type is plain only.

Fill out the form on the next page and FAX

your ad to 609-953-7961 or MAIL it to BBS

AD, Callers Digest, Inc., 701 Stokes Rd.,

Medford, NJ 08055 with check, money

order, or credit card information.

Classified ads are purchased 60-90 days in

advance. BBS Magazine is not responsible

for incorrect telephone numbers/addresses,

nor is it responsible for any claims made by

classified advertisers.

BBS ADS

AAG BBS, almost anything goes BBS: Located in

Jackson, Ml, running Galacticomm's Major BBS, is

an 8-line system with 15 gigs. Yes that's right 15,000

Megs of files. Supporting 8 Gigs of Adult files, and

7 Gigs of IBM. Unix and Amiga files. Over 700 online

adult stories, Online Chats. Games, Forums, and

Daily Lotto. There is absolutely no file ratios, and no

time limits on the system. The price is right, only .08

cents/hour, or S3O/year. Come see for yourself, and

enjoy all we have to offer. 1-517-789-9826 (2400).

1-517-789-8608 {9600).

ACE STATION BBS, 818.891.0397. Using MajorBBS

6.25 w/16 lines expanding to over 64 lines on MS

DOS. 15000 MB storage. 500 CD-Rom's online. All

nodes 28.800 bps. Internet, Usenet. Matchmaker.

Interactive Online games. ASP approved BBS. Largest

library in the Nation. That's right 350,000mb of files.

ADL1NE.U.S.A!, (708) 260-8818 80386 W/330MB.

2400bps. Free Service, over 2.000 programs: Busi

ness. Games, Graphics. Pictures, Adult. Free Classi

fied ads. Ads from local businesses. "The Future of

information Services."

ADULT EXXXTACY BBS 209.962.4045, Pine Mt.

Lake, CA since 1986. Large Hi-rez adult file collection

and 10 CD Rom's online. New Member Bonus -

Adult Burlesque Video Tape of our California Coeds

with each S25/yr membership. Visa and MC accept

ed online. Sysop: Victoria Cummings.

ADULT HANGOUT BBS!, 508.746.6010, An Adult

only bbs with over 65.000 xxx adult files online!

Adult online games, adult classified ads. adult ser

vices directory, huge matchmaking database, live

teleconference. National mail, adult CD-store and

much more. Over 40 high speed lines with local

access numbers.

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES, 719.637.0532, The

Male Box BBS. dedicated to supporting all lifestyles

especially Gay/Lesbian/Bi. 1000's of Adult GIFs and

TXT. Online matchmaking, games, chat, full internet.

24 hr Chatlink. and much more. Telnet 166.93.11.77

AMERICAN ATHEISTS ONLINE 512.302.0223,

Resources and information for Atheists. Files on

Atheist thought and history, religion, state/church

separation, the religious right. Home of the echo The-

ist_Watch. Sponsored by American Atheists, PO Box

2117, Austin TX 78768.

THE ANARCHIST'S BBS 214.289.8328, is a resource

for anarchists, survivalists, adventurers, investigators,

researchers, computer hackers and phone phreaks.

Categories include: Bombs, Computer hacking. Drugs,

Fake ID. Firearms, Fraud and con games, investigation

techniques, Locksmithing, Phone phreaking, Political,

Surveillance and Survival.

BCS BBS, (213) 962-2902. Four High Speed

Modems(DS) and growing. Gigs of files with the lat

est files added every clay. Qsoftware support. Intel

ligent Conversations, Excellent Conferences, ever

expanding on-line services. One week FREE access!

CALIFORNIA INTERNET 510.596.9977 Telnet califor-

nia.com. We have over 7,000 game files, over 12,000

shareware files. California Wine Online, shopping, pub

lic access real estate, cruise only travel agency, custom

forums, parapsychology online, live chat, multiplayer

games including DOOM. Rip graphics plus more.

CALIFORNIA LIB SERVICE, 909.987.8483. Join Sexy

Sabrina & Tempting Tonya as they explore California

Lifestyle and Surf the Net. GUI, Chat, Inet

Email/Usenet. CD's. Zines. personals all with CA tla-

vor. Hang with the gang that's having fun in the sun!

Inet access via TCP-IP at lips.com (Visa/Me @ S9/mo)

CD-ROM TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES, Wanted tele

phone directories from: U.S. West. NYNEX, Locator

Plus, Prodirect, Bellsouth, Cole, Tele-Disc, (Phonedisc

1987-1990) Lotus market place, infodirect, People

Finders, any voter files, DMV files, + etc., or? (no pro-

phone please), 516-365-7885 service.

CHANNEL 1 ONLINE, 617-354-3230 — Using

PCBoard. "The Best Files in the USA", 90 lines,

v.32bis support. 96 IBM file libraries; Amiga; Mac

intosh; Unix; Adult. Massive Windows, .GIF's,

sound files collections. Online games and shopping.

Echo Nets. InterNet. Over 4,000,000 calls and grow

ing. Come Join us!

COMPUTER CONNECTION BBS, 718.816.1808,

located in Staten Island NY — 6 lines at 28.8bps. 8

CD Roms, adult area, UFO/Paranormal, online

games including '" multiplayer Doom, Doom2 *"

and tradewars 2002. online shopping, Internet email

and Usenet.

CYBER COMM NETWORKS, 708.697.9572 Elgin, IL

Sysop: Armor Robinson using C-Net 2.63, Supra

14.4 with 25gB. Fee S4.60/month. Featuring easy to

use message forums, kids & women only sections,

singles meeting, hobby and adult areas, online chat,

matchmaking, games, catalogs and ads. 255k files

serving IBM, MAC, Unix & Amiga. The BBS where

you make a difference.

DIGITAL ENCOUNTERS 615.922.5895, Adults only

BBS. Offering Matchmaker, Adult files, Adult

forums, Adult Chat. Star Trek and X-Files. Forums

and the latest shareware. First 30 days are FREE.

900 service available for instant access.

THE FETISH NETWORK BBS, Inject your modem

with the finest in leather alternatives. Join Goddess

Dianna Vesta & other famous Mistresses & Fetishist.

16 lines. Lots of files, shopping, high speed

modems. Worldlink. Kinklink, National Local access

305.583.8407.

THE FRIENDSHIP EXPRESS BBS 612.566.5726, since

12/88. 54 lines best kept secret in America. Internet

newsgroups, email, telnet address 204.96.28.2.

Members in all 50 States and Canada. For swingers,

gays, lesbians, bi, straight, leather. Xdressing, B&D.

S&M. etc.. free swing mag. A top 100 BBS.

THE GARBAGE DUMP BBS, 505.294.5675, 110

incoming lines, nationwide local access available.

Huge system featuring realtime chat, message

forums, massive shareware file library with 12 CDs,

online dating registry, online trivia, casino style

games, multi player adventure games. Adults Only!

THE GENERAL BBS, 619.281.1581, features our own

local San Diego "Giffy Girl" models' Gif pictures and

email! Over 10 gigs of files, over 60.000 total files,

over 18.000 adult Gifs, GLs. text files. DLs, etc. 20

lines, all high-speed, email from Usenet. Fidonet,

Relaynet, Wildnet. Keshernet and more.

HOTEL CALIFORNIA, 310.407.1300, Full Internet!

Telnet. IRC, FTP, WWW. Usenet. 50 CD-ROMs-

over 40 gigs of files. Adult GIFs, movies, games &

utilities. Adult and standard chat w/Worldlink 24 hrs.

Multiplayer games online—DOOM. Heretic, MUDs.

64 lines—14.4 & 28.8! Free guest accounts.

Unlimited access. Local to Los Angeles/D.C. Telnet

to 165.90.141.2

HOUSE OF FILES, 516.938.6722, King of the share

ware bbs systems. Over 40 different cdroms always

online. Full internet, ftp and telnet access.

INSTABIZ, 510.862.0851, Free 30 minutes each

day. traveling through this bbs will put you in touch

with the latest in mail order business opportunities

and classifieds, we offer insta/chex and in house

online bank draft service, membership at S15.00

every 3 months gets you 60 minutes a day.

JOBBS, 703.503.8440, Job Opportunity Bulletin

Board System, computer and construction industry

professionals. Display your resume electronically for
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access by organizations searching for employees and

consultants in your specialty. 24 categories, Take the

free tour and find out more.

K8BS LOS ANGELES 818.886.0872 Telnet

204.96.25.7. 1000s single adults, weekly parties,

shareware. GIFs. Games, and DOOM wads. 24/hr

Worldlink chat. Online games, TradeWars 2002, Erot

ica. Trivia. DOOM game Connection, internet: Telnet,

Rlogin. IRC, FTP, WWW, Gopher, MUDs etc Free Trial.

THE UVEWIRE BBS 609,235.5297 (v.everything), sup

port board for BBS Magazine both the print and online

version. Home of Uvewire Door Collection. Internet,

Fidonct. Throbnet. ILink, Usenet. Register Livewire

Doors online using your Visa/Mastercard. Join and

receive a 6 month subscription to BBS Magazine as a

gift. Support and home for Doorframe (door writing kit)

available for Quick Basic 4.5, BasCom and Visual Basic.

MAC LINE, 608-233-1798 FirstClass system at

14.400bps. Mac files, messages, news, chat etc.

Playmaker Football league. Mac Guru Conference.

M0DEMB0Y BBS, 310.659.7000, Gay/bi/curious,

Instant access, free chat, global access. 32 lines.

2400/14400bps. 1.2 gig downloads, color GIFs,

friendly, campy fun!

MODEM BUTTERFLY'S BBS. 818.842.6900, Instant

access, Global accessible. Intelligent fun. 32 lines,

2400/14400bps. 1.2 gig downloads, online con

tests, lively public forums, G' Spot, writers & enter

tainment biz. technical support, local events.

MODEM K0MBAT BBS, 512.328.6328. Austin. TX

since 1/95. Sysop: Philip Cole. Using Major BBS

(Game Connection) with 12 lines and 1 Gig online.

Over 400 megs of DOOM files1 Practical Peripherals

at 14400 bps. 4 Player Doom online. 1 hour free.

Online Doom league. Supported: Doom. Doom II,

Heretic. Descent.

THE MODEM NATION, 216.498.4200. Full internet

access, telnet to 149.67.37.66. S20 month unlimit

ed time. 100.000 files, hundreds of forums. 20+

games. Exciting 24 hour national chat lounge with

38 lines and all high speed. "We're all part of the

modem nation"

MODEM NATION INDIANAPOLIS, 317.322.5600.

S10 a month with unlimited access. Exciting 24 hour

national chat lounge! Tons of files and games. Meet

great new online friends. Call and join today, instant

access using Visa/MC/Disc or 900 service.

THE NEXT GENERATION BBS 609.482.7345. Home

of Trek Trivia. 750+Megs of the latest adult GIFs.

Throbnet. Fidonet. Join and receive a 6 month sub

scription to BBS Magazine as a gift. Couple

CDRoms online. Gigs of files, newsgroups etc.

NIGHTPLAYER BBS. 909.860.9668. A movie is more

than a thousand pictures We create movies, we

make movies for Microsoft Windows. Big view size

movies guaranty, no thumbnail or stamp size. No

extra hardware to buy to watch movies under Win

dows. 28.8k v.34

NIGHTUISION 909.369.6556. Monthly amateur GIF

contests — free memberships available to entrants!

Internet email and news groups, massive library of

adult GIFs and text files, live group and private chat,

online games, adult networks, all 16 lines at

14:400bps, only $69.00 per year. Visa/MC online.

OBITUARY BBS, absolutely NO rules! Devoted to

SB/VGA demos. Ansi. GFX. Mod Music. Fantasy

Gifs. All the shareware you need and large Adult

area! (718)274-3769 up to 14.4k v.32, v.42bis

100% FREEf

CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Classified Dept., Callers Digest, Inc., 701 Stokes Rd, Medford, NJ 08055

The rate is $25 per ad up to 300 characters long. Save money and send $250 for a full

year of advertising. The BBS name or first two words are set in bold capitals. All

other type is plain. Ifyou wish to have a heading category not listed, simply write in

this new category and we will create it for your ad.

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT.

Rim this ad under the heading of

(For additional words, use separate sheet of paper)

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

PHONI- (home)

Run class ad for issues. Payment of S

(bus.;

enclosed.

IF PAYING BY CREDIT CARD, YOU MAY FAX THIS FORM TO (609) 953-7961.

M/C VISA (circle one) #. exp. date

Signature

ONE EYED JACK'S, 810.399.2845. 20.000 HOT

sexy adult GIFs online! Thousands of adult text files,

Wild X-Rated movies, and Sizzling fantasies. We are

set up with the first time user in mind, with an easy

to use interface. No hourly fees, only .55 cents per

file downloaded. Visa/MC/Disc accepted online.

PINECLIFFE BBS, (303)642-7463, Pinecliffe,

Colorado since 01/82. Sysop: Craig Baker. Using

UltraBBS 2.09 Beta with 14 lines on MS-DOS 80386

with 9500 MB storage. USRobotics at 14400 pbs.

No fee. Largest BBS in RockyMtn area. FREE (S20/yr

gets 2hrs/day S100/Lifetime membership.) 60,000

zips. CD-Roms online. Games. Home of CDBREG

— allows immediate upgrades with credit card.

Sysop also a computer store. NightOwl Rom $59.

Help us grow.

PRIME NETWORK, the only real Christian Network

on earth, PreRapture BBS 919-286-3606. Acts 2:38,

John 3:5 download prime.zip for Network kit.

JULY 1995 BBS MAGAZINE

SHOW-ME BBS, 314.778.2342, One of the fastest

growing BBSs in St. Louis. Special discounts on

CDRoms. Free access. Running Wildcat 4.1, Hayes

28.8 modems, 17+ Gigs online. Serving the Adult

audience since 1992. Call today.

THE SKULL BBS, 415.579.5544. San Francisco, Ca

since 01/84 Free trial memberships, over 18 only

please. We specialize in the hottest Asian and Adult

graphics. Skull CDRom available now. 16 nodes.

28.8k v.34 modems. 20 Gigabytes online. Access

via internet telnet available. 18 cd roms online.

SMALL BLJSINESSNET BBS, 1-4O4-339-1101 -

America's favorite home and small business BBS!

Database, Point-of-sale, Invoicing, Inventory,

Communication, Spreadsheet. Financial Manage

ment. Customer Tracking, Utility, etc. software to

support your growing business!

Continues...
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SOUTH SHORE SECRETS BBS 617.383.2789, is a

full feature BBS. We have thousands of adult text and

picture files, all sexual preferences supported. SSS

is networked to 30 Adult BBSs through out the US.

S50 per year buys it all. Call voice 617.383.2264 for

a free look. SSS. Home of the Marynet.

SUBURBAN SOFTWARE 708.636.6694, Home of

"King of the Board", one of the oldest and most sup

ported door programs in United States. Strike 93.

Word Nerd. Ansi-View, Deluxe Hi-Lo and many oth

ers. Members on RIME, MetroNet: Usenet. Fidonet

newsgroups, always new files, support for Door

frame plus much more.

TAVERN BBS 717.671.3760 Central PA's newest and

largest BBS, offering Online Magazines, tons of

shareware, exciting games, featuring Cybertank,

Internet, national chat link, forums and matchmak

er. All with custom RIP graphics. Immediate

access with free demo. Call now and join the Club!

TREE BRANCH ONLINE SERVICE, 718.739.5845,

Current and validated 718 & 212 NYC BBS list. Inter

net, Fidonet, GreenNet, AdAnet. AuthorNet. Over 8

Gigs of the latest shareware via 12 CDRoms and

daily satellite delivery. Great multiplayer online

games. Local NYC events. No access fee.

TRI-STATE, Northeast's Largest Growing System,

7 lines, 1-201-935-8634, Up to 19,200, Mail, BBS

Links, Live Conferences and more.

The World's Most

Comprehensive

Gov't BBS Guide!

The New Age Information

Guide To The Fed. Gov't

walks you through the most

important parts of our electronic

gov't. Addresses, phone #'s.

information summaries of the

dept.'s & agencies. & electronic

bulletin board numbers to

access up-to-date gov't.

informaiion directly on-line!

Just $59.95! Call today to

order by phone:

1-800-536-2324

THE VIRTUAL VILLAGE 708.598.1606. Free trial,

download on first call. Unlimited downloads with sub

scription. Call today and read our electronic magazines

and news services. Adult multiplayer games and chat.

Gigabytes of files, only the best in shareware. CDRoms

online. Fidonet, Internet email and newsgroups.

WHY? TELECOMMUNICATIONS, 817.261.6642, Free

access for the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex. 100,000

files and over 3 million messages. AN 32 lines are

28.8k. Daily news as well as handy sports and weath

er maps and updates. Free chat and internet access.

WILDWARE! BBS, 209.277.3005, demonstration

and support BBS for Wildv/are! software add ons

for the remarkable Wildcat! BBS software. Add ons

include wwVerify — a call back verifier,

wwBroadcast, wwBirthday, wwNewuserand more.

New add ons always being developed. If you are a

Wildcat! sysop and want the best for your Wildcat!

BBS. give Wildware! a call.

WORLD DATA NETWORK 703.620.8900 /

301.654.2554, Online since 1984, Internet: telnet

wdn.com (email, ftp, gopher, newsgroups and tel

net). 35 lines, 28.8k modems, 100 doors, PC World

Online news. <ASP> and A0P members, 3000 mail

network forums, over 80,000 files. Authorized

PCBoard BBS reseller with installs.

MISC. CLASSIFIEDS

Just you and me! Unforgettable conversations on

America's hottest, unrestricted live line! S3.99/min.

straight, over 18 only. 10718-011-972-0116

Wild Tiles!! Art Textures. Registered users get

CDROM, 2000 gorgeous seamless tiles in TIF 8 TGA,

plus bonus goodies, $29.95. Free shareware sampler

for BBSs by mail only. 805.486.5591

How to run a BBS for profit. Electronic multimedia

book tells you how to profit with your BBS. System

setup, promotion, menus, screen displays, secrets

not used by 99% of sysop's. Keep callers calling and

subscribing. Only S19.95, forward to: Mark Adams,

PO Box 96, Waterford CT 06385

A money making multimedia system delivering the

most powerful Electronic Direct Marketing

Information on "How to make SSS everyday". For

program preview demo disk and report, send

S19.00 ck/mo to: BOSS. 8012-Brooks Chapel Rd.

Ste 418. Brentwood TN 37027 (Exp 7/95)

Livewire Doors! Send 4 -1.4 disks with a stamped

return envelope to: Livewire Ooors, PO Box 416, Mt.

Laurel NJ 08054. Total of 35 door programs which will

operate with any BBS software which can run doors.

BBS Magazine BACK ISSUES! Save when ordering

back issues. Send your mailing information along with

S5.00 for each back issue. When ordering 3+ issues

send only S3.50 each to: BBS Magazine, c/o Back

Issues, 701 Stokes Road, Medford NJ 08055. Please

specify which back issues your would like. All available

except April 91 issue is sold out. First issue is Sept 90.

BBS expert needed for part-time consulting in NYC

for expanding company with new concept of com

puter kiosk. Technical and instructing abilities a+.

FAX resume referenced BBS to 212.925.5723.

Subscribe Today
Call Toil-Free 1-800-822-0437

charge your subscription to Visa or MasterCard.

College Degree without Classes/Study: I succeeded at

major school, you can get credits too! Comprehensive

guide S5. Grants, bonus included. William Kemble,

Dept. BBS-50, POB 4352, Kingston, NY 12401.

CREDIT CARD ACCOUNTS

American Banking Systems (ABS): As the leader in

online payment solutions, ABS is your one-stop

source for credit card merchant accounts and online

check processing! Our services allow you to capture

your caller's information through the use of our exclu

sive software. We support all BBS platforms, Internet,

etc. Fast account activation, low discount rates makes

ABS the wise choice. Call today! PH: 904.729.3006 /

FAX 904.729.2188 / BBS Demos: 904.729.3827.

BOARDS/ADD-ON CARDS

Digiboard 8 port PC/8E - S529, PC/81 - S759

STB 4C0M CARD S110.4port/16554/FIFO w/8IR0s

2 4C0M cards & 8 10' Belkin modem cables - S300.

USR 28800 v34 FAX/rnodem EXT-S249 / Int-S239

MailOrder-PreRapture™ Solutions 1806 Albany St.,

Durham NC, 27705-3134 {NC residents add 6% tax)

lnquiry/orders=>919.2S6.1502, Fax=> 919.2S6.4617

Orders 800-SELLCOM (735-5266} V1SA/MC Ext 9

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
AMERICAN BANKING SYSTEMS 57

APDI 33

BBS MAGAZINE 61

BBS TECHNOLOGIES 52

COS 55
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CHEERSOPT 44
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We're mapping a new world.

What's Having e'' Fiud t>nt In

The
Bestselling
Guides to
Cyberspace

Its 1954 and your family has just bought a television set! Along with

millions of others up and down Maple Street you want to know one

thing: what's on? Now that same question echoes out in Cyberspace. As

the Net becomes an entertainment as well as an information medium, a

program guide becomes an essential tool and a must-have part of the experience.

That guide is the bestselling book

Net Guide—"The TV Guide to

Cyberspace!' according to Wired

Editor Louis Rossetto. "The book people keep stealing off my

dusk," says Time's Joshua Quittner.

But that's not all! As Cyberspace

grows exponentially, whole new

obsessions and passions are born.

Thousands of games are suddenly

available online and so now there's

Net Games—your "map to the

playing fields of Netdom," says

Newsweek—and with millions of

conversations to join in Cyber

space, you'll need Net Chat, "The best surfers guide

out there," writes Entertainment Weekly. Every other

month, there's a new Cyber-baedeker attracting

what the Wall SweetJournal

calls ''a wide and devoted

readership." This month

there's Net Money, here to

tell you how the online

world can make your life easier and richer! And

if you really want to visit the final, final fron

tier, you'll need Net Trek—truly the ultimate

guide! And watch for Net Sports, Net Tech, and

Net Music, all coming in 1995! In bookstores

everywhere!
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CALL 1-800NET1133
and get 15 hours free on the internet

Your Personal Network



Online Update

SlipKnot

BY JACQUELINE KRAMER

SiipKnol What'* New Page

UpdatdMar. 26199S

A shell-based Web access that won't leave

you tied up in a, well, you know...

The siren song of the World Wide Web is getting harder and

harder to resist these days — unless you only have a shell

account, in which case actually seeing what all the hoopla is

about requires a few more steps than finding the latest and

greatest Web browser. A few programs have appeared to fill the

void, including a remarkably good one for the Windows plat

form, Macromedia's SlipKnot.

"SlipKnot allows shell users to continue using all their shell

tools for mail and news, etc., and provides them with the only

major service they are lacking," said Felix Kramer, a communi

cations analyst with Kramer Communications. SlipKnot has

several advantages over other shell-based

Web access programs, Kramer noted.

The program is kept mainly on the user's

hard drive, and therefore does not take

up space on the Internet Service

Provider's (ISP) server (except for a pair

of shell-side scripts which do not use up

remote server resources). By compari

son, many ISPs nationwide have ban

ished the use of The Internet Adapter

(TIA), a shell-based program that allows

use of SLIP/PPP Web browsers and

other tools but runs on the ISP's server.

Of course, keeping your ISP happy is only half the battle.

The real test is, of course, whether the program is any good.

The answer in this case: Absolutely. I used the 1.08 beta version

of the software. (Version 1.1 should be out by the time you

read this.) For comparison purposes, I selected Web pages that

I visit almost daily via my personal SLIP account. I also

checked out the SlipKnot home page http://www.interport.net/

slipknot/slipknot.html, an excellent starter site with links to enter

tainment and business sites, as well as the latest version of the

software. (In addition, a few pages with links to good starter

sites are bundled with the program.)

SlipKnot users can ask for up to five pages at a time.

SlipKnot then downloads the requested Web pages in order of

request and saves them to the user's hard drive for viewing. The

download lime was about equal to the time it takes to load

pages with SLIP or PPP. The primary difference I noted was

that the page wouldn't display until every word and graphic had

arrived on my hard drive. (Most browsers begin displaying text

and graphics during download.) The graphics quality of each

page I downloaded was consistently good, with one exception

— at least on my machine, certain graphics would occasionally

appear to be "electrified" for a moment. This quirk, which I

dubbed the "Frankenstein effect" (as in, "it's alive... ALIVE!"),

generally happened while scrolling down pages, and didn't seem

to do any damage — except to convince me that my computer

or link was on the fritz for a few brief seconds.

In addition to otfering very good graphics quality, SlipKnot

is a considerate program — it can easily upgrade itself as new

versions become available (with the user's permission, natural

ly. We don't want to forget who's the boss here.) Version 1.08's

features include fill-in forms support via Lynx (you actually

switch to terminal mode briefly to submit form data), Telnet

capabilities, non-modem direct serial connections, and auto

matic redial, among others. Version 1.1 will be available in full

distribution form (or, as they say in the commercial, "it's in

there"), and will build on the former releases, Kramer said.

"Version 1.1 adds many features over 1.0, notably support

for gopher, forms, and an improved terminal," he said.

"Compared to 1.08, version I.I will have a customization guide

for sysops and site licensing capabilities built in."

To run SlipKnot you will need the following: Windows 3.1

(or higher) in 386 Enhanced Mode, or Windows for

Workgroups; at least four megabytes of memory (eight

megabytes is recommended — the company has noted some

memory deficiency errors at four

megabytes); at least two megabytes of

available hard disk space (SlipKnot

requires 1.5 megabytes, with additional

space for downloading documents); and a

mouse or other pointing device (SlipKnot

cannot be controlled with a keyboard

alone). But wait, there's more. Your ISP

must have either Lynx 2.2 (or later) or

WWW available on its server, and a pro

gram to send you files via the Xmodem or

Ymodem protocol. The server must also

allow you full access via a UNIX com

mand prompt; menu-driven systems won't work. SlipKnot ver

sion 1.08 and later is also compatible with the Zmodem and

Kermit protocols. And finally, you will have to download

SlipKnot itself via anonymous FTP, unless your server already

has it available to you online. SlipKnot is also available on disk

from Software Labs (800.569.7900) and is scheduled to appear

in several book/CD-ROM bundles any minute now.

The SlipKnot shareware programs are designed to automati

cally disable themselves after a certain number of downloads

(200 for version 1.08). The program costs S29.95 to register in

North America, Europe and Japan, and S20 in all other areas.

"We wanted to make the product affordable in less devel

oped nations, where people earn less," Kramer said.

Additionally, Micromedia donates a total of 10 percent of

SlipKnot's gross revenues to a pair of refugee charities: The

International Rescue Committee and the Center for Victims of

Torture (both receive five percent). The donations are in

recognition of SlipKnot developer Peter Brooks, who tied his

native Hungary as a refugee in 1956. Brooks arrived in Los

Angeles five years later, and now resides in the L'.S. hub
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Internet Client/Server Software
Windows & Windows NT

MindWire
"Where Minds Meet"

DCN, Inc. Internet > http://www.durand.com MINDWIRE Demo > (805) 961-8702 Tel > (805) 961-8700
© 1995 DCN. Mindwire is a trademark of Durand Communications Network, Inc. All referenced trademarks are the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.

* Requires DC Interface Builder (WIP}



PCBoard Professional BBS Software
We won't settle for second best, neither should you.

Leading the online industry for more than a decade

Here at Clark Development we have been making the

industry's best Bulletin Board Software for more than a

decade. Our flagship product, PCBoard. is the only

commercial BBS software to ever receive the prestigious

PC Magazine Editors' Choice Award for BBS Software.

Last year we received the Hayes/Dvorak Award for

Outstanding Telecommunications Technology for our

PCBoard Programming Language. More of the boards in

the Boardwatch Top 100 list run PCBoard than any other

BBS software, including the #1 BBS for the past three

years in a row and last year more PCBoard BBSes placed

in the top 100 than Major BBS and Wildcat combined.

Still the #1 best selling BBS software world-wide

Get more standard features

for one low price with PCBoard!

Nobody else delivers this much value and functionality for one

low price. Don't be fooled by vendors that include costly add

on's in their feature list but neglect to include them in the

advertised price. With PCBoard, you get all this plus a whole lot

more - all for one low price. You may not need all these features

today, you may not even know what some of them are, but they

are ready to use when you are.

a" Optimized for DOS, WIN, OS/2

rf Intelligent Multiport Support

rf OS/2 Comm Driver Support

rf PAD (X.25) Support

rf Local & LAN Logins

a Internet/UUCP Gateway

s' Fido Mailer & Tassel

s' Internal QWK Mail

s' Credit Accounting

s' Programming Language

s7 dBASE III File Access

a" Automated File Maintenance

s^ Multiple Language Support

PCBMail for Windows

FREE D/L Upgrades for a Year

FREE Voice Technical Support

Competitive Upgrades

& New Sysop Specials!

Special Prices Good Until June 30, 1995

Call now and order your own copy of

PCBoard, or order online - call our BBS

and type "SPECIAL" at the main board

prompt.

2 Nodes + PPL Compiler $99.00

5 Nodes + PPL Compiler $199.00

10 Nodes + PPL Compiler $299.00

25 Nodes + PPL Compiler $449.00

50 Nodes + PPL Compiler $649.00

100 Nodes + PPL Compiler $849.00

250 Nodes + PPL Compiler $1899.00

1000 Nodes + PPL Compiler $6899.00

PPL Compiler Upgrade $49.00

C++ Developers Toolkit $149.00

Your key to the future of online communications

Bringing the future of The future is waiting foryou in

BBS software to you! Park City, September 21 - 24,1995!
Don't miss the online event of the year at the 1995 PCBoard / Online

Communications Conference in Park City, Utah. Attendees will be

among the first to experience the next generation of online

communications software from Clark Development and learn from

the experts about what it takes to successfully operate your own

online service. Space is limited, register today!

Our programmers are hard at work on a

new, 32-bit, native OS/2 version of PCBoard.

This summer we will release an update to the

DOS version with an even more powerful Fido

Mailer & Tosser, Internet/UUCP Gateway and

enhanced PCBoard Programming Language.

And in September we will unveil the next

generation of online communications

software from Clark Development - a

graphical, client/server package that brings

together the best that BBSes and the Internet

have to offer in a way that nobody else can.

Copyright 1995 Clark Development Company. Inc. All Rights Reserved. PCBoard is a registered trademark and PPLC and PCBMail are trademarks of Clark Development Company, Inc.

%

^ ClarH Development Company, Inc.
} 3950 South 700 East, Suite 303, Murray, Utah 84107

§ Phone: 800-356-1686 or 801-261-1686

'• BBS: 801-261-8976 Telnet: 199.67.41.252


